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CURRENCY EQUIVALENTS
(As of May 1, 1985)
Currency unit = Wou (W)
Won = 0.00118
$1.00 = W 850 /
FISCAL YEAR
January 1 to December 31
WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
meter (m) = 3.28 feet
kilometer (km) = 0.62 miles
square kilometer (sq km) = 0.39 square miles
hectare (ha) = 10,000 square meters
cubic meter (cu m) = 264 US gallons
cubic meters per second (cu m/s) = 22.82 million US gallons per day
Gigawatt hour (GWh) = 1 million kilowatt hours (kWh)
liter (1) = 0.26 US gallons
liters per capita per day (lpcd) = 0.26 US gallons per capita per day
milligrams per liter (mg/I) = parts per million (ppm)
metric ton (mt) = 2,205 lb or 1 cubic meter of water
metric tons per day (mtpd) = 2,205 lbs per day or 264 US gallons
per day
pyong (py) = 3.307 sq. m. or 35.586 sq.ft.
ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS
ADB = Asian Development Bank
EPB Economic Planning Board
ERR = Economic Rate of Return
ICB = International Competitive Bidding
imC = Inter-Ministerial Committee
IFRR = Incremental Financial Rate of Return
ISWACO = Industrial Sites and Water Resources
Development Corporation
KDB = Korea Development Bank
KECC = Korea Engineering Consultants
Corporation
KEPCO = Korea Electric Power Company
KLDC = Korea Land Development Corporation
NOC = Ministry of Construction
MOF = Ministry of Finance
MOHA = Ministry of Home Affairs
HOHSA = Ministry of Health and Social Affairs
NRS = Namgang Regional Water System
OECF = Overseas Economic Cooperation Fund
of Japan
OOE = Office of the Environment
RCMA = MOC's Regional Construction and
Management Agency
TWB = Taegu City Water Bureau
TWS = Taegu Water System
UNDP = United Nations Development Programme
WB = Water Bureau
/1 In this report $ refers to US dollars.
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Loan and Proiect Summarv
Borrover: Republic of Korea
Beneficiaries: Industrial Sites and Water Resources Development
Corporation (ISWACO) and Taegu City.
Amount: $38 million equivalent.
Ter=s: Repayable in 15 years including 3 years of grace,. at
the standard variable rate.
Relendite
Terms: Government would relend $23 million of the proceeds of
the loan to Taegu City for the Taegu Water System (TWS)
on the same terms and conditions as for the Bank loan
plus a 0.05X p.a. handling charge. After completion of
the Namgang Regional System (ZRS), its assets and the
corresponding portion of the Bank loan amounting to $15
million, would be transferred to ISWACO on the same
terms and conditions as the Bank loan plus a 0.05% p.a.
handling charge. ISUACO and Taegu City would bear the
foreign exchange risk.
praiLec
DescriDtion: The proposed project consists of two water supply
components: the NIS, for 13 municipalities in the
Kyeongnam Province and th.e TWS for the city of Taegu.
The project would improve water services to about 2
million persons and provide water to 520,000 additional
persons by 1991. The NRS includes a vater intake and
about 80 kms of transmission pipelines with a capacity
of 115,000 metric tons per day (tpd), a treatment plant
with first stage capacity of 75,000 tpd, and storage
reservoirs of 12,000 tons capacity. Complementary
distribution networlks i: the two main project cities
are being cofinanced by the Asian Development Bank
(ADB).
The TWS includes water intake and transmission
facilities from the Nakdong river, a 400,000 tpd vater
treatment plant, about 80,000 ton capacity reservoirs,
the expansion of distribution networks, the
rehabilitation of existing networks and a study for
improving the organization of water and severage
services.
Risks: There are no special risks in the project. The
implementation schedule is feasible based on previous
project experience. To avoid a possible delay in
constructing complementary distribution works
Government provided assurances that complementary works
for the DRS would be completed by December 31, 1988.
IThi document w a reskited dbu_tio and may be used by ecipicnts only in the perfonnance of
thei oci duesum Its conte may not otherwie be dsdosd witht Wodd ank authiatiom
Project Cost: Local Foreign Total
__ _- ($ million) -
Namgang Regional Water System 18.6 13.6 32.2
Taegu Water System 31.2 20.9 52.1
Base Cost 49.8 34.5 84.3
Physical Coutingencies 5.0 3.4 8.4
Price Contingencies 6.5 4.5 11.0
Project Cost a] 61.3 42.4 103.7
Other Complementary Water Works 5.6 4.7 10.3
Total Water Works 66.9 47.1 114.0
Interest During Construction 2.7 5.6 8.3
Total Financing Requirements 69.6 52.7 122.3
FINANCING PLAN:
IBRD 0.0 38.0 38.0
Government Contributions for INRS 22.9 3.3 26.2
ADE. (NRS's Distribution Works) 0.0 4.0 4.0
InternaL Cash Generation and
Bonds from cities in iRS 5.9 1.2 7.1
Taegu's Bonds 19.0 0.0 19.0
Taegu's Internal Cash Generation 13.6 6.2 19.8
Government Loans for Taegu 8.2 0.0 8.2
Total Financi 69.6 52.7 122.3
Bank Fiscal Years
Estimated Disbursements: 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
Annual 3.0 8.8 14.8 9.8 1.6
Cumulative 3.0 11.8 26.6 36.4 38.0
Economic Rate of Return: 16%
a] Including Duties and Taxes estimated at $ 8 million equivalent
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I. mx WATE SUPPLY AUID SANrTAT3ON SXCTO
Country Background
1.01 Korea's population in 1984 was 40.6 million. Its
population density of 410 persons/sq km is one of the highest in the
world; it is also one of the most urbanized of the developing
countries. The overall population growth rate has decreased from 3X
in 1960 to about 1.5Z at present. The urban population in the 187
largest municipalities, which represents 60Z of the total, has been
increasing by 5Z p.a. or about three times the estimated growth rate
of the total population. By the end of the century, the population
living in municipalities of more than 50,000 inhabitants is expected
to include about 80Z of the total population. This rapid urbanization
has overextended all urban services, especially water supply. Coupled
with accelerated industrial growth and the relatively low priority
given to the sector earlier, this has led to a decline in the quality
of the environment and in water shortages with rationing in many
cities. Since the 1970s, the Government has given increased priority
to social infrastructure which has resulted in significant
improvements in the water supply and sanitation sectors and
contributed to improvements in public health. Waterborne diseases
have declined steadily since 1971. The crude death rate also declined
from 13 to 7 per thousand persons between 1960-81, while life
expectancy increased from 53 to 66 years in this period.
Sector Or2anization
1.02 There is no single agency with overall responsibility for
the sector. At the Central Government level, four Ministries are
directly involved in the sector. The Ministry of Construction (HOC).
through its Water and Sewerage -ureau, is responsible for the
planning, design and construction of major water and sewerage works.
The Industrial Sites and Water Resources Development Corporation
(ISWACO), a semi-autonomous public corporation under HOC, operates
regional systems providing water in bulk to groups of municipalities
and industrial zones and builds and operates multipurpose dams. The
Ministry of Rome Affairs (MOHA), through its Local Finance Bureau,
oversees the operation of municipal Water Bureaus (Mes), including the
approval of bonds, loans and tariffs and the expansion of distribution
and storage facilities. The WBs are semi-autonomous organizations,
responsible for the design, construction, operation and financial
management of water works under the municipal governments. They have
separate budgets, revenues and expenditures. The Ministry of Health
and Social Affairs (HOHSA) is responsible for setting standards,
controlling the quality of drinking water and implementing rural water
supply programs. The Office of the Environment (OOE), under MOBSA,
sets, regulates and coordinates pollution control. The OOE also has to
approve, under the Environmental Preservation Law, projects which have
a substantial impact on the environment. Finally, the Economic
Planning Board (EPB) sets guidelines for tariff increases, approves
investment plans and allocates counterpart funds for the sector.
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Sector Financing and Tariffs
1.03 Regional bulk water supplies to municipalities are financed
by HOC budgets and foreign loans. After completion, such projects and
their corresponding debt service liabilities are handed over to ISWACO
for operation and maintenance. ISWACO's national bulk water tariffs
are approved by MOC and EPB. Some 25-40Z of the investments by
municipal WBs are financed by MOC and provided to the WBs as loans, at
commercial rates, through the Korea Development Bank (KDB). The
balance of investment funds required are provided by the RBs' internal
generation (15-35%), sales of municipal bonds (20-40%), and foreign
loans. The EPB provides guidelines for the WB's maximum annual retail
tariff increases which reflect macroeconomic policies, and MORA
approves water tariffs for WBs within these guidelines. Water tariffs
have generally been sufficient to cover operation, maintenance, debt
service and some contribution to capital investments. In the rural
sector, a successful rural water supply program, scheduled for
completion in 1986, is being implemented, with the provincial
governments, the villages and MORSA each financing one third of the
costs. Severage is financed from municipal revenues, government and
foreign loans, and, starting in 1985, from sewerage tariffs. Despite
these measures financial problems still remain as described in para.
1.08.
Service Levels
1.04 About 55Z of the population was served by piped water in
1980, compared with 17% in 1960 and 33% in 1970. Service levels are
better (83%) in the large cities. However, many municipalities suffer
from restricted supply and water rationing. The quality of treated
water is uneven. Municipal water systems produce about 260 liters per
capita per day (lpcd), of which about half is for non-residential use.
To assist the Government resolve the problem of unaccounted-for water,
the Bank is providing support to leak detection programs in some 20
cities.
1.05 Only 8% of dvellings use severage systems; the rest use
septic tanks, cesspits, and night soil collection systems. Most of
the waste water from residential and industrial premises is discharged
untreated or partially treated into street drains. This, combined
with high leakage and the possibility of infiltration, exposes
distribution systems to the risk of contamination. Increased emphasis
is vow being given to sewerage and waste disposal (para. 1.06). Seoul
and Pusan, the two largest cities, and several other municipalities
have established combined waste and storm water collection systems and
sevage and night soil treatment plants, serving about one third of
their populations. The OOE and the municipalities are also enforcing
pollution control measures on industry and commerce in an effort to
improve the quality of rivers and the environment.
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Sector Development
1.06 Sector investments in 1983 prices increased from $218
million in the Third Plan (1972-76). to $530 million in the Fourth
Plan (1977-81) and are forecast to reach $1,860 million during the
Fifth Plan (1982-86), with about half being financed from the
Government budget. Government objectives during the Fifth Plan include
preservation of water quality, replacement of obsolete equipment, and
expansion and construction of new sewerage and vater supply systems
and treatment plants. The target for the Fifth Plan is to increase
the population served by piped water from 55Z to 70Z by 1986. Given
the high rate of urban population growth, maintaining even the present
coverage requires substantial investments. The Fifth Plan provides
for a number of environmental pollution abatement measures, including
the improvement of the Ran River Basin (based on a Master Plan
completed in 1984). the expansion of combined severage systems, and
the building of night soil and sewage treatment plants in some 100
cities and towns. Government plans to increase the percentage of
population served by sewage treatment plants from 6% to 35X and sewage
treatment capacity from 0.5 million tpd to 8 million tpd between 1980
and 1991. Sanitation investments in the Fiftb Plan are estimated at
$800 million in 1982 prices.
Sectoral Issues and Constraints
1.07 Although Korea has achieved impressive progress in the
provision of water services, many problems still remain. At the
present growth rate of 5% pa., the urban population doubles every 14
years which, combined with rapid industrialization, dramatically
increases water requirements. Consequently, in spite of a per capita
production of about 300 lpcd in several major cities, significant
water shortages continue requiring continuous investments in the
sector.
1.08 The main outstanding sectoral issues, which are being
discussed with the Government, are summarized beluaw:
(a) Financial. Although water supply projects require lengthy
construction periods and reach full capacity only several years after
commissioning, the investment funds available to most muiicipalities
are short-term bonds, internal casb generation and annually approved
government contributions. This results in project investments with
relatively short design horizons being favored. This problem could be
alleviated with the establishment of financial mechanisms, presently
being discussed, for long-term financing of urban and water
investments. The lack of nation-wide financial criteria for setting
WBs' retail tariffs and ISWACO's bulk water tariffs also creates
uncertainty about their capacity to assume debt service liabilities
and finance long-term project investments. Some projects are financed
by grants from Government even when debt financing would be preferable
and affordable. ISWACO's bulk water tariffs for treated and raw water
have a national impact and affect many municipalities. A country-wide
study of the bulk water tariff policy would be undertaken by ISWACO
under Loan 2491-KO and presented to the Bank for comments by June 30,
1986. This study would be financed and implemented by ISWACO in
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coordination with EPB and HOC. Assurances were obtained during
negotiations that the bulk tariff study including recommendations for
the NRS would be completed not later than June 30, 1986. Confirmation
was also obtained during negotiations that the consultants for this
study would be appointed not later than August 31, 1985.
(b) Oritanization in Interurban Areas. The WBs are generally well
operated and maintained. However, municipal water systems are
independently planned and operated even where contiguous
municipalities constitute a single integrated urban area. Coordinated
services would increase efficiency, remove unfairness in the access
to water or severage services, eliminate duplication of investments
and reduce dependence on government grants. To address this problem
MORA engaged the Korea Public Administration Research Institute to
prepare a country-wide feasibility study of the organization of urban
water supply services. The study, completed in 1984, is now being
reviewed by the Ministries concerned and the Bsak. MHOA also intends
to undertake a detailed study of the organization of water services in
the Hetropolitan Region (comprising some 40 municipalities around
Seoul City). This study would be completed and made available to the
Bank for comments.
Cc) Division of Responsibilities. Government has hitherto
successfully implemented a large program of sector investments.
However, there is some lack of coordination between the Ministries
involved in the sector, in particular between HOC and MORA. This is
partially due to the division of responsibilities and is a problem
common to other sectors as well because of the Government's vertical
organization. A clearer division of responsibilities and closer
coordination is desirable. An Inter-Ministerial Committee (INC)
established under Loan 2072-KO meets on an ad-hoc basis to discuss
particular sector coordination issues. Inter-Ministerial meetings are
presently discussing the setting up of mechanisms for sector
financing -
Cd) Independent Water and Severage Orsanizations. HOC's Water and
Sewerage Divisions were reorganized under a new Bureau in 1984.
However, at the municipal level, with the exception of Seoul City, the
responsibility for water and sewerage rests with two separate Bureaus.
Increasing urban population and density, higher water consumption and
industrialization requires a large effort to improve severage services
and reduce pollution. In most countries, the integration of water ancz
sewerage services under the same management has proven efficient in
terms of staffing, finances, accounting, planning and cotrdination. It
is important to study the feasibility of this integration for the
particular conditions of Korea. Assurances were obtained during
negotiations that MORA would carry out the review of the
organization of water and severage services in Taegu City and that the
conclusions of this review would be made available to the Bank for
comments not later than December 31, 1986.
(e) Scarce Water Resources. Korea has limited water resources. Per
capita surface water runoff is only about 1,700 cu m or about 40K and
12Z respectively of the water runoff of Japan and the United States.
Since two thirds of the annual precipitation of 1,160 mm occurs during
the rainy season (July to September), increased water demand requires
the construction- of multipurpose reservoirs and regional water
transmission systems with long transmissior pipelines and expensive
pumping. The cost of such facilities is increasing rapidly due to the
shortage of suitable dam sites and increasing land costs. It is
important, therefore, to improve water resources management,
especially for the four largest rivers - Han, Nakdong, Geum and
Yongsan - the basins of which contain 70S of the industry and urban
population. Government's plans for these river basins include the
implementation of water conservation programs in the municipalities,
master plans for the use of water, and rational pricing policies to
help curtail water demand.
(f) Air and Water Pollution. High population density, increased
ownership of vehicles, the use of coal for heating, and especially the
wastes generated by rapid industrialization have resulted in a
deterioration of air and vater quality. The Government enacted the
Environmental Preservation Law in 1981, and the OOE and the
municipalities are starting country-wide programs for severage and
sewage treatment and control of industrial air and vater pollution.
Bank Obiectives and Lendin_ in the Sector
1.09 The Bank's lending strategy is to finance high priority
investments included in government programs and through these
operations maintain a dialogue on important sector issues. Through its
support of Government's programs for water supply and sanitation, the
Bank has the folloving key objectives:
(a) to promote sound investment planning with emphasis on least-cost
alternatives, improve the efficiency of the use of water
resources, safeguard the environment and ensure that the benefits
of water and sanitation reach the poor;
(b) to strengthen sector institutions anui improve coordination; and
(c) to develop a solid financial basis for the sector, through
improvements in accounting, financial and management information
services, and the adoption of appropriate policies for financing
and cost recovery.
Experience with Past Lendin'
1.10 The Bank has financed three projects in the water supply
sector since 1982: the First Water Supply Project (Loan 2072-R0) for
expansion of water services in five cities; the Second Water Supply
Project (Loan 2350-KO) for the Nakdong Barrage to increase vater
availability for municipalities in the Nakdong basin, initiate leak
detection programs and improve the financial management of WU.; and
the Metropolitan Region Water Supply Project (Loan 2491-KO), approved
in February 1985, to provide bulk treated water to 25 municipalities,
and to study bulk water tariff policies, analyze the organization of
water services in the Metropolitan Region, and improve ISWACO's
financial management. All these projects are being implemented on
schedule and compliance with loan covenants is satisfactory. Bank
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projects have also resulted in significant cost savings through
selection of least cost investments. Important sector improvement
measures are being undertaken by Government. These include: (a) the
establishment of sewerage tariffs for the main cities; (b)
introduction of improved accounting regulations and procedures for all
WBs; (c) agreement to introduce marginal cost pricing for the water
available from the Nakdong Barrage; (d) the establishment of
financial performance targets for ISWACO and several WBs; Ce) the
transfer of appropriate leak detection technology; (f) the
introduction of microcomputers for accounting and financial management
to WBs; and (g) the introduction of environmental management programs.
The Bank liaises closely with other international agencies supporting
the sector.
Rationale for Bank Involvement
1.11 Bank support for this project would continue, expand and
sustain the above mentioned sector improvements. Bank's involvement in
project preparation has already resulted in the adoption of a less
expensive and more efficient treated water system (para. 6.04). The
project assist in applying sound pricing policies and tariffs, improve
the organization of water and sewerage services in Taegu and achieve
the objectives described in para. 3.02. Institutional changes,
particularly those affecting several Ministries, are politically
sensitive and would require time to be addressed.
7II. WATER DENIED
Introduction
2.01 Water consumption has been rising rapidly in Korea. The
percentage of population with house connections increased from 33% in
1970 to 61% in 1984. Although the additional population served
belongs to the lower income brackets, which vould normally reduce the
per capita consumption, the water production per person for the whole
country increased from 117 lpcd in 1970, to 240 lpcd in 1980 and 273
lpcd in 1983. This rapid increase in per capita demand, 6.7% p.a.
during the last 13 years, is explained by the progressive alleviation
of water supply shortages, rapid industrialization and urbanization,
and higher living standards. The same factors would continue to
increase water consumption in the future, but at a slover rate.
NamganR Regional System (XRS)
2.02 The proposed NRS subproject would provide treated water to
13 municipalities including the cities of Samcheonpo and Chungmu in
south-eastern Korea, (Map IERD 18965R). In 1983, the population of
these municipalities was 251,000 persons. Water shortages have been a
major hindrance to development of the area, which lags considerably
behind other areas. In 1983, the population served by house
connections in these 13 municipalities was 138,000 persons (55Z of
the population). Water production was 17,850 metric tons or 130 lpcd.
Unaccounted-for water (37%) reduced the water consumption to only 82
lpcd. Access to vater services is uneven, and no public water supply
is available in nine of the thirteen municipalities. In the other
four, water is rationed and dry season consumption can be limited to
less than 40 lpcd. These water shortages have resulted in serious
conflicts ,etween municipalities for the use of limited water from
ground water sources. The region does, however, have good development
potential for tourism, fishery and export-related industrial
development. Infrastructure for these purposes is presently being
constructed. Ongoing works include three industrial estates and a new
harbor in Samcheonpo, and a large tourist development in Chungmu.
These two cities are expected to require about 80% of the NRS's
capacity. The NRS has priority in government plans for the sector
because of the water shortages sand rationing, and the development
potential of the region. A description of the existing water supply
facilities for the 13 municipalities is presented in Annex 1.
2.03 Population projections for the IBS, based on MOC's "Second
Comprehensive National Physical Development Plan 1982-91", the
feasibility study (para. 3.01) and appraisal projections indicate that
the population in the proj2ct uunicipalities would increase from
251,000 persons in 1983 to 316,000 in 1991 (2.9% p.a.) and 415,000 in
2001 (2.7Z p.a). However, the smaller municipalities generally have
small or negative rates of population growth (Annex 3 A). Demand
projections for the two cities assume that over 90% of the population
would be connected within the next ten years. However, some of the
project municipalities include many small villages surrounding the
main town, some of which are distant or separated from the pipeline
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route by physical obstacles. In such cases it is estimated that only
70% of the population vould be served by 1991. The percentage of
population with house connections is expected to increase from 55Z in
1983 to 75Z in 1988 and 82% in 1991. Detailed population and demand
projections are presented in Annex 3 and suzmarized in Graph 2.1.
2.04 The feasibility study for the NRS estimated the water
consumption using statistics from other Korean cities which have no
serious water rationing. These projections are reasonable. Water
consumption is estimated to increase from 11,230 tpd (averaging 82
lpcd in the four municipalities served) in 1983, to 48,000 tpd (172
lpcd) in 1991, and 77,000 tpd (188 lpcd) in 2001. The water supplied
by the proposed project would increase eveu faster. This is because
Chungmu City would have to abandon most of its present water sources,
which belong to other towns (not included in the project), and because
the increase in water demand by Samcheonpo's industrial estate would
gradually reduce the water available from the industrial pipeline. The
capacity of the first stage treatment plant and pumping stations is
75,000 tpd, to be expanded to 115,000 tpd by 1992. A second stage
treatment plant would be built at this time, providing a total
capacity of 42,300 tpd to the Sancheonpo branch and 72,700 tpd to the
Chungau branch. The pipelines are dimensioned for the capacity
requirements up to the year 2001.
2.05 Leak detection programs and network rehabilitation works
being constructed under an ADB-fimanced project are expected to reduce
unaccounted-for water in Chungau and Sancheonpo from 37% to 30Z by
1991. The total unaccounted-for water, including the new systems, is
expected to be 28Z after 1991.
Availability of Water for the IRS
2.06 Studies made of water resources available in the Nangang
Reservoir indicate that if the reservoir is operated as originally
designed, there would be sufficient water available to meet all
projected demands including the additional demand of this project.
This would require completion of land acquisition and compensation for
some 340 ha, which would allow the reservoir to operate, as originally
designed, at a high flood level of 39.5 m. ISWACO operates the
reservoir and is undertaking a satisfactory program for land
acquisition. Assurances were obtained during negotiations that to
provide adequate water supply to the NRS municipalities MOC would
complete a program of land acquisition in accordance with a schedule
satisfactory to the Bank. At present a considerable volume of water
from the reservoir is used by the Korea Electric Pover Company (KEPCO)
for relatively small pover generation (12,600 KW, because of the low
hydraulic head). This power can easily be supplied from other power
stations. The NRS would have sufficient water available for municipal
demand at all times if the volume of water used by KEPCO is curtailed,
and appropriate compensation is paid for the resulting reduction in
powe r generation. HOC confirmed during negotiations that public water
sup ply would have priority in the allocation of water resources from
the Namgang Reservoir.
-9-
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Taetu Water System (TWS)
2.07 Taegu. with a population of two million persons, is the
third largest city in Korea (Map IBRD 18966K). Taegu is one of three
Special Cities and reports directly to MORA rather than to the
provincial goverment. Water consumption in 1984 was IIl million tons(160 lpcd). The population served by house connections was 1.9 million
persons, (94Z), but access to water is uneven, with levels of service
between 80Z and 98% in different parts of the city. Under the TWS
particular attention has been given to reach the poorest, unserved
areas. The computer simulation of the water networks shows that after
completion the project would solve present problems of vater
rationing, low pressures, intermittent supply and provide sufficient
water to all neighborhoods.
2.08 Taegu's population growth averaged 5.1% p.a. during the
last 15 years, compared to an average of 5.9% p.a. for the 52 largest
cities. MOC's population projections estimate that Taegu's growth rate
will slow down, with its population increasing from 2.03 million in
1984 to 2.60 million in 1991 (3.6% p.a.) and 3.15 million in 2001
(1.9% p.a). Taegu is planning to increase the percentage of the
population with house connections from 94% in 1984 to 98% in 1991. The
additional population served would increase by 400,000 persons by 1991
and 780,000 persons by 1995. Detailed population and demand
projections for the TWS are presented in Annex 3 B and summarized in
Graph 2.2.
2.09 The feasibility study for the TWS (para. 3.01) and the
city's own projections forecast a large increase in water demand, due
to: (a) the elimination of rationing and improved pressures upon
completion of the First Water Supply Project; (b) rising standards of
living e.g., more extensive use of flush toilets, private baths, aud
water consuming appliances like washing machines; and Cc) increasing
industrial and commercial development. This has been the experience in
similar cities in Japan and other developed countries. These
projections also assume that per capita water production would
increase from 272 lpcd in 1984 to 430 lpcd in 1991 (6.8% p.a.), and to
570 lpcd in 2001 (2.9% p.a.). Under the city projections, the project
capacity would be fully used by 1992, and it would thus be necessary
to start the construction of an additional dam (Daecheon) by MOC, and
the corresponding treatment plant (Geunho) and pipeline facilities by
Taegu within the next few years.
210 The demand projections were revised and scaled down by the
consultants (KECC) during the appraisal. The demand projections used
for the appraisal assume a slower and more gradual increase in per
capita water consumption and a reduction of the unaccounted-for water
(Annex 12, para. 16). Under the appraisal projections water
consumption is expected to increase from 263,000 tpd (146 lpcd) in
1983 to 556,000 tpd (218 lpcd) in 1991 (Annex 33), and the project
capacity of 400,000 tpd would satisfy Taegu's water demand up to 1995.
If the water demand increases as projected by the city, the financial
position of TWB and the economic rate of return for the TWS would be
even better than the appraisal projections.
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2.11 Unaccounted-for water in Taegu rose from 32Z to 38X in 1984,
when pressures were increased upon the expansion of water capacity
and the completion of works under the First Water Supply Project.
Reducing Taegu's leakage is difficult because of the large proportion
of old distribution pipes in the system. In 1985, a leak detection
program, with the support of foreign experts, was started, aiming to
reduce unaccounted-for water to less than 3OZ by 1990. This program
would also establish a permanent unit in TWB for leak detection and
control. A considerable investment in network rehabilitation is
partially financed under the proposed project, with the remainder
wholly financed from internal cash generation.
III. THE PROJECT
Origin and Formulation
3.01 The proposed project is an important part of Goverr-ent's
plans to upgrade and expand water services in water-scarce regicas and
urban areas. The project was identified and feasibility studies
completed under Loan 2072-KO. Detailed engineering for the NRS is
being financed by MOC and prepared by Woo Bo Engineers Inc. (Korea),
in association with Renardet Engineering (France). Detailed
engineering for the TWS is being financed by Taegu City and prepared
by Korea Engineering Consultants Corporation (KECC) with the
assistance of Nihon Suido and Original Engineering (Japan).
Proiect Obiectives
3.02 The main project objectives are to: (a) provide adequate and
reliable water supply to 13 municipalities located in a water scarce
and poor area of the country and promote their social and industrial
development; (b) increase water supply coverage in Taegu and ensure
adequate water services particularly to the low-income population; (c)
review the organization of water and sewerage services in Taegu, which
is expected to serve as a model for other cities; (d) extend the scope
of ISWACO's national bulk water tariff policy study to include the
NRS; and (e) promote sector development through a continued dialogue
with the Government (paras. 1.08-1.11).
Pro iect Description
3.03 The proposed project consists of two water supply components
in the Kyeongsang Region: the Namgang Regional System (NRS) and the
Taegu Water System (TWS). The subprojects have been approved by the
National Assembly and would be implemented simultaneously between
1985 and 1988. Details of the subprojects are presented in Annex 2,
and a summary description is presented below:
(a) Namzan2 Re2ional System. This subproject would provide treated
water to 13 municipalities, including two cities (Chungmu and
Samcheonpo), and eleven towns (eups) and villages (myeons). The
NRS includes a water intake and raw water pumping station from
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the existing Namgang Reservoir, a raw water transmission
pipeliue, a new water treatment plant (75,000 tpd), a high level
reservoir on the Chungmu branch line and two main transmission
pipelines, one serving five towns and Samcheonpo City, and the
other serving six towns and Chungau City. This subproject also
includes consultant services for project supervision and for
studying ISWACO's bulk water tariff policies.
(b) Taetu Water System. This subproject would eliminate water
rationing in Taegu after 1988, and provide water supply to some
780,000 additional persons by 1995. It includes the expansion of
the vater intake and pumping station from the Nakdong River, the
expansion of the Dasa treatment plant by 400,000 tpd, and
additional transmission and distribution facilities to use this
capacity and distribute water to all areas of the city. The TWS
includes additional booster pumping stations, service reservoirs,
the replacement of old and leaking distribution pipes and the
improvement of instrumentation and control of the whole system.
Consultant services for project supervision and the review by
KOHA of the organization of water and sewerage services in Taegu
City are also included in the project.
Complementary Works
3.04 Complementary distribution works necessary to utilize the
water delivered by the NRS have been designed and are under
construction for the two main cities of Chungmu and Samcheonpo with
parallel cofinancing from ADB (Small Towns Water Supply Sector
Project). The two cities would use about 80% of the project capacity.
The eleven other municipalities would implement a program of
distribution improvements that would be financed by MNOH's Provincial
Water Fund. Assurances were obtained during negotiations that the
distribution works requ- for the municipalities of the IRS works
would be coordinated by : C and MOHA and implemented not later than
December 31, 1988.
Proiect Cost
3.05 The estimated project cost, including physical and price
contingencies, is W 84.5 billion ($103.7 million), of which W 34.6
billion ($42.5 million) is the foreign exchange component. Taxes and
duties are estimated at about $8 million equivalent. The base cost is
expressed in June 1985 prices. The project is in an advanced stage of
preparation, ard cjst estimates are based on detailed designs, HOC's
annually updated rates and prices and recently awarded contract prices
for similar works. Physical contingencies have been estimated at 10%
of total base costs. Technical assistance for construction supervision
is included in the project costs and requires about 100 man-months of
foreign consultants and about 340 man-months of local consultants.
Estimated price increases over the project period amount to about 7X
of base costs plus physical contingencies. Price increases for
foreign costs are estimated at 5% for 1985, 7.5% for 1986, and 8% for
1987-1988. Price increases for local costs are estimated at 2.5% for
1985, 5% for 1986, and 5.5% for 1987-1988. It is estimated that
exchange rate adjustments would, on the average, maintain "purchasing
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power parity' during the project implementation period. The project
COst summary is shown in Table 3.1. Detailed project cost estimates
are presented in Annex 4.
FinanciuR Plan
3.06 The proposed Bank loan of $38 million would finance 36.6Z of
the project cost (39.72 excluding taxes), or about 31.1% of the total
financing requirement of $122.3 million, including the complementary
distribution works of the municipalities in the NRS and the interest
during construction, (Table 3.2). The remaining funds would be
provided by Government contributions for the NRS ($26.2 million,
21.4%), Taegu City bonds (19 million, 15.52), Taegu Water Bureau
internal cash generation ($19.8 million, 16.22), Government loans
($8.2 million, 6.7%), ADB ($4 million, 3.37), and internal generation
and bonds by the cities in the NRS ($'/.1 million, 5.8%). This
financing plan was reviewed and confirmed during negotiations. After
project completion, the assets and debt service liabilities of the NRS
would be transferred to ISWACO. Taegu City will own and operate the
TWS subproject.
TABLE 3.2 PROJET FINANCING PLAN 11
MILLION tS - S OF TOTAL MILLION VW
TOTAL MILLION
LocaL Foreign TtaL COST ImN 1985 1996 1987 1S88 1989
AIUGANS REGIONAL SYSTEM 22.9 16.6 39.5 32.3 32273 128 12986 13939 5310 0
TAEGU WATER SYSTBI 39.3 25.9 61.2 52.51 55 2590 17874 17817 14194 0
POJEC COST 61.3 42.5 103.7 84.85 84538 2718 30570 31755 19494 0
OTHER CONPLEMENTARY WATER lUORlCS 5.6 4.7 10.3 .A 9769 2635 3485 2649 0 0
rtwlErs DuRIN coNs1UciiON 2.7 5.6 8.3 6.8 6732 109 827 240 3267 0
TOrAL FINAICING REOUIRB4ENS 69.6 52.7 122.3 100.OS 100039 5462 3482 36994 2276 0
FINANCED BY:
(A] FOR NRS:
PRIPOSHE IBR9 LOA 0.0 15.0 15.0 12.3 12130 0 2076 47 3759 15t2
EGUIY CONTRI0TIONS 2] 22.9 3.3 26.2 21.41 21525 128 10990 9690 2329 -1592
B91 FOR T11:
PFPOSED IBF LOMN 0.0 23.0 23.0 19.8S 18493 0 3155 5756 6190 3469
B0NDS 19.0 0.0 19.0 15.5S 159D0 1500 5000 500o 4000 0
G11ERIENr LOANS 9.2 0.0 9.2 6.7Z 6770 900 3430 2060 380 0
INtEIAL CASH GENERATION 21 13.5 6.2 19.8 16.5 16183 231 6653 6SJ7 9193 -3169
(C] FOR CO1PtErARtr WATER l8RCS
A08 COFINANCING 0.0 4.D 4.0 3.3 3400 950 1020 1360 170 0
CMES's B0NDS S INTERNAL
CASH GENATIAON 5.9 1.2 7.1 5.8S 6049 1853 2986 1697 -470 0
TOTAL FINAICING 69.6 52.7 122.3 100.D 100039 5462 3498 36834 22761 0
I ] Due to rounding the tat digit in totaLs my appears diftfrent from the sum of digits.
2 1 The Lag betwen proJect inveteents and Bank dieburements reverse In 1989, en the Invest_ent Is
co Leted.
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TABLE 3.3: PROCUREMENT OVERVIEW - COSTS AND BANK FINANCING a]
$ Million
PROCUREMENT METHOD
TOTAL
PROJECT ITEM: ICB LCB OTHER b] COST
(A) NAMGARG REGIONAL SYSTEH
Civil Works 15.7 15.7
(3.0) (3.0)
Materials & Equipment 16.3 1.0 17.3
(11.0) (0.5) (11.5)
Engineering and TA 1.5 1.5
(0.5) (0.5)
32.0 0.0 2.5 34.5
Land & Taxes 5.0
SUBTOTAL 32.0 0.0 2.5 39.5
(14.0) 0.0 (1.0) (15.0)
(B) TAEGU WATER SYSTEM:
Civil Works 20.3 13.8 1.0 35.1
(3.5) (2.2) (0.3) (6.0)
Materials & Equipment 14.1 5.0 2.0 21.1
(11.5) (3.6) (1.4) (16.5)
Engineering and TA 1.6 1.6
(0.5) (0.5)
34.4 18.8 4.6 57.8
Land & Taxes 6.5
SUBTOTAL 34.4 18.8 4.6 64.3
(15.0) (5.8) (2.2) '23.0)
(C) TOTAL
Civil Works 36.0 13.8 1.0 50.8
(6.5) (2.2) (0.3) (9.0)
Materials & Equipment 30.4 5.0 3.0 38.4
(22.5) (3.6) (1.9) (28.0)
Engineering and TA 0.0 0.0 3.1 3.1
0.0 0.0 (1.0) (1.0)
66.4 18.8 7.1 92.3
Land & Taxes 11.5
TOTAL 66.4 18.8 7.1 103.8
(29.0) (5.8) (3.2) (38.0)
a] Figures in parentheses are respective amounts financed by Bank
loan. The table excludes the complementary water works in the NRS
municipalities ($ 10.3 million), which would be procured following
ADB's and local procurement guilines.
b] Prudent local shopping and negotiated contracts.
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Procurement
3.07 Procurement arrangements for the project are summarized in
Table 3.3. The contract packaging ensures efficient project
implementation. The NRS complementary distribution works would be
procured folloving ADB and local procurement guidelines. The main
civil works and the bulk of the materials and equipment, aggregating
about $66 million will be procured through International Competitive
Bidding (ICB) following Bank guidelines. A preference margin in
accordance with Bank guidelines would be granted for domestic goods at
bid evaluation. TUS civil works contracts, under $2 million each, and
aggregating about $14 million, and pipe materials contracts, under
$0.5 million each, and aggregating about $5 million, would be procured
through Local Competitive Bidding (LCB) procedures which have been
reviewed and are satisfactory to the Bank. One civil works contract
for intake works estimated at about $1 million and a control equipment
contract estimated at about $2 million would be negotiated with the
respective contractors who completed the first stage of these works
for the TWS in 1984, under ICB contracts financed under Loan 2072-KO.
This vould be economical and ensure compatibility of works and
equipment and validity of guarantees. A provision has been made that
urgently needed goods including specialized leak detection equipment
as agreed with the Bank, estimated to cost not more that $0.25 million
per contract and aggregating not more than $1.0 million may be
procured through prudent shopping. Due to the experienced and
competitive local construction industry, foreign contractors are not
expected to be interested in bidding for civil works contracts.
3.08 Prior Bank review would be needed for civil works contracts
over $2 million and goods contracts over $0.25 million, which include
about 60Z of the value of all contracts. This is adequate since both
implementing agencies are well experienced in Bank financed
procurement. Advance contracting has been included at Government's
risk for consultant services for about $2 million. Consultants for
project supervision would be selected in accordance with Bank
guidelines.
Disbursements
3.09 Proceeds of the Bank loan would be disburse,I against: (a)
35Z of civil works contracts; (b) 100% of the foreign expenditures and
100% of ex-factory local expenditures for equipment and materials; and
(c) 50% of the cost of consulting services. Disbursements under
contracts for equipment and materials costing $250,000 equivalent or
less each would be made on the basis of statements of expenditure. A
Special Account of $1.5 million wo-ld be established in each
subproject to facilitate loan disbursements against eligible
expenditures under each of the two subprojects. The closing date of
the loan would be June 30, 1990.
Proiect Implementation
3.10 The project is in an advanced stage of preparation. General
Procurement Notices for both subprojects have appeared in the
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"Development Forum" and prequalification is underway. Detailed
engineering would be completed by August 1985, and the first contract
would be avarded by December 1985 (Annex 5). TWB plans to appoint
consultants for assisting in supervision of the TWS before the award
of the first contract. This vas confirmed at negotiations. The
project would be constructed between December 1985 and December 1988
(Annex 5). The implementation schedule is realistic based on the
experience with similar projects in the sector, particularly the First
Water Supply Project, where Taegu and three other cities commissioned
their vater works in less than 36 months, and the other city, Kwangju,
completed its works, including a large dam, in under 42 months.
Disbursements of the Bank loan are expected to take four and a half
years, somewhat faster than the country disbursement profile. The
estimated disbursements are shown in Annex 6.
3.11 The NRS would be implemented by HOC and supervised by their
Pusan Regional Construction and Management Agency (RCXA), vith the
support of consultants. This office would designate four field
engineers under the Director of its Rivers' Improvement Division to be
resident at the project sites. HOC plans to retain, for supervision
of the IRS, the consultants engaged in the design of this subproject.
The appointment of consultants for assisting in supervision of the DRS
is a condition of disbursements for this component. MOC's Water and
Sewerage Bureau would provide coordination from Seoul as well as
liaison with the Bank. NOVA would review the organization of water and
sewerage services in Taegu City. ISWACO would be responsible for
taking over the project on completion and for the implementation of
the tariff studies with the assistance of consultants. TIB with the
supoort of consultants would implement the TIWS subproject. Both MOC
and TWB have adequate experience in implementing foreign assisted
projects. Charts 1 to 3 show these implementing arrangements. Land
acquisition and compensation for the NRS subproject involving some
17 ha is proceeding satisfactcrily. For the TUS subproject, most of
the necessary land is already under City ownership. The responsibility
for land acquisition and compensation, engineering, bid evaluation and
supervision would rest with the respective Project Offices. Bidding
and contract awards would be the responsibility of the Office of
Supply (OSROK), the main Government procurement agency, which has wide
experience in both ICB and LCB for foreign assisted projects. For the
NRS, the complementary distribution works for the two beneficiary
cities are being implemented by HMOA and the cities with the support
of consultants. The complementary distribution works required for the
other eleven municipalities in the NRS would be financed and
implemented by the respective county offices. MOC's Water and Severage
Division and MORA's Local Finance Division would coordinate, arrange
financing and provide support for these programs.
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Operation and Maintenance
3.12 The NRS facilities will be transferred to ISWACO for
operation and maintenance (para. 4.03). ISWACO presently
satisfactorily operates and maintains nine other bulk water supply
systems and has wide experience in this field. The TWB vould be
responsible for the operation and maintenance of the TWS facilities
constructed under the project.
Enviroimental Aspects
3.13 The project would improve health and environmental living
conditions of the population through the provision of safe water.
Rowever, while increasing water supply the project would also increase
the volume of waste water. Government is now starting to address this
problem and is giving priority to the planning and financing of a
country-wide program to provide improved collector and interceptor
severs and treatment facilities for urban areas. Starting in July
1985, the cities will collect severage tariffs, amounting to up to 50Z
of their vater tariffs, to finance improvements to waste water
collection and disposal systems. These improvement programs, when
completed, would help improve sanitation. Generally, municipalities in
Korea maintain efficient sanitation services like garbage collection
and disposal, street cleaning, septic tank and night soil collection
and disposal and maintenance of drains and water courses. Residents
are very conscious of the environment and maintain neighborhoods and
premises clean. These factors, particularly in the project
municipalities, result in better neighborhood environmental
conditions than in comparable municipalities in most developing
countries.
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IT. TE BORROWER AND EKIClTIEG AGEECIES
The Borrower
4.01 The borrower will be the Government which will relend the
Bank loan to Taegu Ciry for the TWS on the same terms and conditions
as the Bank loan plus a 0.05Z p.a. handling charge. After completion
of the NRS, its assets and the corresponding portion of the Bank loan
would be transferred to ISWACO on the same terms and conditions as the
Bark loan plus a 0.05Z pa. handling charge. The foreign exchange risk
would be borne by ISWACO and Taegu City. A Project Agreement covering
operation and maintenance and financial covenants would be executed
with ISWACO. Government would enter into a Subsidiary Loan Agreement
with Taegu City to onlend the Bank loan component for the TWS. Signing
of this Subs-diary Loan Agreement is a condition for effectiveness.
Namzanm Regional System (URS)
4.02 Imulementinx Astncy: Ministr, of Construction. The NRS would
be implemented by HOC (para. 3.11). After completion of construction
its assets and liabilities vould be transferred to ISWACO. MOC's Pusan
RCKA would be designated as the Project Office. The Pusan RCMA is
managed by a Director General and has the following Divisions: General
Services, Roads, Rivers' Improvement, Laboratory, and Special
Construction Offices. An office under the Director of the Rivers'
Improvement Division would be designated for supervision and
construction management. MOC confirmed during negotiations that a site
office, initially staffed by at least one field engineer, would be
established by December 1, 1985. MOC's accounting procedures are
adequate. MOC's Accounts Department would be responsible for project
cost accounting, with internal audit from MOC's Inspector General's
Office, and external audit by the Board of Audit. Assurances were
obtained that within six months of the end of each fiscal year MOC
would send to the Bank a summary of the project cost accounts, as
audited by independent auditors acceptable to the Bank.
4.03 ODeratint Asencv: ISWACO. ISWACO would be responsible for
the operation, maintenance and debt payment for the NRS. Assurances
were obtained that a Transfer and Operations Agreement for the M.1, a
draft of which would be presented to the Bank for comments by December
31, 1987, would be signed with ISWACO prior to the completion of the
NRS. ISWACO is satisfactorily operating nine other regional systems
(Chart 2), which would provide bulk water to some 60 municipalities by
1988. ISWACO is also the borrower for three previous Bank loans being
executed satisfactorily: The Chungju Multipurpose Dam (Loan 1666-KO),
the Second Water Supply Project started in 1984, and the Metropolitan
Region Water Supply Project approved in February 1985.
4.04 ISWACO was established on February 1, 1974, pursuant to the
law for the promotion of industrial sites and water resources
development, to: (a) undertake the development of industrial sites and
special areas; (b) construct, operate and maintain multipurpose dams
for water supply, irrigation, flood control and power generation; and
(c) operate regional water supply systems which provide raw or treated
bulk water for municipal and industrial use. ISWACO has planned and
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constructed nine industrial estates and nev cities and six
multipurpose dams, and operates nine regional water supply systems.
The largest dams under construction are Hapcheon (financed by OECF),
the Nakdong Barrage (financed by Loan 2350-KO), and the Juan and Imba
Dams (also financed by OECF). Feasibility studies are being prepared
for five other vultipurpose dams which are expected to be built within
the next ten years.
4.05 ISWACO is managed by a Board of Directors, which includes
ISWACO's President, a representative of MOC and the Manager of the
Goverrment Invested Corporations. ISWACO's President is appointed by
the President of Korea. ISIWACO has a Vice-president, who is also
responsible for planning, and four other Directors (Administration,
Industrial Sites, Water Resources and Public Utilities) and an Auditor
(Chart 2). The directors are appointed by MOC for a period of three
years, and the Auditor for a two-year period. ISWACO has developed
into a large and competent organization with 15 departments, 18 local
offices and 1,278 employees, 422 of whom are in Taejeon at
headquarters and the others in local offices and at construction
sites. Many of ISWACO1= 500 engineers have been trained abroad, and,
working together with foreign consultants, have acquired considerable
experience in the design, construction and maintenance of large
projects. ISWACO has insurance against fire as well as for vehicles,
and is self-insured against other risks. ISWACO's financial statements
have been audited satisfactorily by independent private auditors.
Assurances were obtained during negotiations that ISWACO's financial
statements would continue to be independently audited, and that a copy
of the auditor's report would be sent to the Bank by July 1, six
months after the end of each fiscal year.
4.06 ISWACO's management is efficient, with administrative
expenses representing less than 5% of operational expenses. In May
1984, the Government enacted the Public Erterprise Reform Law,
providing more autonomy to public enterprises and creating mechanisms
to monitor their efficiency, in particular an annuAl evaluation used
to rank all public enterprises. This government ranking is then used
to award bonuses of up to six months' salary to all employees of the
best enterprises. ISWACO's management has, as a result, been very
receptive to ideas to improve itself. and under the Metropolitan
Region Water Supply Project is undertaking a study (to be completed by
December 31, 1986) to strengthen its financial management and
management information systems.
4.07 ISWACO's operations are well run, with sophisticated
telemetering and control systems, metering and regular maintenance
programs. Statistical information is adequate, water services are
reliable, unaccounted-for water is less than 5%, and accounts
receivable are less than 30 days. Accounting and payrolls are
computerized, and under the Second Water Supply Project.
microcomputers have been purchased and are being used for financial
projections and planning. To ensure proper maintenance of the NRS,
assurances were obtained from ISWACO during negotiations that it
would prepare a maintenance program for the NRS and send a copy to the
Bank for comments not later than December 31, 1987.
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Taerm Water System (TUS)
4.08 ImulementinE and Operating Asency: Taetu Water Bureau (TWB)
The TWB would be responsible for the construction, operation and
maintenance of the TWS. TWB has an experienced stafA and has
satisfactorily implemented previous development projects, including
its component of the the First Water Supply Project. TWIB is a semi-
autouomous department within the City, with autonomous budget and
resources, and reports to the Mayor. TWBts budget is about one quarter
of the City's budget.
4.09 The TUB is managed by a Director General, and has three main
divisions responsible for: (a) Business: accounting, planning,
budgeting and cash management of TUB; (b) Engineering: planning
design and construction supervision (with the support of c-usultants3
of vaterworks expansions and local and international procurement (with
the support of OSROK); and (c) Naintenance and Supply: operation and
maintenance of treatment plants and distribution systems, construction
of small distribution networks and house connections. Under this last
division six Service Offices Cone for each district), are responsible
for metering, maintenance and control of the distribution system in
each district. The TWB's organization is satisfactory and has
competent and motivated staff (Chart 3). The total staff is 764
persons, or 9Z of total city staff. Staff efficiency is high - 3.7
employees per thousand water connections - which is better than in
most developing countries. Other indicators of efficiency are also
good: water connections are fully metered, meters are well maintained,
and meter maintenance shops are adequate. Collections are made through
commercial banks and branch offices. Collection procedures are tight
and ztrictly enforced, and accounts receivable at the end of each
month are just two weeks of billing.
4.10 Water supply accounts, revenues and expenses are kept
separate from the city accounts. The system of accounts for all WBs in
Korea was recent'v updated by MORA, revieved by the Bank, and is
satisfactory. Account;-& information is reliable and timely. Presently
only billing and payroll .re computerized, but under the Second Water
Supply Project computer hardware and software is being tested and
developed to computerize accounting, finances, inventories, etc., aud
to provide a Management Information System for all WBs including Taegu
City. External auditors have been submitting timely and satisfactory
audit reports. Assurances were obtained during negotiations that the
project cost accounts for the TWS and the TWB's financial statements
would continue to be independently audited, and that a copy of the
auditor's report would be sent to the Bank by July 1, six months
after the end of each fiscal year.
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V. FINANCXAL ANALYSIS
A.ISWACO'S Past and Present Financial Performance
5.01 Upon completion of the project, ISWACO would own and operate
the NRS and another ten regional water supply systems. ISWACO is a
public enterprise owned by the Government (95%) and the Korea
Development Bank (5%). Its authorized capital is W 500 billion, fully
paid as of December 31, 1984. ISWACO has been groving rapidly and its
fixed assets increased almost four times between 1980 and 1983.
ISWACO's financial performance during the last five years has been
satisfactory, with positive and rapidly increasing net income
(averaging 2Z of its equity), a current ratio of 1.4, and a debtf(debt
plus equity) ratio of 50%. However, its operating ratio is higher than
92X, primarily due to the effect of the Industrial Sites Division,
which has an operating ratio of 100%. Consolidated financial
statements for ISWACO are shown in Annex 9. The construction of new
industrial sites and cities was the main activity of ISWACO some years
ago. After construction, these industrial sites, togetner with related
losa obligations, are sold at cost. Recently, however, the Korea Land
Development Corporation (KLDC) and some cities are undertaking
industrial site development, and ISWACO's revenues and expenditures on
this operation have halved between 1979 and 1983. Given the balancing
of revenues and expenditures of the Industrial Sites Division, and its
decreasing activities, ISIWACO's future finances would mainly depend on
its two other operations, the Water and Dams Divisions. The Water
Division sells water in bulk to many municipalities (more than 60 by
1988) and industrial zones, and the Dams Division sells energy to the
Korea Electric Power Company (KEPCO) and collects water rights charges
from cities using water from rivers regulated by ISWACO. The financial
analysis for ISWACO is therefore centered on these two Divisions.
5.02 In 1984, the Water Division accounted for only 35% of
ISWACO's revenues, but its net revenues were two thirds of ISWACO's
total net revenues. The financial performance of this Division is
satisfactory (see Annex 7), and provides substantial cash
contributions for ISWACO's development investments. ISWACO's national
bulk water tariffs include a fixed charge for the basic contracted
quantity, a charge per unit of volume used, and a surcharge for volume
used in excess of the contracted quantity. The present tariffs average
H 32 per ton of raw water and W 74 per ton of treated water. The
pricing policy and the criteria to set these tariffs, including the
appropriate ratio between fixed and excess demand charges and their
specific application to the proposed NRS, are being studied under the
project (para. 1.08 a).
5.03 The Dams Division operates six dams (Andong, Soyang,
Taechong, Nam, Seonjin and Chungju), and three additional dams and
the Nakdong Barrage are under construction. About 84% of its total
revenues are from the sale of bulk power to KEPCO. The Chungju Dam
would increase the power generated by ISWACO by 138% between 1984 and
1986. The other 16% of the Division's revenues in 1984 were from water
rights charges, collected from municipalities and industries which
use water from rivers regulated by ISWACO. Charges for these services
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are based on the economic allocation of the cost of each dam to water,
pover, irrigation, flood control, etc., in proportion to their
respective benefits or alternative costs. ISWACO's efforts to collect
charges and recover a portion (30Z) of the cost allocated to
irrigation have not been successful. These charges are opposed by
farmers with support from the Ministry of Agriculture, which wants to
reduce the cost of food production. Nevertheless, ISWACO is planning
to increase the irrigated area paying charges (around $25 per ha per
year) from 190 ha in 1983 to 8,500 ha by 1988, but this would still
only represent a small fraction of the land irrigated from rivers
regulated by ISUACO. ISWACO's pover revenues depend largely on weather
conditions. During the 1982 drought, sales of hydro-generated pover
dropped from 988 to 614 GWh, resulting in a deficit of N 1,662 million
in this Division. The present financial position of the Division is,
however, satisfactory, as shown by its financial indicators (Annex 8,
Table 5). Cash operating expenses, including taxes, represent a low
and declining percentage (34Z) of its revenues, and most of the
Division's revenues are used for capital expenditures.
5.04 IS1ACO has made considerable efforts to comply with the rate
of return covenant under previous projects (Loans 2350-KO and 2491-
KO). The doubling of the value of its fixed assets, which were
revalued in 1984, and increased operating costs due to price increases
for pover and water rights made compliance very difficult. Between
1982 and 1984, ISWACO's power charges were increased from W13.8/Kwh to
123.7/Kvh (58% in real terms), and water rights charges were increased
from 11.9/ton to R 3.7/ton (78% in real terms). Although Government's
policy is to stabilize prices and control inflation, ISWACO's water
charges were increased 10% in January 1985, which would allow
compliance with the 4% rate of return covenant in 1985. ISWACO had to
undertake the operation of the Geumgang Regional System, where demand
is likely to remain at only a small fraction of its water production
capacity for many years. It would be inequitable to penalize water
users in other regions to compensate for the poor performance of this
system. Therefore, for purposes of the rate of return covenant, the
financial projections include the full costs of operation and
depreciation of this system, but exclude its fixed assets from the
rate base up to 1989. The power charges payable by KEPCO for Chungju
Dam are being studied by consultants. Their preliminary recommendation
of 935/Kwh would allow compliance with the rate of return covenant for
the Dams Division in 1985 and 1986. It was confirmed during
negotiations that the tariff study for Chungju power tariffs would be
completed before end of September 1985, and that the approved tariff
would be implemented by the end of 1985 and would be effective
retroactively from the start of power generation of this dam by mid-
1985.
ISWACO's Future Financial Performance
5.05 Assurances were obtained during negotiations that ISWACO's
Water and Dams Divisions would achieve a minimum rate of return on
revalued fixed assets of 5% from 1986. This rate, already included in
the Metropolitan Region Water Supply Project, provides a satisfactory
financial performance and is reasonable in view of: (a) for the Dams
Division: the lumpiness of the investments in dams, and the provision
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of services whose costs are not fully recoverable from users (such as
charges for water taken from the rivers for irrigation and flood
control expenses); and (b) for the Water Division: the provision of
satisfactory water services to the poorest regions at a reasonable
price. This rate of return would allow ISWACO to meet operational and
and debt service expenses, and internally finance about 15% of the
large planned investments ($1,050 million) in thse Divisions between
1984 and 1988. These investments would more than double the net fixed
assets of these Divisions in 1983. Compliance with this covenant is
feasible but would require considerable efforts. For the Dams'
Division, pover charges would have to be further increased by 50% in
real terms between 1984 and 1988, and the charges for water rights
increased by 60% in real terms in the same period. For the Water
Division, tariffs would have to be adjusted by about 10% in real terms
between 1984 and 1988. ISWACO's power charges are negotiated with
KEPCO in consultation with EPB and the Ministry of Energy and its
water charges are approved by MOC in consultation with EPB.
5.06 These rates of return would be based on fully revalued
assets. In accordance with Korean law, fixed assets can be revalued
when their estimated value exceeds 252 of the book value. Assets
revaluation doubled the assets of the Dams Division in 1984. The fixed
assets of the Water Division are relatively new (the oldest was
completed in 1980), and since inflation has been low in the last few
years their formal revaluation would only be completed by end-1985.
Nonetheless, the financial projections use the estimated revalued
assets for this Division. Assurances were also obtained during
negotiations that for rate analysis, the value of ISWACO's fixed
assets would be adjusted annually until the next formal revaluation,
using 85% of the annual increase in the wholesale price index as a
proxy for the increase in value of these assets.
5.07 Under the proposed rate of return covennt (para. 5.05), the
financial position of the Dams Division would be satisfactory (Annex
8): its working ratio would average 12%, its debt service ratio would
average 1.7, and its ratio of debtl(debt plus equity) would be below
36Z. After 1988, annual investments of about $40 million would be
internally financed, an-d additional cash would be available to
contribute to the construction of the other dams planned for the
1990s. The Water Division would also have a satisfactory financial
performance (Annex 7), with its working ratio averaging 64Z, its debt
service ratio exceeding 1.8, and the ratio of debt/(debt plus equity)
being below 18%. After project completion, this Division would rapidly
accumulate cash and be able to provide a substantial internal
contribution to future water works. Financial highlights for the Water
and Dams Divisions are presented in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. Additional
investments and their financing could affect ISWACO's financial
position. Assurances were obtained during negotiations that ISWACO
would not incur any additional long-term debt without prior Bank
concurrence, unless its debt service coverage exceeds 1.3 in any
calendar year.
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TABLE 5.1: FINANCIAL NIGZLIGETS - ISRACO'S WATER DIVISION (Annex 7)
1982 1984 1986 1988 1990
Raw Water Sold - Million Ton 919 1120 1228 1263 1561
Treated Water Sold - Million Ton 28 56 93 167 449
Raw Water Tariff - W per Ton 33 32 37 42 43
Treated Water Tariff - W per Ton 75 74 86 96 98
Total Revenues (Million W) 32098 39814 53530 68692 110518
Operational Expenses (Million U) 20379 27412 35013 43900 65678
Depreciation (Million U) 5533 6064 8615 11338 17866
Net Income (Million W) 5154 5160 6517 9056 14472
Z Working Ratio 63.5S 68.92 65.42 63.9Z 59.4S
Z Rate of Return (on Revalued Assets) 3.4Z 3.32 5.02 5.02 5.0X
Capital Expenditures (Million U) 240 2740 75505 53191 2500
Debt Service Coverage (times) 5.5 5.2 3.7 3.8 2.2
2 Debt on Debt plus Equity 8% 7% 14: 18Z 132
TABLE 5.2 FINANCIAL HIGEIGEITS - ISUACO'S DAHS DIVISION (Annex 8)
1982 1984 1986 1988 1990
Power Sold (GWE) 614 686 1519 1747 1743
Pover Rate V/Rwh 13.8 23.6 34.6 41.8 53.3
Water Rights Rate U/ton 1.9, 4.2 5.5 6.7 8.7
Total Revenue (Million U) 10405 21614 60348 85984 113399
Operational Expenses (Million W) 4767 4668 6744 9832 12539
Depreciation (Million U) 5053 7983 19653 28475 38549
Net Income (Million U) -2166 6603 17959 21709 37816
Z Working Ratio 45.8% 21.6% 11.2= 11.4% 11.1Z
Z Rate of Return on Revalued Assets 0.3% 3.3Z 5.02 5.0% 5.0O
Capital Expenditures (Million U) 169969 148354 173395 71106 21714
Z Capital Expend. to net Fixed Assets 97Z 54Z 23S 6S 21
Debt Service Ratio 0.8 1.1 1.7 1.6 1.6
Z Debt on Debt plus Equity 37% 33% 35% 27Z 192
TA'BLE 5.3 TAErU WATER BUREA - FANCIAL KIGILIGHTS (Annex 10)
1982 1984 1986 1988 1990
Water Sold - Million Ton 85.2 110.9 131.4 159.2 188.7
Average Water Tariff W/Ton 153.2 193.8 218.6 234.1 245.7
Total Revenues (Million W) 21734 26535 33991 43305 53997
Operational Expenses (Million U) 16432 15395 18038 21797 26729
Depreciation (Million U) 1195 2487 4738 6273 8356
Net Income (Million W) 3003 2982 6713 9858 14478
Z Working Ratio 75.6Z 58.0S 53.1% 50.32 49.5S
Z Rate of Return on Revalued Assets 6.51 8.92 8.02 8.4Z 8.0%
Capital Expenditures (Million U) 17661 24610 20683 20429 11171
Debt Service Ratio 8.0 2.0 1.8 1.6 2.1
S Debt on Debt Plus Equity 27 50o: 39% 35Z 272
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I Tk9M lATE IURKA (TUB)
Past and Present Financial Performance
5.08 The TWB is a semi-autonomous bureau of Taegu City and is
responsible for the construction, operation and maintenance of water
works. It has an independent budget with autonomy over the investments
financed from its internal resources. The TWB is a well managed water
utility. Internal cash generation by the TWB financed more than 30X of
capital expenditures during the First Water Supply Project (1982-
1984), in excess of the 20Z required mnder that loan. Although
Government set strict guidelines to contrctl inflation between 1982 and
1984, rTIB's water tariffs were increased 15X in real terms during that
period. Costs are well controlled and pernonnel expenses are only one
quarter of the total expenses. However, uxaccounted-for water, which
averaged 34Z in 1982/83, increased to 38% in 1984 due to improved
water pressures. This would be corrected through a leak detection and
network rehabilitation program being implemented with the support of
consultants (para. 2.11). The TVB's financial performance between
1982 and 1984 has beeu good: the rate of return on partially revalued
assets averaged 7.7%, the operating ratio was 75Z, the debt service
ratio exceeded 2, accounts receivable were less than 10 days, and the
ratio of debrl(debt plus equity) has been less than 50%. The TUB
accounts somewhat underestimate the real income, because of the Korean
practice of charging the revenues and expenditures for house
connections to the income statement, instead of depreciating the house
connections over their useful life. This practice is preferred because
of simplicity, and because these revenues and expenditures cancel
each other out.
5.09 Water tariffs are satisfactory. In fact, since a large
percentage of the vater works are financed by short-term (five year)
bonds, the tariffs required for financial viability are above the
long-run marginal cost. Requests for tariff increases are submitted to
MECa, and are approved within general guidelines for price increases
set by EPB. The average tariff in 1984 was W 194 ($0.24) per ton.
Water charges varied for each category. Average residential charges
are only 73% of average charges. Other users pay higher charges,
amounting to 162% of average charges for commercial and industrial
users, and 128Z for public and other users. The tariff structure is
progressive, penalizing wasteful use of water and subsidizing low
income consumers. Consumption charges for commercial or industrial
users are 2.5 to 5 times the minimum charges for low income users.
Financial highlights of the TWB are presented in Table 5.3.
Future Financial Performance
5.10 TWB's tariffs should cover operation, maintenance and debt
service, and provide substantial internal contributions to fiuance
its water works investments. This requires a rate of return on
revalued fixed assets of 8% p.a, which can be achieved by tariffs only
5% higher in real terms than the present tariff. The above rate of
return would provide a satisfactory financial position not only during
the construction period, when TWB would internally finance up to 43%
of its total investment, but also for the foreseeable future (Annex
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10). This would also result in an average working ratio of 52X, a debt
service ratio above 1.4, and a ratio of debt/(debt plus equity) below
41%. Assurances were obtained during negotiations that starting in
1986 water charges and other operational revenues would be sufficient
to cover operation, maintenance, and depreciation and achieve a rate
of return not lower than 8%. The TWB's fixed assets were revalued
satisfactorily at the end of 1984 in accordance with Korean law.
Agreement was also reached during negotiations that for rate analysis,
the value of TWB's fixed assets would be revalued as explained in
para. 5.06.
Relortink Requirements - Honitorinx Indicators
5.11 In order to satisfactorily monitor the inrestment programs
and financial plans, assurances were obtained during negotiations
that:
(a) ISWACO would send to the Bank, not later than February 28
and August 31 of each year, a Management Information Report,
including data on water demand and revenues, and the
monitoring indicators presented in Table 5 of Annexes 7 and
8, and the status of compliance with loan covenants. The
August 31 report would also include updated five-year
projections (income, flov of funds and balance statements)
for its Water and Dams Divisions;
(b) MOC would send to the Bank not later than August 31 and
February 28 of each year, semiannual reports on the cost
(Annex 4A) and updated execution schedule of the NRS (Annex
5);
Cc) TWB would send to the Bank, not later than August 31 and
February 28 of each year, a Management Information Report,
including the project cost (Annex 4B), the updated execution
schedule (Annex 5) and monitoring indicators (Annex 10,
Table 5), and the status of compliance with loan covenants;
and
(d) MOC and TWB would prepare for the NRS and TWS respectively,
a Project Completion Report satisfactory to the Bank, not
later than six months after the loan closing date.
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VI. PROJECr Jc
Introduction
6.01 The proposed NRS meets urgent water needs for thirteen
municipalities, including two cities and eleven towns and villages, in
Tyeongnam Province. Although the project region has considerable
economic potential, its development and population growth rates are
well below those of other regions, mainly because of the scarcity of
water. The project also includes the expansion of water services for
Taegu, the third largest city in Korea, where rapid population and
industrial growth would overextend the water supply by 1988. The
project would solve these problems and provide the water needed for
the development of both project areas.
Proiect Benefits
6.02 Upon completion of the NRS, about 140,000 persons who are
already served would be free of water rationing and low pressures. In
addition, the project would meet the groving water needs for
commercial and industrial development, and nine of the municipalities
would have a public water system for the first time. The MRS provides
only treated water in bulk to the municipalities. The two main cities
in the NRS, Samcheonpo and Chungmu, are already expanding their
distribution and house connections systems with ADB financing.
Government provided assurances that similar distributiou works would
be completed in the smaller towns by 1988 (para. 3.04).
6.03 The TWS would improve service and reduce the unaccounted-
for water and operational expenses for the population already served
in Taegu City (about 1.9 million persons), and would serve about
400,000 additional persons by 1991 and 780,000 persons by 1995. The
TWS would provide water to unserved areas of the city and increase
coverage from 94% in 1984 to 98X by 1991, when practically everyone
would enjoy good water service in terms of quantity, quality and
reliability.
6.04 The project would also foster sector reforms through the
continuation of the sector policy dialogue (paras. 1.09 and 1.11). A
benefit of the project would be the establishment of an integrated and
more efficient system of treated water for the NRS, and its reduction
in cost by using revised demand projections. Tariff studies are under
way, under Terms of Reference agreed with the Bank, to analyze
national tariff policies and levels for bulk water, and apply the
recommended policies to the NRS. The organization of water and
sewerage services in Taegu City would also be revieved under the
project. The conclusions of this review would be applicable to other
cities, and would, when implemented result in better planning and
coordination of the investments for both services, lower government
contributions and improved sanitation and environmental conditions.
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Poverty Ismact
6.05 The population served by house connections in the NRS would
increase from 55Z in 1983 to 75Z in 1988 and 82Z by 1991 (Annex 3A,
Table 2). The NRS vould also provide water for the first time to an
additional 120,000 persons by 1991 and 175,000 persons by 1996. Most
of the population without water, or- with a rationed supply, is of low
incoue, and the new neighborhoods to be served are predominantly low-
income. In this region, the population in relative poverty 11
averages 24Z compared to 18X for the country as a whole. It is
expected that about 65% of the urban poor in the project area (about
50,000 persons) would have house cennections by 1991, compared vich
17S now. In Taegu about 150,000 persons in relative poverty would be
served by 1991, about one third of the incremental population
benefited by the TIWS. Without the project investments, the rapid
population growth of Tae au vouid reduce the percentage of population
served to below 80% by IM91.
Least Cost Solution
6.06 The water demand and the selection of the least cost
solution was an issue during the preparation of the NBS (para. 2.04).
The alternative selected, using the existing Nangang Reservoir as the
source, is considerably less expensive than the other three
alternatives studied (Annex 11). The routes selected for the pipelines
are also the least expensive. A water treatment plant (75,000 tpd) in
the first otage would be followed by an expansion of capacity to
115,000 tpd by 1992. The proposed investments for the TYS are also
least cost, other alternatives would have been at least twice as
expensive.
Rate of Return
6.07 The Economic Rate of Return (ERR) for the project, based
on existing tariffs and the wate: benefits including increased value
of benefitting properties. is estimated at 13% for the NRS and 18% for
the TWS, with a weighted average of 16% (Table 6.1 and Annex 11).
Sensitivity analysis shows that an increase in investment costs by
10X, combined with a decrease in benefits by 10. would reduce the EN
to 13S. The optimal design horizon for the pipelines is the year 2001,
because of economies of scale. This makes the investment lumpy and
reduces the rate of returr. Because of this, and since bulk vster
tariffs are the same throughout the country, regardleass of the cost of
water production in each regional system, the Incremental Financial
Rate of Return (IFRR) for the NRS, based only on ISWACO tariffs, is
2Z. This highlights the need for the proposed tariff study (para. 1.08
(a)). The IFRR for the NRS, using retail water tariffs and the
distribution investments required to provide vater to the population,
is 6Z (Annex 11 A, Table 3). This is because present retail water
tariffs do not cover the full cost of operation, since there is
limited willingness to pay for water services which presently are
rationed, unreliable and of unsatisfactory quality. Bovever, the iRS
1] Persons with incomes below one third of the country's ararage
per capita income.
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is the only economic water supply source available for the
municipalities in the project area and is essential for the regionts
development. For the TWS, the ERR, based on existing tariffs, is 18X.
Sensitivity analysis shows that an increase of investments by 10i
combined with a 1OX reduction in benefits reduces the ERR to 15%. The
above rates of return exclude other important benefits which are
difficult to quantify (such as the improvement of the living standards
of the population already connected, the consumer surplus, and the
health and general welfare benefits brought on by safe and reliable
water supply).
TABLE 6.1 ECONOMIC RATE OF RETURN
-- x RATE OF RETURN
Base Invest- Bene- Invest-
Case ment fits ment +10%
10% 10% Benefits
Higher Lower - 10%
NANGANG REGIONAL SYSTEM 13 11 10 9
TAEGU WATER SYSTEM 18 17 16 15
TOTAL PROJECT 16 15 14 13
Marginal Cost
6.08 The marginal cost of bulk treated water in the NRS is W 169
per ton ($0.20 per cubic meter) assuming a discount rate of 10% (Annex
11A, Table 2). This is twice the present nationwide tariffs for
treated water. There are some valid arguments for not charging the
full marginal cost in the NRS region, mainly because of the relative
poverty and the need to promote development of the region.
Nonetheless, water charges should provide a better indication of the
cost of water. The tariff study (para. 1.08 (a)), would provide
recommendations on the level of charges to be applied to the NRS based
on economic, financial and social considerations. Since the volume of
water sold in this region would be less than 2% of the water sold by
ISWACO, the financial impact of this system on the ove-;all financial
position of ISWACO is negligible. By contrast, the TWS's marginal cost
of W 148 per ton is 26% below the present average water tariff. For
TWB, the tariffs required for financial reasons are higher than the
marginal cost because of the large percentage of short-term financing
(bonds) repayable in five years, while the useful life of the
investments is 30 or more years.
Affordability'
6.09 Present water rates are affordable both for the NRS and the
TWS consumers. For the NRS municipalities, retail water charges
represent less than 1% of the average disposable income. In the TWS,
water consumption is higher, and average water charges are about 3X of
the average income. However, water tariffs in all cities are
progressive, subsidizing low income consumers, while excessive
consumption is charged at rates 3 to 5 times the rates for minimum
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consumption. Therefore in both subprojects, the urban poor, which
typically use less than 10 tons of water per month, pay only about
W1,300 per month, which is less than IZ of the monthly disposable
income at the poverty threshold. The effect of the tariff increases
expected during project implementation would be compensated by the
expected increases in per capita income, maintaining water readily
affordable for the whole population.
Proiect Risks
6.10 There are no special risks in the project. The izplementation
schedule is feasible based on previous project experience and the
relatively small size of works. However delays may occur, and if so
the rate of return would be lower, but nonetheless adequate. In
addition, there is the risk that the municipalities may not build the
necessary distribution works on time, delaying the project benefits.
This has not been a problem in previous projects and Government has
provided assurances that complementary works for the NRS would be
completed by December 31, 1988 (para. 3.04).
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VII. AGRKTS RCMZ AND IxcanmOUS
7.01 The appointment of consultants for supervision of the NRS is
a condition for disbursement for this component (para. 3.11).
7.02 Agreements were reached with Government during loan
negotiations that:
(a) the complementary distribution works required in the project
municipalities of the NRS vould be coordinated by NOC and
NORA and implemented not later than December 31, 1988 (para
3.04);
(b) the cost of the NRS would be audited by independent auditors
(para 4.02);
(c) HOC would sent to the Bank semiannual reports and a project
completion report for the IRS (para 5.11);
(d) in order to provide adequate water supply for the NRS, MOC
would complete a program of land acquisition around the
Namgang Reservoir in accordance with a schedule satisfactory
to the Bank (para 2.06); and
(e) a Transfer and Operations Agreement for the NRS would be
signed with ISHACO prior to completion of the NRS component
(para 4.03).
7.03 Agreements were reached with the Government and ISUACO
during loan negotiations that:
(a) ISHACO's tariff study, including recommendations for water
charges for the NRS, would be presented to the Bank not
later than June 30, 1986 (para 1.08 (a));
(b) ISWACO's financial statements would be audited by
independent auditors (para. 4.05);
(c) a maintenance program for the NRS would be completed not
later than December 31, 1987 (para 4.07);
(d) starting in 1986, ISHACO would achieve rates of return of 5X
on revalued fixed assets for its Water and Dam Divisions
(paras. 5.05 and 5.06); and
(e) ISWACO would send to the Bank semiannual reports (para
5.11).
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7.04 Agreements were reached with the Government and Taegu City
during loan negotiations that:
(a) a review of the organization of water and sewerage services
in Taegu would be completed by MORA not later than December
31, 1986 (para 1.08 (e));
(b) TWB's financial statements and the cost of the TVS would be
audited by independent auditors (para. 4.10);
(c) starting in 1986 TWB would achieve a rate of return of 8Z on
revalued assets (para 5.10); and
(d) TWB would sent to the Bank semiannual re orts, and a project
completion report for the TWS (para 5.1).
7.05 Understandings have been reached and are recorded in the
minutes of negotiations on the following:
(a) MOC would give priority to public water supply from the
Namgang Reservoir (para 2.06);
(b) the project financing plan (para 3.06);
Cc) MOC's Pusan RCNA would be designated as the Project Office
for the NRS and a site office, staffed by at least one field
engineer, would be established not later than Decembez 1,
1985 (para 4.02); and
td) the tariff study for the power charges for the Chuugju Dam
would be completed before end-September 1985, the approved
tariff would be implemented by end-1985, and would be
effective retroactively from the start of power generation
by mid-1985 (para. 5.04).
7.06 The signing of a subsidiary Loan Agreement with Taegu City
is a condition for loan effectiveness (para. 4.01).
7.07 With the above agreements and understandings the project is
suitable for a Bank loan of $38 million, for a term of 15 years,
including a grace period of 3 years at the Bank standard variable
interest rate. The borrover vould be the Republic of Korea.
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EXISTING FACILITIES - WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION
A. Namnang Resional System (HRS)
1. NamRang Reservoir. The existing reservoir vas constructed in
1970 by HOC, and is presently operated by ISWACO, mainly for flood
control. It also provides for a power generation by KEPCO of 4300 kW
per hour, irrigation water for about 9,800 ha, and about 100,000 tpd
public water supply for Chiuju and Sancheonpo cities. The reservoir
has a catchment area of 2,285 sq km and a surface area of 23.55 sq km
at full supply elevation of +39.5 m. It cannot presently be operated
at this design elevation due to incomplete land acquisition, presently
completed only to elevation +38.0 m (1110 year high flood level). The
main spillway has a design capacity of 2,000 cu mlsec, but discharges
of this magnitude would result in some flooding of downstream
development in Chinju City. The supplementary gated spillway into
Sacheon Bay has a design capacity of 5,460 cu m/sec. but the
discharge channel cannot safely pass discharges of this magnitude. As
a result of these limitations ISWACO operates the reservoir so as to
avoid maximum spillway discharges and high reservoir elevation and
has, over the last 10 years, passed the maximum recorded flood (7000
cu m/sec or 1/50 year flood return frequency) with the reservoir at
about +37m elevation. The maximum design flood is 10,000 cu m/sec
(1/200 year return flood frequency).
2. Both NOC and ISVACO have started studies to identify the best
options available to optimize reservoir operations to serve all
planned water requirements from the reservoir, including the increase
of public water supply from 100,000 tpd in 1986 to about 250,000 tpd
in 1991 and 400,000 tpd in 2001. ISWACO studies would also take into
account the reduction in water demand for irrigation after the
completion of the Nakdong Barrage and the Hapcheon Dam in 1988. These
two dams would greatly increase the water availability in th, Nakdong
River and practically eliminate the need for the Namgang Reservoir for
this purpose. ISNACO has also designed a comprehensive hydrological
data collection and flood warning system to cover all the maior
reservoirs being operated by them, including the Nangang Reservoir,
and is planning to install this system during 1986 to help improve
reservoir operations.
3. Simulation studies indicate that with the reservoir operated as
designed, conflicts between water availability for power generation
and public water supply would arise by the 1990's. At that time it
wculd be necessary to give public water supply priority on the use of
water from the reservoir and compensate KEPCO for loss of pover
generation. It has been estimated that this loss would amount to only
V 1.5 per ton of water supplied. WOC is also carrying out feasibility
studies aimed at augmenting the present water resources of the Namgang
Reservoir by either raising the crest level of the dam to provide for
additional storage or by providing a new storage dam at Hwamyang
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upstream of the present reservoir. Either of these options, if
implemented, would also resolve any potential conflicts between
beneficiaries.
4. In order zo ensure adequate vater supply for the municipalities
in the NRS it has been confirmed (para. 2.06) that (a) MOC would give
priority to public water supply in the allocation of water resources
from the Nangang Reservoir and, (b) MOC and ISWACO would complete a
program of land acquisition (about 340 ha, estimated to cost W 4.8
billion) in accordance with a schedule satisfactory to the Bank. This
would allow the operation of the reservoir at its design elevation of
39.5 m. HOC is also planning other measures to increase the water
available for the DRS. These include ISWACO's ongoing program to study
and optimize reservoir operation under the changed conditions after
1988 (when other dams would enter into operation) and the installation
of a reliable hydrological data collection and flood warning system
for the reservoir.
5. Water SuDDly. Public water supply systems are being operated
in the two cities (Chungmu and Samcheonpo) and Sacheon and Goseong
Eups, with varying degrees of efficiency and adequacy. Gwongdo Myeon
is presently building a new system while all other myeons have
unreliable, fragmented rural water systems. Present water sources are
mainly from the shallow aquifer along the minor valleys of the region.
These sources cannot produce adequate supply during the long dry
season. The water scarcity is compounded by the water demand for
agricultural purposes. The only reliable supply is the 11,000 tPd raw
water supply allocated to Samcheonpo City from the Naugang Reservoir
through the existing raw vater pipeline jointly owned by KEPCO and the
City (Map IBRD 18965). This main has a present supply capacity of
20,000 tpd capable of expansion to 30,000 tpd. KEPCO has an allocation
of 9,000 tpd from this source for the thermal power station at
Samcheonpo and presently uses 4,000 tpd for the first two of the six
generating unit to be installed before 1991.
6. The Chungmu City water supply system presently relies on
four water sources from infiltration galleries in the shallow acquifer
adjacent to local streams. Total d2sign capacity is 15,000 tpd, though
normal yield does not exceed 11,000 tpd, with low yields during the
prolonged dry season of as little as 2,000 tpd. Three of these sources
are outside the City boundary and belong to other municipalities,
originating major conflicts for the use of scarce water. Effective
production capacity of 11,000 tpd is available in three treatment
plants, the oldest of which was commissioned in 1944.
7. Samcheonpn City has two treattient plants, one of 3,000 tpd
capacity, drawing water from an infiltration gallery in the Bonghyun
River valley, and the other using the previously mentioned 11,000 tpd
raw water from the Namgang Reservoir. The first source is unreliable
and effective yield is as little as 1,500 tpd and would be abandoned
when the project is completed. The Namgang water treatment plant would
be gradually phased out by about the year 1996 when the demand for raw
water from industry is expected to absorb the full capacity of the
existing pipeline.
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8. Sacheon Eup draws its raw water from the Sacheon River with
a high risk of industrial and agricultural pollution. The leprosarium
located upstream of the intake also contributes to pollution of this
source. Temporary improvements are planned till the project is
completed, when the present facilities will be phased out. Goseong Eup
has a treatment plant of 2,000 tpd, but the source is unreliable and
would also be phased out on completion of the project.
9. Water supplies are managed by the Water Bureaus in the
cities and by a water section within the CoTnstruction Bureau in the
smaller towns. The WBs are semiautonomous and have an independent
budget. Staff is limited and inexperienced.
10. Sanitation. The four municipalities where public water
supply is available have combined waste and storm water drainage
systems serving about 35% of their area. Premises are served by septic
tanks, cesspits or pit latrines. Night soil is collected, treated and
used as fertilizer by farmers. The street drains and main water
courses which receive most of the waste vater from premises discharge
untreated wastes into the nearest river or coastal bay. Generally
anaerobic polluted conditions prevail in the main water courses
during most of the year. The small myeons have lower population
densities and less problems to dispose of waste water. The cities and
eups maintain efficient garbage and nightsoil collection services and
the standards of sanitation are satisfactory.
B. Taejm Water Sripply System (TWS)
11. Water SuDply. The main water source for Taegu is the Nakdong
River on its western border (Map IBRD 18966R). The Nakdong drains
23,656 sq km or uearly one quarter -i the country and provides
substantial water resources for major public and industrial water
supplies as well as for extensive agricultural requirements in its
basin. The Andong Dam constructed in 1974 regulates the river above
Taegu, and the Nakdong Barrage now under construction in the estuary,
for completion by 1988, would prevent salt vater intrusion and allow
the use of water presently used to prevent saline intrusion into the
river. The Namgang Reservoir, on a downstream tributary also provides
regulated flow for downstream users, as would the Eapcheon Dam, now
under construction on another tributary. Construction is about to
start on the Imha Dam to supplement storage and river control upstream
of Taegu. The completion of the Nakdong Barrage in 1988 by itself
would assure sufficient year-round water availability in the Nakdong
at Taegu, till beyond the year 1996 which is the design horizon of
the project.
12. Taegu City presently has a water production capacity of
720,000 tpd from the Nakdong river and can produce another 140,000 tpd
from two other local sources. It has four conventional treatment
plants, the most modern of which is the 400,000 tpd Dasa Plant,
completed in 1984 under the First Water Supply Project (Loan 2072-KO).
The distribution network consists of about 100 km of primary and 1,175
km of secondary mains from 75 mm to 2,200 mm diameter. The system
includes 20 booster pump stations and 13 service reservoirs of about
66,000 tons capacity, and has about 198,000 service connections
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serving 922 of the population. Unaccounted-for water is reaching
almost 402. The city has started a leak detection and control program
financed under Loan 2072-R0, which would be complemented by the
rehabilitation and replacement of old pipelines financed by the
project.
13. Taegu Water Bureau (TWB), has independent budgets and
accounts. The organization of TWB (Chart 3), includes 800 staff who
have considerable experience in management, planning, operations and
maintenance. Consultants and contractors are hired as necessary to
assist city staff in major planning and improvement works.
14. Sanitation. The existing system consists of combined storm
and waste vater collector and main drains discharging into water
courses and ultimately into the two main rivers - the Nakdong and the
Guem Ho - draining tbe city. Premises are provided with either a
septic tank or a cess pit which drains into the nearest street drain.
The septic tanks and cess pits are desludged periodically. Night soil
is treated in special treatment plants before disposal. In December
1984, the City completed, with the assistance of consultants, a
Sewerage Master Plan which sets out priority plans and investments for
sewage collection and treatment between 1985 and 2001. The city has
started, witb OECP assistance, the construction of the first treatment
plant to serve the most densely built-up area. This 360,000 tpd
facility will be completed in 1987. The city is also planning to
construct interceptor severs in the Dalseocheon catchment as well as
in the adjoining Sincheon catchment, which are both considered a
priority. Sever tariffs amounting to 48% of the water tariffs would be
levied from July 1985 and are expected to generate about Won 12 to 15
billion annually for sewerage investments. The above developments give
room for confidence that Taegu City would embark on an adequate
investment program for improvements in sewerage services before the
project is commissioned in 1988. Garbage is collected directly by the
Cleaning Section, as well as by private contractors working for the
city, and disposed of by landfill or incineration. These services are
well operated and maintained and the level of neighborhood sanitation
is satisfactory.
15. Table 1 summarizes the details of the existing population
served and water services in the project municipalities.
Environmental Aspects
16. The availability of reliable, adequate and safe water supply
in the municipalities served would allow residents to improve health
and sanitation and contribute to improve the environment. The only
adverse environmental impact of the project, the increase in waste
waters due to the expansion of water supply, is being addressed by the
Master Plan mentioned above. Generally, municipalities in Korea
maintain efficient public sanitation services like garbage collection
and disposal, street cleaning, septic tank and night soil collection
and disposal and maintenance of drains and water courses. Residents
are also very conscious of the euvironment and maintain neighborhoods
and premises clean. These factors result in better environmental
conditions in urban areas than in most other developing countries.
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17. The additional, assured year-round, water supply that would
be provided by the project vould alleviate some of these problems.
Government is also now giving priority to the planning and financisg
of a country-wide program to provide improved collector and
interceptor severs and treatment facilities for urban areas. The
cities themselves will start collecting, starting in 1986, severage
tariffs amounting to up 30X to 50% of their water tariffs to finance
improvements to waste water collection and disposal systems. These
improvement programs, now in the planning stage, would, when
implemented, help resolve sanitation problems. The smaller
municipalities served by this subproject have lover densities and are
situated in undeveloped agricultural areas, where lack of severage is
not critical. Sanitation and health conditions would be improved with
the availability of adequate and reliable piped water supply.
18. Both HOHA and MOC are preparing investment plans for
country-wide improvement of waste water collection and disposal
facilities in urban areas as part of Government's priority plans to
deal with environmental pollution problems. The availability of
adequate quantities of piped water at affordable prices would also
improve household sanitary conditions, especially in the poorer
neighborhoods. The Bank is presently discussing with both the
Government and Taegu City investment priorities in severage which may
be included in future projects.
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TALE I
EXITINO WAYER 6ERVICES (1903) IN PROJECT HUJNTIPALITIE8
Ciltfa (Sil, Toulm(Eupou Popu- Annual Are. Urban Popu- Nimber % With Persona Valuto Volume X Uhioc- Vol Sold Volume Cost of Water Oaot as
and VitLegot (myons) 11 lotion Pop. nrea no Connoe- Connoo- Connne- per Produced. Bold fo r eon. Per Water Tariff I of
(10003 Growth sq km per He ted tions tien. Connae- tpd tpd Vster Tons Person Wan per Won per Rave-
1901-83 (1000) (10001 tion Per Month lpcd Ton Ton use
NPACANG REGIONAL SYSTEMI
Chung.u City 93,0 e.es 90.o 40,0 89.0 7.5 93.11 9,9 9643 B070 37.11 94.3 Be 190 207 m9
Ohunuau Tourism Zon1
GoCnOng Eup 27.2 0,92 31.9 9.5 14.7 2.0 54.0% 7.4 1610 1013 37.11 15.2 d9 100 ' 10k
baondo yoean 9.0 -0.51 m.D e.3
Gaoryu Nylon 6.9 -1.1 386.5 2.4
Doamon Hyeon 7.4 -2.01 38,9 1.9
Jeongdong Hyson 56. -1,7X 86.5 1.9
Doego Hyeon 4.3 -2.21 51,9 0O.
Sengri myeon 3.7 -6.1X 45.3 0.9
CFUhH SYSTEm 1489e 1,5 909.5 S,0 e3.7 9.5 56.11 9,8 11253 7083 37,1X 29.4 g5 177 193 92X
Seheooonpo City 64,7 -0.7 59.9 11,0 421 5.1 65.1% .3 4343 2734 37.01 16,1 as e90 22 901
Soemahonpo Tourism Zons
sechoon Eup 16S4 -1s.5 H99, B8. 11.9 .0 79.01 B9 2951 1417 37.11 91.S 190 140 140 1001
Yonghylon Hsoan 8.S -2.01 e7.4 3,0
Soneo "yoon 7.9 -2.0% 41.3 1.7 J
Chuokdong Hyson 5.1 -2,X 22.9 2,2
SACHaEOIWO SYSTEm 101.7 -1.FX 179,9 5.7 53.9 7.1 53.01 7,3 6584 4151 37.01 17.5 77 13E 104 691
TOTAL 13 MUSIJCIPAlITIES MRS 250,9 0o.9 479.3 5.9 137.6 15.9 54,81 9,3 17047 11934 37,11 M0.3 ea 160 1B3 63x
TAECU WATER SY81EH
TAEGU CITY 1993 1959.0 5.9X 405,0 43.1 1902.0 199.0 92.o0 9e1 402900 2900o 84,71 39. 146 e 169 551
TAEGU CITY 1994 9038.0 5.01 485.0 44.7 1910.0 910.0 93,91 9.1 490100 303900 38.01 4S.4 159 9S 194 441
1] Sources Municipal Yearbook of Korea - Ministry of Home Affeirse 1983/84
28-MNy-U5
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Project Description
A. Nam River Reiional Water Supply System
1. General. The project is located in the Southeastern Coastal
area of Kyeongnam Province aid is the first regional water supply
system for the area municipalities (Map IBRD 18965R). It serves the
two main cities in the area, Ssmcheonpo and Chungmu with 1983
populations of 64,000 and 83,000 respectively. The project is also
designed to serve two other small towns (eups) and 9 villages (myeons)
which are near the proposed water transmission pipelines.
2. The project consists of; a raw water intake and puiping
station draving water from the existing Nangang Reservoir and sited on
the opposite bank from Chinju City; a raw water transmission pipeline
to a new treatment plant at Sacheon; a treatment plant and main
treated water pumping station at Sacheon; treated water transmission
pipelines including brr^nch lines to the municipalities served; and a
tunnel and a storage teservoir. Instrumentation for system monitoring
and control and technical assistance for project design and
supervision are also included.
3. The main physical works are:
(a) Raw Water Intake and Pumpinz Station. An intake tower in the
Namgang Reservoir consisting of two 1,500mm diameter, 3 0m long
pipes, feeding an intake well at the lower level and tvo 1.5m x
1.5m intake ports in the tower at the higher level, each intake
being equipped with stainless steel bar screens and control
sluice gates. The wet well has three zieparate compartments, with
provision for installation of two vertical pumps in each. Three
two-etzge vertical intake pumps designed to deliver 0.44 cu m/sec
at 45m total head would be installed in the first stage. The pump
floor, vertically above the wet well, would accommodate the 300
kW, 3.3 kV motors, with vertical drives, and be equipped with
overhead crane, pumping manifold and 1,100 mm diameter discharge
pipe. A control room and office, 100 kVA electrical substation
and flow meter chamber will also be provided .
(b) Raw Water Transmission. A single 1,100 mm diameter pipeline,
about 17 km long, would transmit water from the intake at an
elevation of 27.5 m to the water treatment plant at Sacheon at an
elevation of 45.1 im witb a high point at an elevation of 55.0 m.
(c) Water Treatment Plant. A treatment plant designed to handle
75,000 tpd raw water, to be expanded to 1x5,000 tpd in a second
stage by 1992. The plant would be equipped for dosing and mixing
of chemicals as required, flocculation, sedimentation, pH
correction, filtration, and chlorination. In addition, the
treatment process would include facilities for sludge thickening
and lagooning and recovery of wash waters. A lOm x 4.5m x 3.7m
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receiving chamber with provision for bypass, would be followed by
a chemical dosing channel and mixing chamber 3.8m x 3.8m x 3.7m
equipped with an electrically driven flash mixer. Each
flocculation chamber, 420 cu m volume, would have two
compartments arrauged in series equipped with paddle mixers. Four
horizontal flow, conventional-type clarifiers would be provided
each 47m x 12m x 4.8 m average depth. Where appropriate,
provision has been made to duplicate these facilities for a
second stage. Six rapid sand single media filters would be
provided, with provision ior extension by another four later. Two
treated water reservoirs, each 45m x 15m x 4.5m (6,000 cu m)
vould be provided. The treatment plant would have the necessary
ancillary facilities for chemical storage, sludge lagooning and
disposal, etc., and also the necessary control and
instrumentation and laboratory facilities.
{d) Treated Water Pumping Station. The pumping station would be
equipped to draw water from the clear wells iato its suction
well, and two banks of high service pumps would be designed to
operate on the Chungmu and Samcheonpo lines separately. On the
Chungmu line there would be three double suction 550 hp, 3.3 kV
pumps designed to discharge 0.2'1 cu i/sec to operate against a
total head of about 130 m, and has a provision for a later
installation of another two similar pumps. On the Samcheonpo line
there would be two 75kw and two 13BkW, 3.3kV pumps designed to
operate against a total head of 3 0m with provision for a later
installation of two additional 130kW Dumps. The station would be
protected against water hammer by accumulators and relief valves
and would be fully equipped with control and monitoring
instrumentation and maintenance facilities.
Ce) Treated Water Transmission PiDelines. The pipeline to Ch-gtmu
would be a 900mm diameter, 24.5 km long pumping line to the upper
reservoir at Sangri and a 8 00mm diameter, 21.9 km loog gravity
line to Chungmu. A 540 m length of this gravity line just
downstream of the reservoir would be laid in a 2.0 i wide
horseshoe-shaped tunnel. The pipeline would be provided with the
necessary branch lines and fittings to supply water to the seven
other municipalities en route. The upper reservoir vould provide
6,000 tons storage. Tne pipeline to Sancheonpo would be a 700 mm
diameter, 14 km long pumping line with a 300 mm diameter, 7.3
km long branch line to Chuckdong. Steel pipelines will be fully
protected against corrosion.
(f) Telemetry/Control System. The system would be provided with
reading, processing and storage equiDment for centralized
monitoring and control, using leased telephone lines for
communication. The treatment plant and the setting of the branch
distribution valves would, however, be independently controlled.
B. TaeRu City Water Supply System
4. General. The Taegu City Water Supply System (TWS)
subproject is a continuation of the first stage extensions financed
under the First Water Supply Project. Taegu is the third largest city
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in Korea, the largest in Kyeongbug Province and is situated on the
Nak.;_- River (Map IBRD 18969R). It is designed to serve Taegu City
water requirements up to the year 1995.
5. The nev works would provide an additional 407,000 tpd
pumping capacity (including the provision for backwashing filters) at
the existing intake works on the Nakdong River, constructed under Loan
2072-KO. The Dasa Treatment Works, also constructed under this loan,
would be extended as planned to produce an additional 400,000 tpd of
treated water. A duplicate main treated water transmission pipeline
would connect to the existing city distribution network, improve
supply conditions to most areas of the city and provide sufficient
water to extend coverage to presently unserved areas. The project
would also provide for necessary improvements to the main distribution
network, additional storage reservoirs and booster pumping stations,
and for replacement of older mains to complement the leakage control
program.
6. The main works are:
(a) Intake and Pumping Station. Purchase and installation of ten sets
of 250 hp 3.3 kV pumpsets with all associated equipment in the
existing intake pumpstation;
(b) Dasa Treatment Plant and PunRing Station. Double its present
production capacity to 800,000 tpd including chemical building,
flocculation and sedimentation tanks, rapid sand filters, treated
water reservoir, sludge disposal facilities, etc. Extersion of
the existing booster pump station by addition of three 900 kW and
seven 450 kW pumps and associated equipment.
Cc) Treated Water Transmission. A 1,800 mm diameter pipeline 5.6 km
long (4.0 km being financed by the city).
(d) Distribution Imurovements. Additional network links, 400-900 mm
diameter and about 11 km long in aggregate, located at selected
points in the network to improve service pressures and delivery
capacity.
(e) Service Reservoirs and Booster Pump Stations. 80,000 tons of
reservoir capacity at several locations, and three small booster
pumpstations.
(f) Network Rehabilitation. Replacement of old pipe in the
distribution network between 150 mm and 1200 mm diameter, 40 km
long in aggregate, and the purchase of specialized leakage
detection equipment, to complement the leakage detection and
control program of the city.
7. The project also provides for (a) the extension and
application to the NRS of the study for bulk water tariffs for ISWACO.
Terms of Reference for this study had been agreed with ISWACO and are
available in the Project File; and (b) a review of the organization
of water and severage services in Taegu City (Terms of Reference,
Annex 13)
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ANNEX 3A
POPUJLATION IN THE HJNICIPALITIES SERVED BY THE NANGANO REGIONAL WATER SUPPLY SYSTEM 13 TABLE I
C1ties, Towns lEub),- POPULATION 11000 PERSONS) - -A ANhJAL POPULATION GROITH RATES-
end Vlilges (Nyune)
1970 1981 19093 199 1991 1998 eO01 1870-81 1081-83 1983-M8 1988-91 1991-96 1996-2001
Chungmu 64,00 78.80 93.00 908.5 108.908 128.81 151.51 3.65 .9% 8.5% 38.4X 3,41 3,31
Chungmu Tourism Zone
Goeoong Eup 25.10 26,70 27.20 32.91 35.92 41.53 48.20 0.S 0.9%1 3.51 9.51 3a.0 3.01
Goongdo Myun 10.40 9.10 9.00 .BO 80 ,80 8.17 7.78 -1.e -0.6% -0,41 -08,6 -1.01 -1.0%
Georyu Myun 11.00 9,0 9,.0 8,34 0.10 7,70 7.30 -1.3X .1S -1.11 -1.01 -1.01 -1.11
Doasn Myun 9.40 7.70 7.40 7.40 7,30 7,10 7.00 -1.9% -2,0% 0.0X -0.5S -0,% -0,3%
Jeangdong Hyun 7.80 800 .B90 .670 5.50 5.40 6.£C -2.11 4.7x -0,8 -0.61 0.7x -0.91
Doega Hyun 7.10 4.50 4.2O 4,eg 4.10 a.9o 3870 -4.1X -2.21 -04% -4.0% 4.0X -1 ,0
Bengri Myun 6.00 4.2o 3970 9.70 3,70 3,70 3,70 -3.21 -6.11 0,0 O0.0 0,0 0,0
CHUN0I4U SYSTEM 130.80 145.00 148.20 180.05 182.20 200.91 234,37 1.O0 1.2X e2.X 2.51 2,51 2e.S
Sesohoonpo City 53,0 95.60 64.70 80.23 91.9 110.01 131.28 1.81 -0.71 4.4X 4,41 3.91 3.61
Bamchoonpo Tourism
8echoon Eup 17.00 10.90 18,40 19.95 22.41 e6.67 29.90 -0.11 -1.6 4.01 4.0% 3.51 2,31
Yonghyson Kyun 9.90 9.90 9,30 8.06 7,.3 7,70 7.49 4.11 -2.91 -0.81 -01% -O,9 -0.65
Sonan Myun 9.00 7.B0 7,20 7,20 7,20 7,04 7.00 -O0.5 -2901 0,0 0,01 0,41 -0.11
Chuokdong Myun 6,70 5.40 5,10 5.10 5.10 4,00 4,80 -1.9% -2,91 0.80 0.01 -0 .81 -0,4%
SACHEONP0 SYSTEM 9B5.0 104.20 101.70 120.B5 1i8.97 15m682 190.47 0.91 -1.21 3.5X 3,81 3,11 2.9%
13 I'JNICIPALITZES 228.10 250.0 250.0 2e8.59 8s1.16s 39.e0 414.94 0. 0.21 2.91 3.0X 2.,9 2.71
1] Sources Fessibility Study Neigeng Water Supply Projeot (Renurdet-hboBo-Jung Woo) as reviewed during appralsl.
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KOREA - INADANG AND TAEGU WATER SUPPLY PRWECT ANH 3 A
PERl CAPITA WATER CONSUMPTION A D POPUILATION SERVED BY NANGANG REGIONAL WATER SUPPLY SYSTEM TABLE 2
Clties, Towns (Euba)t - % POPULATION CONNECTED - -POPULATION CONNECTED (1000)- PER CAPITA CONSWMPTION (ltpcd
and VIlLages (Myunsl
193 1999 1991 19s8 2001 1093 199B 1991 1989 2001 19C3 19B9 1991 1996 2001
Chungmu 93.1S 84.0X E9.0X 91.0% 93.01 99.0 e2.9 95,9 117.2 140.9 Go 1.77 190 20 200
Chungmu Tourism Zone
Souowng Eup 54,0X 74.0% 90.0 04.,0 98.O1 14.7 23.9 28,7 34,9 42.4 B0 166 155 170 175
GNangdo t4yun 52.01 70.0% 74.0X 78.0% 0.0 4.8 9.0 BI0 5.9 BB 105 130 1301
Ieoryu Hy'un 52.01 70,0% 74.0% 78.0% 0.0 4,3 5.7 5,7 5.5 Be 105 130 130
Dosan Myun 52.X0 70.0% 74.0X 78.0a% 0. 3.9 5.1 5.3 5.8 B9 105 130 130
Jeongdong Hyun 52,0% 70.0X /4.O 79.0% 0.0 3.0 3.9 4.0 4.0 so 105 130 130
Duage tyun 62.0X 70.01 74.0X 76.01 0.0 2.2 2.9 a.s 2.8 88 105 130 130
Bangri Ryun 52.0% 70.0% 74.0% 79.0% 0.0 1.9 2,8 2.7 2.8 B9 105 130 130
IU?J OremST 658.1 74.91 82.7% 88.8% 99.51 93.7 126.8 160,7 178.7 209.7 85 1 3 170 194 109
Somnheonpo City 6.0x 79.0% 85.01 90*0% 93.01 48.1 83.4 77.8 99.0 1221 65 177 190 200 200
Ssochsonpo TouriRa
Bacheon Eup 72,01 77.0% 80.01 82.0X 96.01 11.9 15,4 19,0 21,9 25.4 120 155 165 170 175
Yonghyeon t4yun 62,0% 70.01 74.U0 76,0 0.0 4.2 5.5 5.7 5.7 88 105 130 130
BSans mun 2.0M% 70.0X 74.0X 78.0% 0.0 8.7 5,0 5,2 5.a 80 105 130 130
Chuokdong 1un 52.01 70.0% 74.01 79.0% 0.0 2.7 3.9 3.6 3.9 9e 105 130 130
AI4C$EONPO SYSEN 58.0% 74.1X 81.9% 96.1 89.9% 65.9 89.3 109s7 135.4 162.2 77 193 175 188 190
13 WJNICIPALrTIES 54.0% 74,5% 02.4X 98,.5 B.O 17,5 215.9 291.5 314.1 371.B s9 181 172 195 198
13 The per capita consumption excLudes the tourim demand in Chunguu and Sameheonpo.
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KOREA - NAM AN0 AMD TAEOU WATER SUPPLY PROJECT ANNEX 9 A
WATER PPDUOOED AND SOLD ON THE MUNICIPALITIES IN THE NAYOANO REGI NAL WATER SUPPLY BYSTEM TABLE 3
CltiUm, Towns (Euboj - WATER SOLD (TPD) 1l - I UNACCOUNTED-FOR WATER - AVG WATER PRODUCTION (TPD)-
and ViLagoes (Myunal
1903 1985 1B31 1996 2001 1B83 1998 1991 1996 a01 1983 199s 1891 1991 201
Chung.u 9070 14857 18221 93448 99191 97X 833 80% 291 29 9643 21875 26030 82560 39140
Chungmu Tourism Zone ee24 9870 4178 8904 87X 33a 901 28% 99X 0 8220 4100 5900 820(
Goesong Eup 1013 3716 4729 60930 7423 371 331 30X 291 28% 1610 5547 6755 9237 10309
Ousngdo Klun 0 403 6ae 786 767 e29 291 e29 20% 0 659 878 1092 1065
Gooryu yun 0 382 595 741 721 291 291 29% 29% a 530 927 1029 1002
Donn Myun 0 8SS 587 69a3 92 291 29% 291 291 0 470 745 949 961 L
Jsongdong Myun 0 261 412 519 814 29% 90% 29s 291 0 352 572 722 714
Doega I#yun 0 193 901 375 88e 2Q% 29B 991 29% 0 299 419 521 So9
Banogri Pyun 0 199 272 356 369 281 eax e9s o% 0 e8s 370 484 509
HHUFOP9 SYSTEM 7083 e2344 26500 37010 44933 971 331 301 29B 291 11254 83169 40703 51403 02406
Samoheonpo City 2734 11M19 14744 19801 24419 37a 331 901 291 281 4343 19744 21092 27502 33916
Samoheonpo Tourism 349 490 964 1512 331 801 291 290 0 5e2 700 12eO e2OO
achoon Eup 1417 2381 2993 9718 4449 871 31 90% 29% 298% 2251 3554 4233 5163 S6n
Yonghyean Myun 0 09B 583 741 739 291 290 298 2Q8 0 513 909 1029 1027
S8nah *yun 0 829 529 877 982 21 291% 291 29% 0 468 735 941 a11
Chuakdong Mjun 0 233 375 471 474 2QB 291 291 291 U 324 621 655 669
SAI4HEONPO OYSTEM 4151 14890 19863 2272 982284 971 393 901 29% 29X 8694 22112 29060 36489 44839
13 IJNICIPALITIES 11234 37224 49252 aa202 77210 971 391 301 291 29X 17949 55800 89703 97892 ¶07245
I I TPD * Metric Tons por Day (11000 Kg or one cubc meotor of water).
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KOREA - NAHOANO AND TAEOU WATER SUPPLY PROJECT ANNEX 3 A
PEA DEMAND, ALLOCATION OF WATER AND WATER DEFICITS OR SURPLUS IN THE NAHOANO REGIOtIAL WA-ER SUPPLY SYSTEM TABLE 4
(METRIC TONS PER DAY)
Cities, Towns (Eubel. - PEAK WATER DEHAND (TPO) 1I- - OWN PRODUCTION CAPACITY ITPD)- PIOJECT SUPPLIED CAPACITY (TPO) -- WATER DEFICIT (-I OR SURPLUS -
end Vitlages (Hyunal
1983 1999 1991 1993 2001 1903 1980 1901 196 2001 1908 1901 1995 2001 1903 1909 1991 1998 2001
Chungmu 2] 12054 27344 32538 40700 48929 12500 500 500 500 500 31900 31200 49200 40200 448 4358 -839 9000 -228
Chungmu Tourism Zone 0 4150 5125 7250 10250 4100 4100 10000 10000 0 -50 -1025 2750 -250
CSocong Eup 2013 0934 8443 10290 12807 3300 3300 3300 3300 3300 5200 5200 9000 9000 1207 1500 57 2004 -5G7
DO"ngdo Myun 0 699 1097 1365 131 500 500 500 500 500 800 900 O00 900 500 401 3 35 S9
Georyu Hyun O 963 1034 1298 1252 1100 1100 1300 1300 0 437 as 14 48
Dosan Hyun 0 580 032 1108 1201 1000 1000 1200 1200 0 412 B9 14 -1
Jsongdong Myun 0 483 715 002 892 700 700 90O 900 0 247 -15 -2 9
Doeg. Hyun 0 335 523 651 935 500 500 0OO BO0 0 1S5 -23 -51 -35
Sengri Hyun 0 294 472 619 835 600 G00 000 600 0 200 29 -19 -35 p
CHUNGUO SYSTEM 140t7 41480 50W79 04253 79009 19300 4800 4300 4300 4300 44900 449U0 79700 72700 2233 7740 -1979 1747 -1009
8amheonpo City 31 5429 20930 20832 34377 42394 14000 14000 14000 14000 14000 12300 12300 29600 29900 6571 5370 -28 9223 1200
Samcheonpo Tourism 0 050 975 1500 9295 700 700 2700 2700 0 50 -175 1900 75
8acheon Eup 2514 4443 5291 0454 77e2 1900 1800 1800 1600 1800 4500 4500 6600 5900 -1014 1657 1009 194t 578
Yonghyson Hyun 0 641 1011 1298 1283 1100 1100 130o 1300 0 489 99 14 17
Sanem hyun 0 572 919 1176 1201 9OO 800 1900 1200 0 328 -19 94 -i
Chuckdong Hyun 0 406 061 816 823 700 700 Goo 900 O 995 48 BE 77
SAMtNCEONPO SYTEM 9243 27641 35075 48011 86049 15900 15800 1580 1600 5 150O 20900 20200 42300 42300 7557 8359 925 19499 2052
iJ KIJNICIPALITIES 22310 u5100 06954 100905 134056 32100 20100 20100 20100 20100 65100 66100 115000 11W000 0790 19100 -764 29535 104
11 The *eximum delly deamnd in 1.25 times the average weter produotion.
2I After the project completion Chungou would have to abandom the watetr tekan from underground sourcee which belong to other aunloipelities
31 Samoheonpo wn capaoity Is onLy 3.000 tpd, but 1. usIng temporarily water which belong to the S0moheonpo industrisl estate. The cpeaolty of the industrial estate
pipeline mould be expended from 90,000 tpd to 30,000 tpd by 19B9. The wotor demand In this industriel estate Inoluding KEP8O therwoeleotric power planto Is expeoted
to Increase from 6,000 tpd In 19998 to 12,000 tpd fn 1990 and 21,599 tpd In 2001. The water evailable to Gamoheonpo Ie 14,000 tpd.
31-Hsy
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=REA,- MAIAN AMS TAESU WATER SPLY FROJECr AIISC 3 A
FPIPUATmIN NEFIT, TER DES & SUPPLY ON THE IWNGAh REGIONAL SYSTEM. TABLE 5
Al CH UNSHU SYSTEM
YEMR 1TrAL POPU- BUJ RETAIL M FPLY WATBE FPUW BY THE PROJECT INCRE- PUpUL. lUTAL
POPL- LATIO WATER WATER FRON MENTAL ALM POPU-
LATION SERYE OBWO sOw OTHER -SLY - -RETAIL- POPUL SUPLIED LATIOK
SOURCE 6ENE- 6V SVE
10o0 1000 TPD TM TM Wa NILLIO TPO MILLION PE PtOJECT 1000
11 UTONYEAR 1DM/YEAR 21 3
1883 148.2 83.7 11254 7083
1984 153.0 84.1 11310 7119
1985 158.9 84.5 11366 7154
9s8e 160.9 84.9 11423 7190
1987 164.9 85.3 11460 722z
1989 189.0 12Z.S 33188 2234 3870 92 10.69 19737 7.20 42.1 73.4 115.5
1989 173.3 134.1 35188 24Z31 3870 3s151 11.54 21599 7.98 49.8 72.8 1224
1980 177.8 142.0 37966 2B278 3870 34095 12.45 2380 9.61 57.5 72.1 129.6
1891 182.2 150.7 40703 28588 3870 36833 13.44 25852 9.4 BB.2 71.3 137.6
1992 18B.8 158.0 4218 3005 3870 38778 14.15 27358 9.S9 71.5 71.8 143.3
1993 191.5 181.4 44588 31885 3870 40918 14.90 29941 10.58 76.8 72.4 149.3
1994 198.3 167.0 48921 33389 3870 42BS 15.S7 3D400 11.10 92.5 73.0 155.5
1995 201.2 172.7 4059 35142 3870 42955 15.5 30555 11.15 98.2 73.7 162.0
iSm 206.3 178.7 51403 37010 3870 47533 17.35 34334 12.4 94.2 74.5 169.7
1997 211.8 184.5 5343s 38474 3B70 49588 1J9.0 3SBS 13.03 100.0 74.2 174.2
1998 217.1 190.5 55550 39998 3870 51890 19.B s 209 13.59 1OB.D 73.9 178.s
19S9 222.7 19.7 57747 41s78 3870 53877 19.67 38792 14.18 112.2 73.5 1BS.7
2000 228s. 203.1 60 2 4322 3870 58162 20.50 40438 14.78 119.8 73.2 191.7
2001 234.4 209.7 6240D 44933 3870 59538 21. 3 4214B 15.38 125.2 72.8 198.0
I1 SANCHEOPO SYSTEM
1 983 101.7 53.9 6594 4151
1984 105.2 54.1 56V 4171
1995 108.9 54.4 6660 A182
1988 112.9 54.7 6884 4213
1957 116.5 60.5 74D 4982
1998 120.5 88.3 22112 14860 14220 7992 2.88 5311 1.94 34.9 34.9
1999 124.9 95.7 23938 16333 14220 9718 3.55 6831 2.42 41.3 41.3
1S99 129.3 102.4 25914 1792 14220 11894 4.27 M90 2.95 48.0 9.4 57.5
1991 134.0 109.7 29020 19893 14220 13S40 5.S0 S709 3.54 55.3 8.3 91.6
1992 138.2 114.4 29574 2083 14220 15354 5.60 10828 3.95 60.0 7.8 87.8
1S93 142.5 119.3 31189 22093 14220 1S49 6.19 12014 4.38 84.9 9.4 74.3
1994 147.0 124.5 32850 23407 3 19SI6 6.90 13274 4S.5 70.1 11.6 61.7
1995 151.6 129.8 34822 24798 14220 20402 7.45 14813 5.23 75.4 14.3 81.7
1918 15t.3 135.4 38499 29272 14220 22289 8.13 16034 5.85 81.0 17.9 98.6
1987 10.9 140.4 38024 27377 14220 2304 8.J9 17139 5.25 8B.0 18.2 102.2
199 165.9 145.5 396t24 2 1529 4 20 25404 9.27 18291 6.68 91.1 14.8 106.0
199 170.4 150.9 41291 29730 14220 27071 9.88 19491 7.11 9B.5 13.4 109.8
2000 175.4 158.4 4302B 30990 14220 29808 10.52 20742 7.57 102.0 11.9 113.9
2001 190.5 182.2 44839 32264 14220 30619 11.18 245 8.05 107.B 10.3 118.1
' g iven daiLy and saimnal d_nd variations the annual average uo- con not m*xcod 90t ot no=inot capactty.
2 1 G1ves *x1 ting constraints In ex1iting suppLy nd distribution networks, thb IncrmesnteL popuLation mrved In
the diffrace with 1t95.
3 1 The popatatlan served is prorated beatwm the prolect and present sources In proportion to their capacitis.
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KOREA - NANrANO AND TAEGU WATER SUPPLY PPOJEUT ANREX 3 A
POPULATION AND DEMAND SUMARY FOR THE NANGANG REGIONAL WATER SYSTEM 1l TABLE O
YEAR TOTAL POPU- BULK RETAIL TONBUMP- 8PPY WATER SUPPLIED BY THE PROJECT INCOI- POPUL. TOTAL
POPU- LATION WATER WATER TION FROM MENTAL ALSO POPU-
LATION SEMED DEMAND SOLD PER OTHER - ULX --fRETAIL- POPUL, SUPPLIED LATION
CAPITA SOURCES TPD MILLION lTD MILLIOH PENE- DY PRO- BRVBD
1000 1000 TPD TPD LPCD TPD TONYEAR TOWVYEA FITED JECT 1000
1B93 251 138 17984 11234 81,7
1984 268 138 17937 11290 81.7
1995 290 139 19027 11346 81.7
10ES 279 140 19117 11403 61.7
1997 e81 148 19987 1188P 8 1.5
1999 290 218 55290 37224 172,4 19090 37190 13,57 25048 914 77.0 73.4 150.4
1989 299 230 59424 40564 175.8 18o09 41334 1.09 29219 10.90 90,9 72,9 163.6
1990 307 244 63890 44209 19OM. 18090 45700 16.71 31900 11.57 105.9 91.5 197.1
lO91 319 290 09783 40252 185.3 18090 5o078 10.50 95561 12.98 121.5 77.6 199.1
1992 325 270 72221 50940 199.4 19090 54131 19.78 38183 13.94 131.5 79.5 210.9
1893 334 281 75854 53779 191.6 19o0o 57784 21,00 40955 14.95 141,. 9E1. 923.8
1094 343 291 79671 56778 194,8 19090 81298 22.7 43874 15.94 152.5 94s. 237,2
1995 353 303 93090 69940 19s.1 19090 93057 23,02 46198 18.48 183.7 8B00 251,7
196" 863 314 57se692 632 e 21.5 19090 69902 25,48 50257 18.34 175.2 92,1 287.3
1997 373 325 91480 85951 202,7 18090 79370 26,79 52897 192 198.0 90.4 27s.4
1999 383 396 95174 68525 203.9 19090 77084 20.14 55500 20.20 197,1 99.7 298.9
1999 Ba3 849 99039 71309 `5.9e 19090 00948 29.55 58293 21.e7 209.7 B8as 295.6
2000 404 360 103OSO 74203 9084 19DOO 84970 3101 61179 22.38 920.60 95.0 305.9
2001 415 372 107248 77216 2O7.7 1P090 89165 32.54 84191 23.43 232.9 M3.1 318.0
1 2 Thlo tabLe sumorizas the demand for Chug.u end Somahoonpo resented In tubLe 5.
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IINS AND -.TAEGU WATER hUPPLY PFKJEOT ANhEX a a
TAEOU WATER SY8tEM
P O P U L A T I O N A N D NA T E R D E N A N D P R O J E O T I 0 N 8
YEAR POPU- WArIR PEfCENT POPU- PERSONS - WATER SOLD - WATER I UN- WATER PROOUO- AXINWU WATER INCRE-
TION 0ONNE0- SPIED TION PER PP U0- ACCOUhTEO PRiUO- TION DAILY GOLD BY MENTAL
TYIHO WmTH 9UPPIIED CONNEO- LPCD 1000 7ONS TONS PE TION FOR TIOPI CAPA- DFUKW PPO@ECT POPUL.
[End of VATER WITH TION TONS PER DAY MONTH WATER CMTY 1000 SERVED BY
Yuerl WATER / YEAR PER 10w 1000 1000 TOaN PROJECT
CONNEO- TONS TONB TONG 1.25 /YEAR 1000
11 WTlN / YEAR PER DAY PER DAY FAMR 21 9)
1974 196.0 97.12 79.75 1010 10.40 101 37348 101.1 19.0 05551 41.91 173.6 1O m
1975 1a111o 10os. 0090.65 1060 10.92 115 44871 122,4 85,9 72617 19.73 199.l5 90 246
1976 1156.0 110.49 61.101 111 10.10 131 40140 114.3 97.1 79770 aa4. 91e. 96so 273
1977 1419.0 131.71 34.825 1134 3.61 196 65071 15i0.9 177 98800 40.91 954.* 195 a11
1979 14u7.0 1,1155 91.75 1194 10.90 124 89148 17.1 40.o1 100725 87.5 976.0 825 148
1970 1579,0 146,76 94031 1461 1D.09 193 71948 19E 40.9 117277 89.7s 921 . 825 402
1900 1B07,5 180,54 05.91 1548 9.81 134 75711 e07.4 89.1 194470 389.9 S41,0 45 486 
1931 139a.0 179.03 91.05 '1673 0.40 1N 91905 921.5 s9.0 129917 a7.51 158.9 425 448
1182 1904.1 188.13 91.02X 1733 9.21 136 95221 233,5 37.7 126483 33.71 352.0 42u 440
1993 1959.0 109.00 91.905 1002 9.,o 148 09574 962.9 40.4 147029 84.71 402,. 425 54
1B!4 W033o 210.00 03,S95 1910 9.1U 159 11036 303.9 44.0 178872 38.02 490,1 025 613
19 e5 9106.e e17?56 04.00X 10a0 9,10 167 120709 90.7 48,. 194600 39,01 933.4 15 6687
eIB 9193.0 926.11 94.301 9059 9.10 175 111439 POJ.1 48,4 905369 31,01 N69e. 895 703
lo7 32o.6 935.00 94.6e1 2139 8.10 185 144402 ast.B 51.2 987o0 14.01 586s4 6I0 740
1968 2541.9 348.78 98,50% 9237 9.10 195 1591V7 48.1 84,0 217502 83.01 650.9 80o 814 7193 9a.1
166o e 96. 596. 97.OO1 9e53 9.1o 208 174800 477.9 56. 9561441 12,01 709,5 Iwo B7a eeu3 215.0
160 95169 e196.31 97.501 2341 9.10 311 199745 517.1 56.4 75680 12.01 790,5 1960 951 89851 3129.
1991 9004.1 90.e44 99.001 9552 9.10 R1o 903063 556.1 601 299494 91101 905.1 1260 1006 51969 411.5
1999 8657.4 965.18 6,001 904 9.1o 225 29175 596sa0 99, a09964 81.01 3489 1960 1069 5o101 465.9
19 3715.1 261.50 99ssoo 2682 9.10 9a1 994719 615.7 64.0 1MO1 10.011 873.5 1960 19 72994 5U.3
1994 2770.1 e 0o048 98.5W0 2734 9.10 238 237315 50,2 65,8 939022 30o,o 929.9 196o 1181 9 t551 585.9
19M 29907.4 107.13 9,9501 2795 9.10 244 249347 991.1 97,7 88010 10.01 875.9 1890 1210 97658 656,3
1B9 9e100,0 313.10 98.50%2957 9.10 251 261988 717.5 69.5 174159 1,001 1025.4 1e60 1292 110194 719.0
1997 9948.4 820.78 99,00S 2919 9.10 262 V79132 764. 7e,5 3676o 80.01 1092.5 1ND0 116S 115841 710.4
l1o9 e8s7.05 .1o 99 .001 298 9.10 99 291718 796,. 74.5 415761 30,01 1141,6 1n0a 1487 115341 710,4
1m 8W0.5 31.54 96.001 3017 9.10 277 904803 635es 76.6 48875 80,01 1191.4 1200 1481 115342 760.4
0o0 1o0.8 81 7.07 6,6001 1057 9.1O 965 319607 671.1 78a. 458888 1OO 1347.9 1960 1589 115841 710.4
9m 85.o0 3al4e9 90.ws a111 9.10 eBa 813058 919,. 11.O 47799 B0o0s 18s0a1 1N0 16 115342 710.4
11 ReaL untit 1964. lased on KEOC s per ospits eonu.ption (Revised Demand Projections 4v11'196s), tlgged by on ypear up to 19M1. The per
capite domnd 1eIn reuuad by 2.5% p.s. saeh year thereafter.
9) given the daily end pearly demwnd sea* onatity enrd minteinenae needs the maxi1uo wmter sold per peer is 901 of the aximum daily uspeolty.
Without oeok detetoe1n worke (whose cost Is Included In the econoioc onelpeisy ) unaccounted-for neter is esksLd to r eeen at 19X
reduoing Itis veluma seld from present sources. Furthermore, without the network expeneion, reservtIre end rehsb1litttion included in the
proJect tho weter sold ecould not be inoreaeed after 1917. Therefore the population served by the proJect Is essueud ae the differenue with
1987, end the wster sold eo the difference with the water sold by June 1BE9. The maximum water sold includes this initiaL capsaitty end the
use up to DD1 of the 400,000 tpd production uepseity, reduoed by 301 unaacounteii-tor nmter.
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NAMOANG AND TAEGU WATER SUPPLY PROJECT ANNEX 4 A
PROJECT COST OF THE NAMGANG REGIONAL SYSTEM 1i
MILLION WON % OF -- MILLION USS - % MILLION US$
WORKS BASE Foreign
Local Foreign Total COST Local Foroign Total 1985 1986 1987 1968
1. INTAKE 639 377 1017 3,71% 0,75 0,44 1.20 37.1% 0,00 0,70 0.50 0.00
Civil Works 523 203 727 2.65% 0.62 0.24 0,08 Pol0% 0.oo 0.60 0.28 0.00
Equipment 116 174 290 1.06% 0.14 0.20 0,34 60.0% 0.00 0.10 0,24 0.00
2, RAW WATER TRANSMISSION 2291 2144 4435 16.19% 2.70 2,52 5.22 4S,4% 0,00 2.35 2.35 0,52
Civil Works 1437 559 1995 7.28% 1.59 0o66 2.35 28,0% 0.00 1.06 1.06 0.23
Equipment 854 15686 2439 8,90% 1.00 1,87 2,87 f5.0% 0.00 1,29 1,29 0.29
3. WATER TREATHM. PUMPING ST. 2303 1913 4307 15.72% 2.02 2.25 5.07 44.4% 0.00 P.03 2.22 0.82
Civil Works 1886 734 2623 9,57% 2,22 0.88 3.09 28,0% 0.00 1,23 1.23 0.82
Equipment B05 1179 16084 6.15% 0.59 1.39 1.98 70.0% 0.00 0,79 0,99 0.20 Ln
4. TREATED WATER TRANSMISSION 5319 4871 10190 37,19% B.26 5.73 11.99 47,8% 0.00 4.80 4.80 2,40
Civil Works 3301 1284 4565 18.73% 3.88 1.51 5.39 '18.0% 0.00 2.16 2.16 1.08
Equipment 2016 3567 5605 20.48X 2.37 4.22 8.59 64.0% 0.00 2.64 2.64 1.32
5. SERVICE RESERVOIRS 233 100 333 1,22% 0,27 0,12 0.39 30.0% 0.00 0,20 0,20 0.00
6, TUNNELS 400 215 615 2.24% 0,47 0.25 0,7e 35.0% 0.00 0,38 0.36 0.00
7, INSTRUMENTATrON S COtflOLS 300 1700 2000 7.30% 0.35 2.00 2.35 85.0% 0.00 0.71 1.15 0.47
B. LAND ADOUISITION GM 0 580 2.12% 0.68 0.00 0.68 0,0% 0.14 0.41 0.14 0.00
9, ENGINEERING AND TRAINING 800 200 1000 3.85% 0.94 0,24 1.18 2n,0% 0.00 0,47 0.47 0.24
10. TAXES A DUTlES 2925 0 2925 10,67% 3.44 0.00 3.44 0.0% 0.00 1.38 1.55 0,52
8AsIC CoST, PRICEs JUNE 1986 15680 11521 27401 100.00% 18,68 13,55 32,24 42.0% 0,14 13.39 13,76 4,96
PHYSICAL CONTINGENCIES 165B 1152 2740 10.00% 1.67 1.36 3,22 42,0% 0.01 1,34 1.38 0.50
PRICE CONTINGENCIES 1291 870 2131 7.78% 2.37 1688 4,0S 41,5% .00 0.50 2.08 1.19
TOTAL PROJECT COST 1.1 18730 13543 32273 117.78% 22,92 16.59 39,51 4290% 0.15 15,53 17,19 6,64
1] Due to rounding the Last digit In totals may appeor different hen the sum Or digits
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KOPEA - NAYOANH AND 7AEOU WATER WUPPLY PROJECT ANNEX 4 0
PROJECT COST OF THE TAEGU WATER SUPPLY SYSIEM 11
-N ILLION WON X OF - MILLION US6 - I - MILLION USI
WOM#8 0BASE Foreign
Lool Foreign Total COST Lnocl Forigen Total 1995 196B 1997 1o89
1. INTAKE 1040 60o 2000 4.52, 1.22 1.13 e9,5 48.0, 0,00 1,41 0.94 0.oo
Civil Works 56E 240 0OO 1.915 0.89 0.29 0o.4 30.03 0.00 0.71 0.24 0.oo
Equlpment 490 720 12OO 2.71S 0,58 0.5 1,41 90.01 0.00 0.71 0.71 0.00
2. TPEATIENT PLANT 10400 7000 10000 40.68 12424 8,94 21.19 42.2% 1.47 7,18 7,00 5.53
Civil Works 6750 3750 12800 28,241 10.2R 4.41 14.71 30.01 1,47 5.08 4,41 2.94
Equipment 1850 3B50 5500 12.43% 1.94 4.53 6,47 70.0o o0oo 1.29 2,59 2.59
3. TRANSMISS10N PIPELINES 1473 1E27 3100 7.00o 1,73 1.91 3.65 52.65 0.38 2.31 0.99 00oo
Civil Wbrk. 735 315 1050 2.373 0.09 0.37 1.24 30,0X 0.1e 0.62 0,49 0.oo
Equipment 739 1312 e250 4,.36 0,97 1.54 2.41 94,01 0.24 1.99 0,40 0.00
4. DISTRIsuTlON EThRKW 19ss 1432 3300 7.481 2.20 1.80 3.00 43.41 0.00 1.01 1.55 1,32
Civil Work. 1400 G0o 20oo 4,521 1.95 O071 2.35 30.01 0.00 0.71 0,94 0.71
Equipment 469 e9e 1300 2.94s 0.55 0.90 1653 84.D0 0.00 0.31 0.61 0.81 Ln
5. SERVICE RESERVOIRS 3380 1440 4900 10.941 3.95 1.69 5695 30.05 00oo 1.99 1.89 e2.e
so PUJPIN0 0STATION 3aB 214 00O 1,381 0.45 0.25 0.71 31.71 0,00 0.21 00.2 o0e1
Civil Work. 350 150 500 1.131 0.41 0.18 0659 30.01 0.00 0.19 0.24 0.19
Equipment 38 B4 100 0.231 0.04 09OO 0,12 04.01 0.00 0.04 0.08 0,04
7, WEftOK REHABIL17ATION 2R2a 2014 4640 10,933 3.09 2.90 5.89 41.73 0,00 1.71 2.2e 1.71
Civil Worke 19BO 700 2000 5,97X 2.14 0.92 3.09 30.0S 0.00 0.692 12e2 0.2
Equipment a0 1434 2240 5,009 0,95 1.99 2,64 64.01 0.00 0.70 1.05 0.79
B. OTHER WORKS 95 1015 e2o0 4.521 o010 2.25 2,35 95.01 0.00 0.35 1.00 1.00
Leak Detection 0 300 300 0.S99 0.00 0.35 0,35 100.01 0,00 0.35 0.00 0.00
System Inotrum. & Control 05 1915 1700 3,04% 0.10 1.90 2.00 05061 0.00 0.00 1.0o 1.00
9. LAND 750 0 750 1.900 O.99 0.o0 0.88 0.03 0.35 0.35 o019 0.00
10, TAXES A OUTIES 39o0 0 3900 5,.59 4.47 0,00 4.47 0,0 0,45 1.79 1.34 0.c9
11, ENOIN. & TECH. ASSISTANCE G9o 379 1076 2.431 0.02 0.44 1.29 35.01 0.13 0.38 0.38 0.83
BASIC COST. PRICED JUNE 1995 20847 17779 44205 100.001 31,10 20092 52.08 40.21 2.78 19.39 17.82 13.30
PHY9ICAL COKTINCENCIE9 2649 1779 4427 10.0DS 3.12 2.0o S1e2 40.X2 0.e2 1.94 1.79 1.33
PRICE CONTINGENCIES 2122 1481 3573 8m07x 4,07 .e8s 6,92 41,31 0.01 1.05 2.59 3.27
TOtAL PROJECT C91T 11 31259 21007 52265 118.071 30.34 25,98 54,21 40.3% 3,05 21.29 21.97 17.90
1l Due to rounding the ltet digit In total. may appear different then the sum of diglte
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ANNEX 5
Page 1
KOREA
NAMGANG AND TAEGU WATER SUPPLY PROJECT
IHPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE
Key Implementation Actions /1 (1985 and 1986)
Component Appraisal Estimate
NRS - PART A
- Publication of Dev. Forum Done
General Proc. Notice (03/85)
- Appointment by ISWACO of
Consultants for Tariff Study 07/85
- Completion of Detailed
Engineering 08/85
- Completion of Land
Acquisition 12/86
- Prequalification of Civil
Works Contractors (4 lots) 08/85
- Civil Works (Bidding; Award)
Lot #1 - Intake & Raw Water 08/85; 12/85
Lot #2 - Treatment Plant 01186; 05/86
Lot #3 - Transmission 01/86; 05/86
Lot #4 - Transmission 01/86; 05/86
- Equipment (Bidding; Award)
for Lot #1 09/85; 12/85
for Lot #2 06/86; 10/86
for Lot #3 & #4 06186; 10/86
Instrumentation and
Control 04/86; 08/86
- Appointment ef Consultants
for Supervision 02/86
- Establishment of SiLr office 12/85
- Completion of Tariff Study 06/86
/1 See also Construction Schedule (page 3).
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Page 2
Component Appraisal Estimate
TWS -PART B
- Publication of General Proc. Done
Notice in Dev. Forum 12/84
- Completion of Detailed
Engineering 06/85
- Completion of Land Acquisition 12/85
- Appointment of Supervising -
Consultants 08/85
- Completion of Prequalification
of Civil Works Contractors
(Lots 1-3) 06/85
- Civil Works (Bidding; Award)
Lot #1 - Intake 10/86; 02/87
Lot #2 - Treatment Plant 08/85; 12/85
Lot #3 - Transmission 10/85; 02/86
Lot #4 - Distribution 02/86; 04/86
Lot #5 - Distribution 01/87; 03/87
Lot #6 - Distribution 01/88; 03/88
Lot #7 - Rehabilitation 02/86; 04/86
Lot #8 - Rehabilitation 01/87; 03/87
Lot #9 - Rehabilitation 01/88; 03/88
- Goods (Bidding; Award)
for Lot #1 10/86; 02/87
for Lot #2 06/86; 10/86
for Lot #3 02/86; 06/86
for Lot #4 02/86; 04/86
for Lot #5 01/87; 03/87
for Lot #6 01/88; 03/88
for Lot #7 02/86; 04/86
for Lot #8 01/87; 03/87
for Lot #9 01/88; 03/88
Leak Detection Equipment 02/86; 05/86
Instrumentation and
Control Equipment 04/86; 07/86
- Completion of Review by MOHA 12/86
of Organization of Water
and Sewerage Services for
Bank comments
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Annex 6
KORE A
NAIWA ANO TAESU WATER SUPPLY PROJELT
DISUMBErT SCHEDULE 11
[USS Ml LLion)
Brnk's Y"r and NANGAJE DIUB115T TAEOrU DOSIUUWBTS ToTAL DIUUWE_IEN PROFILE
Fiscal Smees r CaDMLATIVE
Year Ending Smrtar CmuLative Seameter CumuLative DISBURS- Kora's Projact''
SEMEiS
1986 31-Dc-985 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0O .01
3D-_Sm-S 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 3.0 7J.S 7.91
187 1-ast-B 1.00 2.5 2.3 3.9 6.3 19 16sis
3D-iun-87 2.SO 5.0 3.0 B.9 11.8 32.0 31.1S
198S 31-De-7 3.30 9.3 4.0 10.8 19.1 48.0 103
3D-Jun-.8 3.40 11.7 4.1 14.9 26.8 93.01 70.
1989 321-ec-99 1.40 13.1 3.6 18.5 31.8 7B.0 M.=8
30-Jun-O 1.30 14.4 3.5 22.0 38.4 2B0.0 95.8
1990 321-D.c-S 0.S0 15.0 1.0 23.0 38.0 93J.0 l¶0.0
30-Ju-S 15.0 23.0 38.0 97.01 100.J
I I Inctudes the initiaL d1sbura_e.nt of S 3 a1 tLiol for the SpeciaL Amount.
em Ale P t OROJIC 0BUE5EmKIFY PEWJrLf
K 301
gm ---
GO%
12155 6/86 12/86 6/87 12187 6188 12188 6/89 12189
lIR & MOMHT
p~~~~O
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TABLE I
INEOI STATEJENT 11 NilLian Ion
FY ends 12/31
1982 1S83 19N 19S5 IBM 1SS I91B iee 1sso 19et
1 Water SoLd - tLLion at 819 1010 1120 1149 122C 1235 1293 1415 1S61 1671
Trated Water Satd - MLLion at 28 35 5S 71 93 117 t17 3BS 449 539
TotaL Water SoLd - MLLion at S4J l4 1176 1220 1321 1352 1430 131 2010 22
S Wnccouted-ftbr Wter 5.9 5.O 5.00I 5.,01 5.J1= 50 5.001 5J.OO 5.01 5.90O
Water Production - NHtLion wt s97 1109 1238 1294 139S 1423 1505 192B 2115 23Z5
PR_ Matar Tariff W per at 32.96 31.95 31.S8 35.95 37.09 389.5 41.55 3S.94 42 .5 41.76
Trated Water TM" NT per rt 74.54 75.43 73.77 81.14 9I3JV SB.11 98.42 92.7 S.4 9.70
ToetL Avere Tariff per at 33.96 33.44 33.00 37.73 40.52 42.39 48.04 S044 55.010 55.14
Ra Water PAvnumc 300t1 32270 35593 40295 45543 46997 2 59 69355 59785
Treated Water Ravu_e 2067 2575 4131 a791 7998 10309 11i94 33363 44154 52037
OtheiMPvems 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 a
TOTAL OPERATDIG EVEUES 32099 34945 399t4 402B9 53530 57305 69P192 92354 110519 121822
P.rmonmt 2875 3338 343 370B 4A01 4379S 5SI Om9 5945 7520
P?r 13937 14743 18168 17210 19348 20847 232 31545 3S53 4253B
- tereLas I Cb1micnL 337 377 498 517 690 I0O 1934 1742 2045 2378
ai1n 55t 884 733 770 815 874 941 1092 1175 12S8
Am ueur 1383 2083 4297 45 819 55I 5554 t197 am72 O693 112SI
Other 0at 672 897 1E1 1024 1084 11S3 1252 1425 1535 1S5t
Adndaintretlen 933 1454 1404 1503 1S22 1775 1957 2174 238 21524
S-um Smg Expenses 0 0 0 20W 2308 290 a3m5 4527 5444 532
TOrAL OPEAT EKPE6 20378 23774 27412 3145 35013 38250 439OO 57t18 55673 75506
INCOIE BEF0E BE=A1Tr 11mS 11171 12402 145I7 12517 19055 24792 35245 44840 45282
Oeprectetion 553 5i72 a04 7295 M5 9015 11351 1541 17 197113
OPERATI INCOW 598t 5499 838 7343 9901 10040 13454 184 26974 2749
fbi-comb Expanse (defrer-d| 0 902 278 133 a 0 0 0 0 a
OperetIanL Intorat 1144 11S9 1190 2198 2993 2725 30 9811 819 7834
Other Income [notl 890 119 1371 1O09 1000 1900 1O00 1OOO 1000 10
Taxes 58 1137 1083 1050 14998 184 2299 3712 4983 a799
NEr II E 5154 37a0 5130 451 8517 848B 9Om 8281 1442 14047
RATIOS AM1 INAPAT99
Cost per n3 of m_tr etLd 21.52 22JS 23.31 25.78 28.50 28.29 30.70 31.19 32.39 34.20
Mbrking PAtio 93.5Z 88.01 89. 89.3Z 95.4S 5.71 53.9t 51.t 59.M 82.
Opret1ng Ratio 90.S 5.91 94.8 84.S 81. 82.5 0.4M 79.3 7.31 77.
Nbt Income an Rmvenues 1l.11 10.71 13.1 10.8 12.2 11.31 13.8 9m 13.11 11.0i
Incr es In Terifft -1.3 1.2S 11.41 7.4 4J1 13.3 SIS 3.01 03
Increase in Operating Reenmem 9. 13IsI 15.51 16.3S 7.11 19S9 34.5 19S.S 10.9
Increa In Water SLd 10.32 12.51 3.71 93 2.31 5.S9 28.1S Si% S9.i
Avere Aset's Rute BOa 182293 1 93 490 193180 19907 20903 O 21S10 3095 53945 54127
Eu of Rrturn an REwLud Asgt 3.41 2.S5 33 3.7S 5I.O1 5.07 5. 5.01S 5.1S 5.J
1 I Mu to rounding, the Lost digit In totaLI my Vper different than the m of coLumne.
12-hJ1-5
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TABLE 2
SOURCES AM APPLICATIONS CF FUNDS MNLLion Wanr
1982 1S93 19S4 1985 1986 1987 1988 1999 lo90 1991
.SOURCES OF FUNDS
Incom. before depreciation 11719 11171 12402 14576 19517 19055 24792 35245 44840 4
OtLhr Incme (+J or Expenditures 112 52 29 -60 -49 -949 -4299 -- 712 -3983 -5788
6r099 INFERNAL CASH GEN5OATION 11931 11223 12690 14517 19sm1 18205 23493 32533 40957 40474
OprtenitaL Grants (GBun 6ngl 7SS
Equity NgJng ProJect 434 14059 1l?77 0 0
Equity OetropoLitan Project 0 a 22570 39325 42983 2B3S0 0 0 0
Pr poad I8FD Loan 0 0 0 0 2075 4704 3790 1600 0 0
I8R 2481-K0 [H trapoLittn] 0 0 0 7712 1927S 23135 19279 0 0 0
Other Lama. 550
TOTAL BOR0WING 550 0 0 7712 21354 27839 23039 1600 0 0
TOTAL SORCES (IF FUIDS 12SE3 1Z23 12690 45983 92788 100903 74992 34133 40957 40474
APPLICATIONS OF FUNDS
-_%mmg Project 434 19144 15490 3272 a
Intatet CapitaLized 0 0 0 538 2197 4208 5722 492 0 0
MetropoLitan Project 2974 59594 62S5 42597 0
Other lar lbrka 50 4015 2740 2900 600 400 1500 4500 25D SOQO
Imm.t.becmin deterrred expanme 190
TOTAL CAPIrAL EWENXfTUES 240 4015 2740 33515 75505 93445 53191 4992 2DO 500
Artizat1on 1000 1073 1274 1634 2039 2201 3019 9495 10205 10422
raetian.L Intrmat 1144 1199 1180 2189 2989 2725 3099 9S11 9519 7934
TOTAL OET SERVICE 2144 2272 2434 3822 4925 4826 8117 18307 1724 1805B
90CINr CAPITAL NEEDS 1040 277 19O 190 317 271 S25 2122 1504 1209
0T1M ASSETSfIALNES 11 -430 316 10554 19994 14590 90 -490 4450 -S90 a
lOTAL APPLICATIONB OF FUMES 2994 5 15849 56401 9a527 I2 59773 29871 220398 2425
CASH INCREASE (+] OR DECREASE 9387 4343 -3256 -1541B -25E1 2551 15110 4252 1991S 19210
obt Service Ratio 5.5 4.9 5.2 3.8 3.7 3.7 3.9 1.8 2.2 2.2
S Cmtribution to Imnatint 3782.1Z 208;Z -489.S -25.01 -2.4 4.1% 31 .9 153.95 952.8S 424.2S
S CapitaL expand. of Net Aaeats O.1 2.1n 1.4 12.41 27.5S 29S.9 12J,9 0.9 O.9 0.8S
I 1 IncLudes c-mb chrntfer to the Dams Div1iin
12-JuL--OS
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TABLE 3
BALAtCE STATEPENT
HI LLien Won
1982 1983 1984 1985 1996 1997 1968 1989 1990 1991
Fixed Amato In Operatlmn 192119 209093 212025 295799 30SEI7 323736 47191O 611550 642097 676g90
AccumaLted Depreciation 996S 14310 17157 24757 34424 45049 59493 7565 98118 121915
MEr FDE ASSE1S 182253 1947 194869 270950 274452 278988 413417 5349S2 543979 554775
lORI IN n6 5 255 19 1065 30715 105820 189985 111956 1948 2548 5748
cash & Bunks 16028 20371 17113 6995 4134 5S5 21795 25 44975 61095
Accmwts Recsivebte 3101 3378 3970 4652 5353 5731 6896 9239 11052 12182
Invuntarlm 246 794 838 959 902 952 1104 1165 122 1303
Othr Cru.nt eAmsto 5 2 55 80 ea 66 70 74 78 9s
TOTAL CLIRT ASSETS 19380 24535 21971 12265 10452 13433 29938 38532 57235 74553
EiED XPEES 1203 1100 133 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
OTHER ASSETS & LOAS TO DAIS DIV. 29 28 10690 3069B 45590 55690 55S90 69690 60690 80690
TOTAL ASSETS 203118 220454 2232 344620 4 4 538477 810902 634062 664452 695965
Arccau Payab Lt 1298 1923 1320 1986 22S0 2450 2820 3130 3510 3510
Other Current Liabilities 0 0 912 1000 1009 1090 1On0 1000 1000 1000
i;urrnt ltatur.loig-Tr.n Debt 1073 1222 1398 2039 2201 3018 9496 10205 10422 10422
TOTAL CU1 A A LSILITI8E 2351 3045 3800 4899 5491 6468 13318 14335 1493 1493
Sevrance Ruervs & rnsurance 3150 2945 2954 4070 4490 4690 5340 5960 85O0 6590
Lann-Turn Debt (nut) 14D56 15715 13575 39S27 59420 93241 95793 98179 7775 673a 5
TOTAL LIALUTIES 19577 21677 20229 49238 89401 94598 115440 108403 9199288 947
Assets RPuvLutsion Surplus 42483 42790 46050 49871 591139 5932 83695 103009 124710 148404
OpermtiemL Surptus (+] 7033 10783 15943 20a4 27421 33989 42944 51225 65698 79744
bpitaL 134045 149214 14541O 22E61O 281593 338159 387 371429 374?78 376871
TOTAL EDU1lY 193541 199777 201403 29635 3678 44t188 485352 525559 585t83 9070M9
TOTAL EMlM AND10 ITALMES 203119 2245 226632 342 41S224 5384J7 510902 6340S2 884452 895988
Current Rrtie 8.2 9.1 6.1 2..5 1.9 2.1 2.2 2.5 3.8 5.O
Warking CApftsL, excLud. cash 2064 2341 2531 2711 M28 3299 4224 9345 7849 9058
X Debt an Debt ptus Equty 7.6S 7.91 S.7S 12.2X 14.11 18.31 17.71 15.8S 13. 11.4
0 Dyu Accountsu ceivable 3S 35 3S 37 37 37 37 37 37 37
X Dubt/tNfft Fixed Assets +P] as as aS 14S 19S 19X 201 191 165 14S
12-Jut5-U
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TABLE 4
FINANCING PLAN H1Ltton Wan
TOrAL S 19o5 198B 1997 198B 1989
Income Befre Depreciation 1121tS7 44.81 14579 18517 19055 24792 - 3S245
Othur Inca.m (+1 or ExpendIture -649 -2.2S -60 -4SI -949 -42S -2712
NOSS IDtE&4L CASH SElIATlON 109788 42.6% 14517 19019 192DB 23493 32533
Amertlzatlon 19398 7.3 1634 2039 22D1 3019 S9B9
Operati1net Intsreat 19709 7.95 2189 295 2725 30S9 9811
TOrAL DEfr SERVICE 39097 15.23 3922 4925 482 9 117 19307
UINIMG CAPITAL NEWS (t) 3814 1.1 190 317 271 925 2122
OTHER ASSETS K+| OR LIABILTIES NEEDS 4704 19.85 19894 14580 9910 -4S0 44S5
CASH INDREASE (+I OR DREAC E B944 3.JI -10418 -2561 255 15110 4292
9E8 Nrn3mL CASH SEJEATI0N BB49 3Ji1 2050 757 949 1802 3392
CAPrTAL EXPEIOITURtES
ung ProJuct 38329 14.51 434 18144 19480 3272 0
Interst apitatized 13125 52S 538 2197 4208 5722 492
NtrapoLltan Project 191393 7B9.1 29744 56594 52358 4A297 0
Other Warks 9900 3.9S 2900 8OO 400 1SDO 4500
Investnt to become deferred expene a O.0 0 a a 0 0
TOTAL CAPITAL BOC ITUS I 25048 100.15 33515 75505 8344 53191 4892
LET TO FIBMCMz 241799 99.51 314S5 700 82597 51399 1500
FINAICW DYs
Proposed IW Lu n 12139 4.8S 0 2075 4704 3780 19m0
II9R 24S1-ltO (MtropoLltanl 59404 27.7 7712 19279 23135 19279 a
Other Loans 0 0.05 0 0 a a 0
TOrAL BORROMNG 81543 32.SS 7712 21354 27839 23039 1900
Opert1oent grants 750 0.31 750 0 0 0 0
Equ1ty ContributIons 159506 93.91 23004 53393 5458 2350 0
TOTAL FINAJM 241799 B95S. 31465 74747 92587 51389 18O0
12-mJ L-5
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TADLE 5
1892 19E3 19s" 1985 1s8S 1987 1999 lo8S 1S9O 1981
DEMN ,
Raw Water SoLtd -M lion ut 9S1 1010 1120 1149 1228 1235 1253 1465 1551 1a71
Tratd Water Sold - HiLUso at 28 35 58 7t1 3 117 157 365 449 538
ToaL Water SoLd -M ltion Ut 947 1045 1178 1220 1321 1352 1430 11 201 2209
Ratr Production - NiLlian at 897 1100 1238 1284 1301 1423 1505 192S 2115 2325
J Days Accoate RaceivubLe 35 35 35 3 3 7 37 37 37 37
rbar of ELoypea 520 55 So00 720 720 720 930 830 830 830
S Incremen # of nrop Laym 97 6.3 20.0% .OJ 0.0 15.3S .OzO O.O 0.0
S Personel Oat an Ttotl 13S 14S 13S 1*2 11t *11 135 11S 10S 10S
FDWCI
R_ Rter Teriff Wet 32.65 31.95 31.85 35.05 37.09 38.05 41.1 39.94 42.51 41.78
Trested Voter T.ritf Wet 74.54 75.43 73.77 91.14 85.87 89.11 98.42 92.a 98.44 90.70
Totel Averap TriffW et 33.2 33.4 33.9 37.7 40.5 42.4 48.0 5D.4 55.0 55.1
Incre Total Averag Tarfff -1.3S 12. 11.4 7.4X 4.6S 13.3S 5JIS 9.0 0.3S
Rarking Ratto 63.51 68.01 899S 68.3S 65.4X 88S.S E3.0 81.SS 5S.4S 52.0S
Rat of Paturn 3.4S 2.9Z 3.3S 3.7S 5.Os 5.0X 5.O 5.0% 5O 5.0Z
Dabt Service ratio 5.5 4.9 5.2 3.8 3.7 3.7 3.9 1.1 2.2 2.2
Debt an Dabt pLus Equity eS es 7S 12S 14S 16S 18X 1S 13S 11S
198M CEiTrAr PRICE AALYMSS
Rm Ratr tariff [Vat) 35.09 32.81 31.8B 34.04 34.72 33.85 35.11 31.92 32.21 29.82
Trated latr Tariff (Wati 80.09 78.49 73.77 79.92 0.40 78.38 81.30 73.80 7457 89.27
SaLary OWll paXyUe/year 429 41Z 481 SOO S20 541 53 59 s09 933
Operati1n Ezer- d.At SoLd 21.5 22.8 23.3 2S.8 2B.5 28.3 30.7 31.2 32.7 34.2
CRMTCAL FIRANCIAL I ICITO FOR TF E PERIOD M t95-191ti
VWJIASLE OR DIATOR RINIU. AVERAGE PXIN VAIAJBLE OR IMICAMR NINI AVERAGE MXaN
Cah 4134 -24475 81086 Debt Service Patio 1.8 3.0 3.S
Raw Ratr Teriff, cftent price. 29.9 33.1 35.1 Teated Tarifft constant pries 89.3 75.7 81.3
Working Ratio 59.4X 54.0J 683- DOa Accounts Receivable 37 37 37
Rate of Return 3.71 4.81 5.01 Debtf(debt + epityl 11.4 14. 17.7JS
12-JuL-I
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TABLE I
COPE STATENE14 11 Mittion Yon
Fy ends 12/31
1982 1983 low 19BM 198 1987 1988 1989 1990 1931
SALES S ERVICEs
NwwA Xnd.ltar Rights MILL.Ton 1017 1048 1294 1318 1409 1539 1895 2087 2319 2553
Power saLem, GIN 614 69t1 6S9 OS9 1519 1513 1740 1745 1743 1741
Irrigated Land. ha 140 191 633 5200 6300 7400 BSO0 900 10700 11000
AVERAEI REA
bmnA rnd. Water Rights Wmt 1.89 2.B8 4.20 4.73 5.46 5.14 8.73 8.25 985O 8.8B
Power, %AM 13.82 20.72 23.56 27.8S 34.59 39.61 41.79 50.91 53.31 54.28
Irrigetod Lund, V MLLioa 0.02 02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03
REVEIES
IbunicipaL t md. IXtur 1919 2910 5438 6230 769B 9448 12744 17224 20117 22331
Poer as 8L9484 14319 16165 29419 52501 58589 73008 9HB35 92923 94505
Irrigated Land Rights 3 4 13 112 151 195 232 313 358 387
Other Rau a 0 a 0 0 0 0 a 0
TOrAL OP81ATING REVEMES 10405 17132 21614 35759 60348 58179 85994 105571 113399 117503
PersonneL 2254 2531 2429 2960 3549 3B95 551 6547 7183 7882
Powur 499 A3 423 479 512 560 650 6B5 750 B42
3Vintumnce 346 390 359 517 591 622 721 781 983 1tD5
Other direcgt sposa 640 a1l 599 902 873 927 1017 1073 1245 14"
Administration 1029 1tCS aSS 1017 1219 1335 1904 2248 2458 2709
TOTIL OPERATIGO 9rEN Sr 47S7 5246 45S9 577S 6744 7328 9932 11315 12539 13900
INCOE IEFORE DEPRECATIN 539 11995 16916 29984 53604 60951 78151 9505S 100880 103603
Depreciation 503 6488 7983 12631 196S3 22603 28475 35750 3854 40352
OPERATIN5 IICNE 55 S399 9963 17353 33951 39248 4776 59306 52311 63251
on-comb Expses (deftered] 0 9 352 400 4 400 400 400 40 4l
Openatioat Interest 2513 2536 2392 5955 159S0 15030 25340 25200 23166 2048B
Other Income netl a 776 992 1000 1O00 10O0 1000 1000 1000 1OO0
Taxes 239 524 598 1S9 688 789 1227 1311 1928 2772
NETEr DCOE -21tS 3123 6603 119S0 17959 23030 21709 33335 37916 40593
RATIOS AID COMPARATORS
Working Ratio 45.BS 30.8S 21.6% 16.25 11.2S 10.7S 11.4S 10.6S 11.1t 11.BS
Operating Ratio 94.4S 89.05 60.2S 52.9 44.45 44.5s 45.05 44.68 45.9 46.5
Net ncome o Revenues -20.85 17.65 30.2 33.0S 29.85 33.8X 25.2 31.4S 333 34.55
Incrase In Operating Revenues 54.7S 2.2S 65.45 SS9. 13.S 26.11 23J7 6.62 3.85
Increm* In Poser SoLd 12.65 -0.75 53.95 43.9S -0.2X 15.2S -0.1S -0.12 -0.1S
Averagit As#t'. fieto gS- a179000 223419 27498 4361SS 679028 75495 953527 1199120 1248210 12 20
Rets ot Return an RevY Lud Assets 0.3S 2.4S 3.35 4.0S 5.0S 5.0 5.S 5.0% 5.X 5.05
11 Due to romding. thb Last digit in tots La y eppar di rfnent than the sun of cotumn.
30-Apr-U
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TABLE 2
SOtlRQS AHO APPLICATIONS OF FUNDS MILLiomn &n
1982 1993 1984 199S 1996 1987 199 1999 1990 1991
SOIRCES OF FUNOSg
Income befre deprecitatin 5638 11S8S 16946 29994 53e0 60851 76151 95056 100890 103603
Other income (+] or Expenwms -238 252 384 802 314 211 -227 -311 -929 -4772
Land rmcLaatlon. (NFkdong)] 0 a c a 0 19640 29057 32S92 4000 0
I XOS6 IIIA4L CASH GENERATION 5400 12139 17330 307tS 531918 0703 1O3991 127428 103931 101930
Chungju 97472 104174 29010 45896
Nekdong 9802 20900 14300 3100
Hmpchuan 7656 13031 14400 1500
Jum and Others 1537 1091 21t11 5S702 60023 55242
TOTAL EDUITY CONTRISUTIOHS 97472 105811 46559 100838 95302 64623 56242 0 0 0
BOR NG
198B0-#kdnng 12350 Ka) a 0 6124 29849 17922 4821 4000 M1 0 0
OECF- lapchon 0 4301 9761 5250 29115 7137 0 0 0 0
ECF-- Om 0 0 0 7909 11499 8315 5598 0 0 0
KOO LOANS 0 48000 27600 0 0 0 0 0 0
OIL Fund 0 33900 a 0 0 0 0 a 0
IB9RD 11696 KGI - Chungju Do. 15355 19907 11606 640 0 0 0
OECF - Chunglu 12578 59S9 7305 12464
Other Lawns 10000 14000
TOTAL BORROtI$R 27931 63895 82795 82502 57235 20274 9698 0 10000 14000
TOTAL SOURCES OF FUNDS 130803 191645 146595 214225 197456 165599 1SS921 127426 113931 115930
APPLICATIONS OF FUNDSz
Nbkdong Barrage 2093 4677 19867 59252 35000 12400
Interest COpitaLized 7290 6954 165S 20837 15745 17973 6105 *7t4 1714 1690
Chungju Dao 160324 153574 89354 S3939
l_pcheon Oo- 0 295 24877 72192 57650 22369
Other and Jue- Dan 72 20D8 1670 20724 55000 67624 85000 20000 20000 20000
Inve.t.to bmcaee defor.mxpensms 190 69 1330
TOTAL CAPITAL 84PEMITURES 169969 157506 148354 228273 173395 120365 71106 21714 21714 21690
A.ort1zztion 4152 12120 1393S 15181 16219 25860 39350 41786 42577 4379
OperationaL Interest 2513 2535 2392 5955 15906 15030 25340 2520 2318S 20498
TOTAL DEBT SERVICE 6665 14635 16328 22136 32125 40990 64895 65995 65743 54252
UDAIN CAPITAL NEEDS [.+ -101) -1854 -4440 -10037 9338 7422 6204 7415 510 554
OTHER ASSErSMLIA8IL.NEEDS (+1 0 0 -10030 -20000 -15000 -100O 0 -5000 0 0
TOTAL APPLICATIONS OF FUNDS 175634 190309 150242 220372 198365 158679 142006 91115 87987 SS497
CASH INCREASE 4) OR DECREASE -443 1S37 -3546 -6146 -1400 9922 27915 39312 259B4 29334
Dabt Servico Retio 0.8 0.8 1.1 1.4 1.7 2.0 1.6 1.9 1.5 1.5
S Contribution to Investent -0.25 -0.4S 10.4S 18.95 16. 33.2S 46.55 257.25 173.= 170 .
S CapItaL axped. of Not Assets 95.5S 60.5D 54.4S 38.13 22.9S 15.65 S.35 1.81 1.75 1.
30-Apr-85
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TABLE 3
PULANCE STATEBENT MILLion aon
Fy andn 12V31
1982 1993 1984 1985 1986 1957 1998 1989 1990 1991
Fixed Asata in Operation 187140 293443 297906 637743 819034 856277 1252987 1395142 1450365 152537
Accumuatud -DOprociatlon 11050 16595 25058 38222 59499 84984 117327 158562 204524 254437
rET FIXED ASSETS 176080 278648 272648 599521 759535 771394 1135830 1236580 1255841 1274210
mm IN 169779 336742 494324 310989 306720 427089 79954 I 21714 43404
1bab 10164 11701 9155 2009 609 7530 35448 71758 97722 127055
Accousts ReceovabLt 900 5480 3659 3585 035 6918 9598 10537 11340 11750
Inventori" 1309 996 979 1126 1372 1454 1696 1798 1905 2000
Other Carrent Assets 794 1994 161 575 610 645 685 726 770 820
TUrAL ClRENT ASSETS 13167 20081 12954 7295 8625 16448 46425 94919 111738 141626
EFERED EXPENS 11717 11694 11342 12272 11872 11472 11072 10872 10272 9872
OTHER FDiE ASSETS(NTT FOR ROR) a a 0 70278 97942 97942 167848 187548 187648 197648
OTHER ASSETS
TOTAL ASSETS 3707S53 645365 781968 930977 1089553 1226400 1273112 1332171 1399565 14S6t02
Accouts Payb La 1443 1831 44 1013 1382 1482 1837 2004 2348 2349
Contractor's rayebts 5848 12591 15337 24892 18918 12287 78D0 2400 240 24DO
urrant atur.Lang-Tern Debt E144 13936 16181 16219 25860 39355 41785 42577 43766 0
TOTAL URRET LIABILATIET 15435 28459 31562 42124 45150 53135 51423 45991 48515 4748
Loan from the Water Divisfon 10000 30000 45000 55000 59 50 0 6 000 bOODO 80D
Long-Term Debt Lnecl 122361 168945 235560 301944 333319 314235 282149 239572 205805 219805
TOrAL LABRLITIES 139396 197403 277122 374068 424479 422371 388572 345553 314321 284554
Assts Revatemtion Surptus 25662 149444 147eO2 153071 177162 207121 244662 291527 339504 3E8590
OperationaL SurpLus C4l -3966 -643 5680 17480 35419 50449S 9015 113552 151369 191961
CapitaL 2D0829 300462 350883 395479 44869S 33B159 559721 590538 591371 605006
TOTAL EIY 222525 447982 504345 55601O 661274 89048 884540 9E5618 1085244 1184547
TOTAL EDUITY AND LIABILITIES 370753 645355 781468 930077 1085753 122S400 1273112 1332171 1399555 1469102
Current Rasto 0.9 0.7 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.9 1.8 2.3 29.8
Working CapitaL. excLud. cash -4289 -6142 -10592 -20619 -12283 -4861 1342 8757 9267 9821
S Debt an Oebt pLue Equity 37.1S 29.0 33.3S 36.4X 35.21 30.5 25Z.8 22.31 18.7X 15.71
# Dasr Accounts Rc-lvabLe 32 117 62 37 37 37 37 37 37 37
S Debt/[Nst Fixed Asots +WIP) 383 301 331 351 341 30S 271 231 201 171
30-Apr-95
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FINAING PUN MuIlLen Won TABLE 4
TOTAL X 1954 1391 19Ss 1987 l9SS
Incn_ Eftere ODpreciation 237533 32.0Z 1594B 29994 53654 50oo1 76151
Other Inca 194 0.2T 394 a2 314 2l1 -W
User's Ccntributions 17697 6.41 0 0 1964U 295
GROSS INTER.CASH GENERATION 29071t 39.71 17330 3078I WM391 90703 10399t
INUSIS
Amertizatien 111552 15.0Z 13939 19SE 1929 259 3359
OperatienaL Intrt 642 8.71 2392 595 15909 15030 25340
TOTAL DEIIT SERVICE 175174 23.8Z 16329 22131 32125 409D0 S4995
UGMING CAPIrAL I 49 (.1 7484 1.0S -4440 -10037 9339 7422 6204
OTHER ASSErS (+1 OR LIAB.DEE -5500 -7.4X -t000 -2W000 -500 -10000 
CASH ZECKEASE (.1 OR DECR. 23745 3.2 -354 -6146 -1t9 6922 2791e
NET INUNAL CASH GIERATION 134315 18.11 1998B 4433 29859 35499 519
CAPITAL EXPENOITURES
N-kdong Barrage 125519 16.9S 189B7 5952 3550 12400 0
IntDran ap1rAL1Lzd 77247 10.4S 155BB 2037 15745 17973 6106
Chungju Dm 140292 18.9S E8354 5398 a 0 0
HWpchen OM 177099 23.9Z i 4877 72192 57650 229 0
Juan D_ and Others 221349 29.91 1970 22054 6501 67624 tl!O
TOTAL CAPITAL BP5ITURES 741494 100.0S 14s35s 22973 173395 12039B 7S1O0
NET TO BE FINANCEs 6071B0 91.9Y 12Y365 'i63440 143537 94197 I5940
FINANE 8Ys
SBI-Nkdoqng (23M0 L01 51415 9.3S 69124 2984 176M 492 4D00
OECF - flpceman 50282 8.81 9731 5250 25115 7137 0
OECF - Ju 33313 4.51 7800 11499 9319 598
KO, LAIJS 75600 10.2S 48000 2790 a 0 0
0iL Fud a 0.01 a 0 0 a 0
IB tt(1696 K1 - Cohunlu 0Dw 12248 1.71 11806 640 0 n 0
ECF - ChungJu 19789 2.71 7305 12464 0 0 0
Other Lans 0 O.OS a a 0 0 0
TOTAL BORRINS 252908 34.11 82798 92502 57235 20274 91Sa
Equity Ocntr1butions 354574 17.91 46559 100939 91302 64523 55242
TOTAL FIhANCE 971S0 81.9S 1235 183440 143537 94997 B5140
30-Apr-5
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TABLE 5
MOK4TORING INDICATDRS
1992 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991
DENA
ItanA Iad. Water Rightts-mul.t 1017 1048 1294 1318 1409 1539 1995 2057 2319 2553
Paver salem - GU 614 g91 su 1056 1S1S 151, 1747 1745 1743 1741
Irrigated Land, rh 140 191 533 52D0 6300 7400 Sam ssaw 17ow ltOo
_TI
* Days Amounte Rsca4vebLa 32 117 62 37 37 37 37 37 37 37
NuWser of EtpLoyses 389 387 380 450 SOO SOO 650 700 700 700
S Incre_an of mpLoye gg.SS.= S8.2S 118.42 171.1S 100.aS t30A 107.73 100A 1¶00.0
Average Rates:
PtA Ind. Water Rights Wat 1.S9 2.69 4.20 4.73 5.48 5.14 6.73 8.25 8.58 8.95
Paver, NH 13.82 20.72 23.5 27.88 34.58 38.81 41.79 50.91 53.31 54.29
Irrigated land, Nho 20 2D890 200 21496 2048 283017 27307 32304 33468 23398
Working Ratio 45JF 30.93 21.83S 1S.2 11.2S 10.7s 11.4S 10.65 11.13 11.9S
Contribution to inveutnt -0.93 -0.4S 10.45 16.93 16.4S 35.2S 45.5 257.23 173.S3 170.73
Rots of Return 0.33 .43 3.3S 4.03 5.0% 5.03 5.O 5.03 5.03 5.05
Debt Service ratio 0.8 0.8 1.1 1.4 1.7 2.0 1.6 1.9 1.6 1.5
dbt an Debt pLus Equity 373 293 333 363 35 313 273 22m 1SS 15S
1984 COISTANr PRICE ANALYSIS:
TotaL Revenues- MI L1n V 11190 17595 21614 34735 55500 5548 724898 85013 94 647
RteL Increse in Reuns 57.4S 22.8s 60.73 62.71 7.33 19.53 17.33 1.0S -1.93
IunA Ind. Water Rights W/ut 2.03 2.75 4.20 4.59 5.11 5.48 5.67 8.0 6 .57 8.37
Paver, lAOH 14.85 21.28 23.56 27.05 32.36 34.35 35.24 40.89 40.39 38.98
Irrigated Land, Wha 22439 21444 20880 20880 22497 23401 23024 26058 25352 23991
Satery OOfe/epLoyse/yaer 493 545 532 532 554 576 599 623 648 S74
CRITICAL FINANCIAL INDICATORS 9EflEEN 1985-1991
VARABLE OR IDICATOR MrNIPW AVERAGE MAXIMM VARIABLE OR IwrIATOR NINIW AVEAGE MAME
Cbnh 60s 48878 127055 Debt Service Ratt1 1.4 1.7 2.0
Power Tar1f Wl/wh(conat.prica) 2.0OB 35.58 40.69 Contribution to invest. 1S.45 t03.19 267.2S
Warking ratio 10.65 11.9S 15.23 ODyc Accoenta R.caivabte 37 37 37
Rate of Return 4.03 4.9 5.0 Debt/(debt + quity) 15.73 26.5S 36.4S
30-Apr-85
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K O R E A
NANGANG AND TAEGU WATER SUPPLY PROJECT
ISWACO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMES
INCOME STATEMENT Million Won
1980 1981 1982 1983
OPERATING REVENUE:
Water supply 12,232 19,423 32,099 34,945
Dams 6,912 15,189 11,030 18,120
Industrial sites, new cities 60,890 35,931 28,823 41,955
Others 24,530 5,008 1,132 1,961
TOTAL OPERATING REVENUE 104,564 75,551 73,084 96,987
OPERATING EXPENSES:
Water supply 11,094 18,402 24,943 27,980
Dams 6,325 11,752 12,692 15,312
Industrial sites, new cities 60,771 35,947 28,823 41,955
Others 23,762 4,477 1,264 1,217
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES 101,952 70,578 67,722 86,464
GROSS INCOME 2,612 4,973 5,362 10,523
General Administration 2,469 2,880 3,647 3,998
OPERATING INCOME 143 2,093 1,715 6,525
Interest Income 2,963 3,813 4,096 3,493
Amortization of exchange losses 216 997 940 23
Other Income (net). 1,183 1,662 779 985
TOTAL NON-OPERATING INCOME 3,930 4,478 3,935 4,455
INCOME BEFORE INCOME TAXES 4,073 6,571 5,650 10,980
Income Taxes 445 742 806 1,661
NET INCOME 3,628 5,829 4,844 9,319
Net income on equity 2.3% 2.2% 1.5% 1.6Z
Taxes on income before taxes 11% 11% 14% 15%
[a] Includes depreciation and operational interest.
Source: ISWACO's Andit Reports
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K O R I A
NANGANG ANID TAEGU WATER SUPPLY PROJECT
ISWACO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FLOW OF FUNDS million Won
1980 1981 1982 1983
SOURCES OF FUNDS:
Net Income 3,628 5,829 4,844 9,319
Non-cash expenditures 7)328 13,661 14,857 18,159
Recei4ts from development projects 12,692 35 792 31,440 83,150
Increase in advance receipts -net 13,287 (6,946) 7,465 10,147
GROSS INTERNAL CASE CONTRIBUTION 36,935 48,336 58,606 120,775
Local Loans 9,107 5,650 38,502
Foreign Loans 32,140 42,684 17,931 24,137
TOTAL LOANS 41,247 48,334 17,931 62,639
Equity Contributions 3 213 29,936 60,799 104,172
Ot_her -net 1447) 3,259 831 712
TOTAL SOURCES OF EUNDS 80,948 129,865 138,167 288,298
APPLICATIONS OF FUNDS:
Capital Expenditures 64,946 85,540 92,495 206,361
Capitalizea Interest 18,086 20,576 16,692 11,287
T-OAL CAPITAL EXPENDITURES 83,032 106,116 109,187 217,648
Amortization local loans 6,043 10,359 11,217 14,694
Amortization foreign loans 15,525 7,116 9,204 15,603
Operational Interest 1,794 3,851 3,627 3,646
TOTAL D2BT SERVICE 23,362 21,326 24,048 33,913
Payment of severance indemnities 969 115 158 681
Increase in working capital (26,415) 2,308 4,774 36,026
TOTAL APPLICATIONS OF FUNDS 80,948 129,865 138,167 288,298
Z internal contrib. to capital expend 48.2% 23.3% 27.3% 23.3%
Z Capital expend. to net fixed assets 62% 31% 35% 49%
Debt service ratio 1.6 2.3 2.4 3.6
Source: ISWACO's Andit Statements
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K O R E A
NANGANG AND TAEGU WATER SUPPLY PROJECT
ISWACO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
BALANCE STATEMENT Million Won
1980 1981 1982 1983
FIXET ASSETS:
Dams Division 77,187 191,447 184,835 297,906
Accum. depreciation Dams Division (12,072) (14,535) (19,498) (15,313)
Water Division 63,286 148,074 148,219 164,969
Accum. depreciation Water Division (1)528) (4,160) (3,429) (12,854)
Other Fixed Assets (net) 7,817 16,773 4,199 5,943
NET FIXED ASSETS 134,690 337,599 309,326 440,651
Construction in progress 32,619 84,792 169,231 335,697
TOTAL FIXED ASSETS 167,309 422,391 478,557 776,348
Deferred charges 16,378 17,732 19,732 12,809
Other Assets 190,400 187,003 180,767 146,549
CURRENT ASSETS:
Cash 5,056 17,212 8,617 33,578
Accounts Receivable 5,489 5,982 9,269 10,610
Inventories 842 1,268 2,110 2,194
Other 15,428 11,953 26,776 70,202
TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS 26,815 36,415 46,772 116,584
TOTAL ASSETS 400,902 663,541 725,828 1,052,290
LONG-TERM LIABILITIES:
Local Loans 66,288 56,628 45,411 69,210
Foreign Loans 53,028 126,241 137,089 151,011
Eployees's severance inde-ities 5,025 6,476 8,651 10,429
Others 78,533 163,209 151,355 161,303
TOTAL LONG-TERM LIABILITIES 202,874 352,554 342,506 391,953
CURRENT LIABILITIES:
Accounts payable 11,158 7,607 6,694 17,147
Short-term borrowing 6,100 10,849 12,800
Current matur. of long-term loans 16,268 23,889 20,598 28,613
Other 7,864 6,336 14,172 42,289
TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES 41,390 48,681 54,264 88,049
TOTAL LIARILITIES 244,264 401,235 396,770 480,002
EQUIT:
Capital 120,383 219,383 280,182 398,645
Revaluation surplus 25,617 25,663 25,663 141,346
Other surplus 171 211 211 785
Retained earnings 10,467 17,049 22,642 31,512
TOTAL EQUITY 156,638 262,306 328,698 572,288
TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES 400,902 663,541 725,468 1,052,290
Current ratio 0.65 0.75 0.86 1.32
Debt to Debt plus Equity 56.4% 57.3% 51.0% 40.6%
Source: Audit Reports
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TABLE I
INCOME STATEPENT 1] Mittion Won
1982 19a3 1994 1985 1996 1987 1999 1989 1990 1991
Poputation - Thousand 1904 195w 2033 210B 2192 22S1 2342 2425 2514 2804
X PopuLation Served 91.0% 92.01 94DX 94.05 94.3Y 94.61 95.i1 97.05 97.51 99.
Populatton SrvWd - Thousond 1733 1802 1910 1980 2058 2139 2237 2353 24 2552
ltt r Connctions - Thousand 188.1 199.0 210.3 217.6 225.1 235.0 245.8 2589. 289.3 290.4
Water SoLdw LttarVcapitilday 135 141 159 167 175 185 195 203 211 218
Water SoLd (Mi LLton Tons) 85.22 95.97 110.91 120.71 131.43 144.40 159.19 174.38 188.75 203.08
mt.r SoLd Tonasuonth/connsction 37.7 40.4 43.9 45.2 49.4 51.2 54.0 5S.2 58.4 60.3
X Unmeccounted-tor Water 33.7X 34.7S 38.05 3890 36.0 34.01 33.0D 32.0C 31.0I 31.0
lfttr Production - MiLLion Ut 128.5 ¶47.0 178.9 194.7 205.4 2189. 237.5 25.4 273.5 294.3
Oter Tbriff Won per Ton 153.20 168.31 183¶ 81 199.14 2189.4 219.29 234.05 244.55 245.71 243.12
Water Revenues 1305S 16153 21496. 24039 28736 3165 37290 42544 45376 49399
Ibume Conaction Charges 7800 315 3842 3792 3941 409B 4293 4507 4S94 4988
Other Rev,n,-a 1078 1099 1197 1230 1314 1492 1792 2211 2927 4089
TOTAL 5TATIN6 REWIJES 21734 20708 26535 29081 33981 37244 43305 49392 53997 59344
Pbrsonnat 2540 2905 3174 3413 3705 484 4570 4195 5905 6472
Pomr 3412 3834 4846 S200 5707 6419 7358 838S 9443 1072B
ChmicaLs 282 254 452 505 554 2m 714 613 915 O3EI
H ter1r-Ls & Hiatenmo 2303 2124 2127 223 2392 2593 28923 3087 3352 359
Rm Wasr 67 84 272 304 334 375 430 489 551 a2m
Other Expense 892 944 1277 1330 1405 1509 1519 1742 1899 2004
Mbum Comection0 Costs 5935 3507 3447 3792 3941 4098 4293 4507 4894 4898
TOTAL OPERATIN EBPENSE 15432 13553 15395 15783 19038 19952 21797 24020 287 29391
INCO BEFORE M4=IATION 5302 7155 11140 12270 15952 17592 21iO5 25342 27268 2993
epracietion 1195 1704 245? 4130 4738 5103 0273 7840 9S35 9033
OPERTi6NS INCONE 4107 541 9653 8149 11214 12499 15235 17702 18913 19920
O-erntionoL Interest 1257 2958 5845 484B 4822 5193 5497 9 4555 4323
Other XIn._ lmncl 380 371 425 20 20 200 200 2W 20 200
Amortization Deferred Expenses 1SO 419 251 100 90 80 sO 90 so s0
Det Revaluation Losoe 545 471
Other Noh-cash Expanse (Not) 29 288
NET IJI.E 3003 21n5 2982 3303 8713 7419 9859 11995 14478 1571
RATIOS AJ COWARATORS
Cost per Ton of mwter soLd 192.92 141.22 138.31 139.03 137.24 135.0S 136.93 137.75 141.J1 144.74
Working Rotio 75.8% 95.5 59.05 57.89 53.11 52.1 503. 45J. 48J.S 50.4
tpcrating Ratio 82.0S 75.7S 5893 72. B7.!S B5J. 85.01 64.5 55.15 58.01
Net Income on Revenues 13.8S 10.4S 11.5 11.4S 19.75 18.9S 22.89 24.0S 29.S 25.M
lter Tariff Increumo 9.8 15.50 2.& 9.8S 0.3S 5.75 4.58 0.5S 1.1S
Incr_s in Opomrting Roevnues -4.75 28.1t 9.5T t7. 9.6S 1S.31 14.0D 9.45 89.S
Incree In Wter Sold 12t.9 15.9 8.8 89.8 9S9S 10.2S 9B.= 8.2 7.9
Average Auuet's Rate Ben 82812 71184 97720 1Z8339 140181 14S931 181372 221271 23S4tO 248002
Rate ot Return on Revaltud Asst 5.51 7.71 89.9 E S.4 9.0 9.51 S.4 9.0S B5OS 801
I 1 Due to romdIng. the Last digit in totats my appear diff¢rent then the sun of cotumn.
12-Jul-5
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TABLE 2
SOURCES AND APPLICATIONS CF FUOS t Liaonm Won
1892 1993 1984 1995 1986 1997 1999 1989 1990 199S
SOURCES OF FUNDS
Income before d.pr.ci.tion 5302 7155 11140 12278 15952 17592 21508 25342 27265 28953
Other income 390 371 425 200 200 200 - 200 200 200 290
SeLoef Asets 14 347 69 a a a 0 0 0 a
User's Contributions 1148 1192 2309 1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 110
DevLoper's Contributions 4990 947 98B 500 500 500 500 500 500 500
gROSS IIITENAL CASH GEERATION 11902 10012 15852 14079 17752 19392 23308 27142 29059 30753
Equity Contributions 1530
BORROWING
Proposed IB9 ltoan 0 0 a 0 3154 5758 600 3520 0 0
Goverinwt Loan 1900 3000 4000 3000 3430 2960 95U 2940 3620 2870
City Bands 4000 11090 000 4030 4181 5t27 5M 1602 2592 3373
Other Loans 7235 11245 5030
TOTAL BORROWNG 13035 25245 15030 7030 10u76 12945 12093 8062 6232 9243
TOTAL SOURCE5 OF FUNDS 2S357 35257 30881 211t0 29517 32337 35401 35204 35270 36996
A P P L I CA T I O N S OF FUNDS
Propoed ProJect 2699 1B905 19112 14389
Interest Copitalizd 0 0 40 311 1132 2105 2974 2704 2026 1931
Other Ibter Works 12409 27511 21482 6263
Rehabi Litatin & Lek Detection 21O0 '71a 1O00 10O0 1000 1000 2250 300
Gruno ystm 294 15S6 6700 6395 9S25
2ther Asset 6sE
Contributed An 4WD0 947 998 SDO 50 500 5W 500 500 500
Invent.trensfored to deferred axp 292
TOTAL CAPITAL PEI2ITUIRES 17591 2924S 24610 117S 20683 21717 20429 10904 11171 988B
DArtizmtlon 209 884 1931 9337 5034 69E5 9169 1297 9410 9699
Operat1onaL Interest 1297 2956 5845 446 4822 5193 5497 595S 4555 423
TUTAL DEBT SERVICE 1475 3623 777 14293 9659 12178 1437 188S4 13965 14023
lONGa CAPITAL NEEDS 1/ 83S -1000 -180 -54 -757 74 334 1192 219 397
OTHfASSETSAIAfIL. CHANGES 279 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 a a
TOTAL APPLICATIOIS OF FUNDS 29350 31857 32209 25999 29592 33918 35430 30370 25355 24075
CASH INCREASE (+3 OR DECREASE 17 3390 -1329 -4B89 -1065 -931 -29 4234 9915 12920
Debt Service Ratio 9.0 2.9 2.0 1.0 1.9 1.8 1.8 1.4 2.1 2.2
S Contribution to rnvestant 17.SS 25.31 33.51 -1.3Z 42.8S 32.9% 4071 64.91 133.2S 169.23
S CapIt t expend. of Het Assets 29.11 36.SS 21.31 8.61 14.4S 14.41 9.91 4.71 4.6B 3.9X
V Exctuding C ah and Currant Maturities
12-JuL-M5
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TABLE 3
BALANCE STATEMENT MiLLion Won
1982 1983 1984 1955 1995 19b7 1999 1959 1990 1991
Fixed Assets In Operatlmi 74859 132122 162847 175577 18B902 259136 286501 310233 334970
AccoumaLted Depreciution 12047 13751 1S239 2B053 32009 39609 4895 55S09 97506 79695
NEr FDtED ASSETS 62812 79555 115984 135794 14359 1t50294 212450 230093 242728 25527B
WAR IN PROGRESS 1159 2050 5711 13477 29160 45877 5306 2210 3382 3038
Cosh & Enwks 597S S355 9037 3149 2094 453 424 4659 14574 27494
Accounts Receiveb L 101 143 330 481 544 631 734 984 969 1099
Iventories 298 279 524 B95 957 1037 1129 1235 1341 1455
Advances & Sec-urities 695 aS 71 80 90 100 110 120 140 140
Other Current Assets 4299 2461 2527 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 200
TOTAL CIIIIENT ASSETS 11367 12333 t1589 6605 5675 4221 4398 8852 19023 32188
DEFERRED E3QEN59 1160 741 490 390 310 230 150 70 -10 -90
OTER ASSETS 13 14 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17
TOTAL ASSETS 85S09 113251 133699 157283 178731 20063S 223321 241252 265139 290429
Accounts Paymbte 1648 312 345 588 1034 1086 1021 545 559 483
Othor Current Liebi Ltitm 206 l1 949 553 1009 1061 996 520 534 458
Drrent NBtur.Long-Tora Debt 298 1925 9990 5034 6985 9169 12927 9410 969 96S9
TOTAL CURIENT LIABILITIES 2072 2356 11192 6195 9026 11316 14945 10475 10791 10640
Other Li1biLities 0 0 0 0 a 0 a 0 0 0
Long-Tern Debt (net) 22478 50289 55794 5B440 52220 65996 65152 53914 60317 5S995
TOTAL LIAILITIES 24548 5242 56978 S4625 71248 77312 HOtO2 74290 71108 67500
Asets RevaLustion SurpLus 35994 35994 35884 52448 59990 65789 74217 84500 95491 107072
Opor ftimL SurpLus 1+1 4732 6891 9873 13175 19899 27305 37153 49029 63507 7922M
CepitL 20344 17834 20959 27034 29634 30234 31834 33434 3Z034 36634
TOTAL EOUMTY 50960 5060S 5571 92659 107492 123327 143214 166992 194031 222929
TOTAL EMUfY AJUO LIABILrTES 55S09 113261 133981 157293 178731 200638 223321 241252 285139 290429
Currut Ratio 5.5 5.2 1.0 1.1 0.6 0.4 0.3 0.8 1.8 3.0
Wbrking CepiteLp exciud. cemh 3538 2538 2358 23U4 1549 1522 1955 3138 3357 3754
S DObt on Debt pLus Equity 27.1S 46.31 49.61 40.71 39.2 37.9X 35.3 30.5S 26.51 23.5S
J Omys Accomta Recelvebte 2 3 5 6 a 6 6 5 7 7
S Debt/(Not Fixed Asts +IPJ 3S 52S 547 42X 401 389 36X 32X 289 261
12-JuL-85
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TABLE 4
FINAICNS PLAN IL1Lion Wln
TOTALS OF lOTAL 1995 19S6 19897 199
Inome Before Depreciation 97330 90.3 12278 15952 17592 21508
Other Ircom 00 1.1 200 200 200 200
Uer's Contributions 4400 5.5 1100 1100 1100 1100
OretLper's Contributions 20 2.75 500 500 S500
OSS INTEINAL CASH GENERTION 74530 99.33 14078 17752 19392 23309
Amrtization 30526 40.S9 937 5034 6985 95ES
OperetioneL rnteret 20258 27.S 44 4122 5193 5497
TOTAL DEBT SERVICE 507S3 9.1S 14293 965 121793 1467
VIKING CAPITAL MEWS +-403 -0. -U5 -757 74 334
OTHER ASSErS [+) OR LZAB.NES a .OZ5 a a a 0
CASH ZICRERSE (+1 OR DEREASE -7813 -10.:5 -498 -1135 -tS31 -29
NE l1TERNAL CASH GEIPATION 3172 42.9S 405 9919 9771 am3
CA-TAL EEOMtURES
Proposed Project 53240 71.4S 2699 1s1 18112 14398
m'terest CapittLizad 852 8.7S 311 1132 2105 2974
Other lwter Works 5m3 8.45 9 0 a a
R-habiLitt:imn & Lak Detetion 010 5.5 3 710 1000 1000 lOO
smaho System 19l5 2.53 294 0 0 1505
MarAseets 0 O3S a a a 0
Contributed Assetr 20e0 2.73 500 50 50 0
Iaveet.bce1ng deferred expenes a cs 0 0 a a
TOrAL CAPITAL EENITIRES 745! 100.05 15 20583 21717 2042
NET TOS FBFINAC 4293 57 .4 7030 10735 12945 12093
FINANCED DYs
Proposed 19RD Loan 14992 20.15 a 31S4 S758 5
Governmnat Loan 540 12.J 3000 3430 2D50 9g0
City Bonds 18401 24.73 4030 4131 5t27 5053
Other Loans 0 0.0 a 0 a 0
TOTAL UGEIOVING 42933 97.4S 7030 10735 12945 12093
Equity Contributions 0 0.05 a 0 0 0
TOTAL FIUIICED 42933 57.4S 7030 10755 12345 12093
12-Jul-5
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TABLE S
NITORING INDICATORS
1982 1983 1984 1995 19BS 19S7 198 1989 1990 1991
DEw.
Poputation - Thoumnd 1904 1958 2033 2105 2182 2281 2342 2428 2514 2504
Population Served - Thouand 1733 1802 1910 1980 2058 2138 2237 2353 2451 2552
S Population srved 91.05 92.05 94.05 94.0 94.3 84.85 95.5S 97.05 97.5Z 99.05
later Connections - Thouand 198.1 198.0 210.3 217.5 225.1 235.0 245.8 259.5 289.3 290.4
Water SoLd (tpcdl - Appra1sL 135 148 159 1S7 175 185 195 203 211 219
later Soid (LpcdJ - KECC's Revised Demnd 175 195 195 203 211 218 225
later SoLd 14pcd) - Cityle Forecast 157 178 11S 195 207 219 231
Water SoLd - NLLion Ton 95.2 95.0 110.9 120.7 131.4 144.4 159.2 174.4 188.7 203.1
later SoLd -City's Formost 121.1 132.9 148.3 180.9 175.3 193.8 212.5
ltsr Production - NiLion Ton 129 147 179 195 205 219 238 255 274 294
Day Accounts PRceivabL 2 3 5 6 8 8 6 8 7 7
lksor of EpLoym 735 729 807 820 831 934 989 873 95S 98m
X Inreams t otf mpLoyess -0.8 10.75 1I.8 1.3 0.4s 4.15 0.5S 8.95 0.5
EspLoye /1000 later Ocnnsctionn 3.9 3.7 3.9 3.8 3.7 3.5 3.5 3.4 3.5 3.4
Avere later Tariff V/Ton 153.2 168.31 193.81 199.14 218.S4 219.29 234.05 244.55 245.71 243.12
Increae Water Tariff 9.95 15.5 2.85 9.9 0.35 8.7S 4.5 0.55 -. 15
Working Ratio 75.55 S5.4X 5B.05 57.8 53.15 52.8Z 50.3S 48.7 498. 50.47
ontribution to 1nveetasnt 17.5 25.3_ 33.5 -4.3S 42.8 32.9Z 40.75 54.85 1332S 189.2.
Rate of Return 65 7.75 B.95 6.4S 89.0 85 8. 9.05 8.0S 8.05
Dsbt Serice rstio 8.0 2.8 2.0 1.0 1.5 1.6 1.5 1.4 2.1 2.2
Debt or. Dbt ptus Equity 275 46S SO 41t 395 385 355 305 275 235
1984 CONSTANT PRICE ANALYSIS:
Trested Water Tariffs (IWTon 159.1 175.0 193.9 193.9 204.8 194.5 195.8 194.9 195.6 174.1
Salary 000Vmptloymelywer 3.5 4.0 3.9 4.1 4.2 4.3 4.4 4.5 4J 4.8
Operationat Cost atLLion Won 14085 15395 16334 19S80 17432 19327 19143 20191 210t4
Operstionat Cost per Ton SoLd 212.8 148.9 139.8 135.3 129.4 120.7 115.1 109.8 107.0 103.8
Increntat Operet. Cost/Ton SoLd 60.5 57. 82.2 8.8
CATMCAL F I NAN:'L IICATOM FOR THE PERIM ;985499s
%.6RtABLE OR IMICATOR MINDU PAXIr AVERAGE VARIABLE OR ZIDICATOR NXININU NAXaMI AVAGE
Cash 4Z5 27484 7548 Debt Service Ratio 1.0 2.2 1.7
later Tariff, constant prices 174.1 204.5 182.0 Doy" Accounts RaceivabLs a 7 a
Working ratio 48.7 57.8 51.8T Dat/debt + equity] 23.05 C0.7S 33-3
Rate of Return 8.45 5.6S 7.91
12-IJul-s5
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Economic Analysis
Least Cost Solution
1. The water demand and the selection of the treated water
system for the NRS was an issue during the project preparation (paras.
2.04 and 6.04). The treated water system selected is more efficient
and economic than the raw water systems built previously. In addition
to the proposed solution the least cost analysis studied three other
alternatives, including the construction of a new dam at Daeryong,
(which has a 50% higher present value than the proposed system),
underground water (which was not satisfactory in quantity and
quality), and combinations of these two, with additional reservoirs.
The alternative selected, (the use of water from the existing Namgang
Reservoir) is the least cost solution at discount rates of 8% to 15%.
The treatment plant and pumping facilities would be constructed in two
stages. During the appraisal, several components were further scaled
down and the cost of the NRS reduced some 12Z. The Feasibility Study
analyzed the design period for the pipelines and demonstrated that the
most economic design was for the year 2001 (13 years after
completion), given their small diameter (less than 1,100 mm), the long
transmission distances and terrain difficulties.
2. The supply of water from the Nekdong river for Taegu City is
also the least cost solution at any discount rate. This was concluded
from the Feasibility Study for the First Water Supply Project, updated
in 1984. Some of the facilities required for the proposed TIWS were
built under the First Project. After the project completion, Taegu
would have a total capacity of 1,120,000 tpd from the Nakdong river
and 140,000 tpd from other sources. The provision of additional water
for Taegu after 1995 would require the construction of additional and
expensive dams, like the proposed Daecheon Dam being planned by MOC.
Proiect Cost
3. Detailed analysis of the personnel, pover and other
expenditures for the NRS are presented in Annex 11A, Table 1. The
assumptions used to forecast operational expenditures are explained in
the footnotes to this table. The estimated expenditures are close to
their economic cost and shadow prices are not considered necessary.
The main cost of the NRS is the capital expenditures for the
pipelines, since their design horizon, based on economic analysis is
the year 2001.
4. The operational expenses of the TWS are easily estimated,
since the first stage, of the same capacity as the proposed system, is
under operation. Detailed projections of operational expenses (Annex
10, Table 1), indicate that there are considerable economies of scale
in administration, accounting, personnel, etc. and the incremental
cost of operation is estimated at W65 per ton, (Annex 10, Table 5.)
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Incremental Financial Rate of Return
5. The Incremeittal Financial Rate of Return (IFRR) for the NRS
based on existing tariffs for bulk, treated vater (V 82.7 per ton,
Annex IIA, Table 2), is only 2 Z. This is the result of the present
policy by ISWACO to apply the same water charges nation-vide to all
cities irrespective of the cost in each locality. This results in
apparent low rates of return for any project where the cost of water
is above the average cost. This pricing policy is being studied by
consultants (para. 1.08 (a)), and improvements could include the
implementation of marginal pricing based on the local cost of water or
water surcharges for those localities where the cost is well above the
average, as in the NRS.
6. A better proxy for the benefits of the NRS is obtained by
considering the total cost and tariffs when providing water to the
consumers. This is presented in Annex 11, Table 2, which includes the
capital and operating expenses of bulk water, and expenses incurred by
the 13 municipalities to distribute the vater and collect revenues.
The basic assumptions are explained in the footnotes to this table.
The additional investments for distribution works are estimated from
the planned investment programs of the cities. The cost of house
connections is not included, since this cost is fully charged to the
users and balances out, but the contributions to investments
("connections fees", averaging W 60,000 for each nev connection) are
included. The quantifiable benefits include the sale of retail
treated water, (which is the bulk water sold by ISWACO less the
unaccounted-for water). This analysis also provides an apparent low
rate of return of 6 Z. Sensitivity analysis shows that the rate of
return would be 5 X if the investment is increased IOZ or the the
benefits are reduced 10%, and would be 4% if the investment is
increased 1OZ and the benefits are reduced 10%. This can be explained,
since the benefits are based on the water tariffs of Chungmu and
Samcheonpo, averaging V 230/ton in 1983, which do not cover the cost
of operation of the present system. In fact it is surprising that the
population in these cities is willing to pay su^h tariffs for water
services so deficient in quantity, quality and reliability. Therefore
the use of existing tariffs, which in any case is only a minimum
indication of the willingness to pay, does not provide a meaningful
evaluation of the project benefits.
7. Hovever, water is the main hindrance to the development of
this region, and the highest felt need of the population. In fact
even in the two cities, less than 15% of the population can presently
use flush toilets. Some of the benefits of water supply, not measured
by the tariff revenues, can be estimated from the comparison of the
value of houses with and without public water supply. In Samcheonpo,
where the types and sizes of houses are similar, about 40% of the
pcvulation live in areas without public water supply and rely on
handpumps or wells. Water in these systems is of poor quality and its
extraction, especially during the harsh, dry Korean winter, is
difficult. Based on data from the Samcheonpo City and the
consultants, the price of a low income house (15-20 pyongs) with
public water supply is about W 20 million, and without water supply is
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only W 16 million. It is difficult to assess the portions of the
difference attributable to the availability of public water supply and
to other factors, (like better location). A conservative estimate of
the additional water benefits is obtained by including 20% of this
difference in real estate values, or about V 0.8 million per new house
benefitting from the project. Using this indication of the additional
benefits resulting from water supply the rate of return for the NRS is
13%, which is a better proxy for economic rate of return of this
component (Annex ILA, Table 3).
8. The IFRR for TWS is estimated at 18% based on existing
tariffs and the small increase (5Z in real terms) required to comply
with the financial covenant after 1985. Since water tariffs are well
above the marginal cost this rate of return is taken as a proxy for
the economic rate of return of the TWS (Annex 11B). Sensitivity
analysis indicate that this ERR would be reduced to 17% if the
investment is increased Dy 10%, and would be 16% if the benefits are
reduced 10. Even if the investment is increased 1OZ and the benefits
reduced 10% the IFRR would still be 15% (Annex llB). The additional
benefits by comparison of the price of a house with and without public
water supply are not applicable, since a house in areas without piped
water in Taegu (which would soon reach 98Z connected) is not saleable
as a house but just for the value of the land.
Harwinal Cost
9. The marginal cost for the NRS i%q estimated at W 174 per ton
(US$0.20 per ton), Annex 11 A, Table 2. This indicates that the
economic cost of the water in this system at a 10% discount rate is
twice the present national tariff for treated water, and that the
proposed tariff study should analyze and make recommendations on this
problem.
10. The marginal cost for TVS at 10% discount rate is W148 per
ton. Present tariffs for treated water were V200 per ton in 1984, 35Z
higher than the marginal cost. This is due to TWB financial
requirements, in particular to the present practice of financing by
internal cash generation and short term bonds about 60Z of the water
investments (pars. 1.08 (a)). After the main water investments are
completed, this high level of tariffs may be useful to contribute to
priority sewerage investments, if both services are integrated in the
future.
KOREA - NANO AN1 TAEOU WATER GWPLY PROJEOT
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS NMBANH REGIONAL SYTEM - AHNMAL OPERATIONAL EXPENSES I
(itllian Wan - Prices of June 1995)
Year AVERAGE WATER DENAND Number Personnel Power -POWER USER CHARGES-- Chemi- Motoerll Others VWter Total TotaL
[Mitlion Ton/Yamir) of txpeness Demand oat. and Rights Expen- Expenseo
Emplo.' Chergem Rne Chungmu Saomheonpo Hunts- gas per ton
ChungQu oheonpo you Water System system nonce Produced
Systum system 2 1 31 41 51 51 ° 1 71 9 1 91
1999 10.09 G.98 so 197.7 92.1 104.5 195.7 21,3 40,7 107.7 27.5 20.4 738.4 54.4
1886 11U54 3.55 s0 187.7 9e'. 116.2 231.9 i6.e 45.3 107.7 27.5 299. 797,7 52.9
1990 12.45 4,27 30 137.7 92.8 129.7 249.9 31.6 50.1 107.7 27.5 25.1 941.0 50.3
1981 13.44 5.05 30 137.7 92.9 142.4 269.9 37.4 55,5 107.7 27.5 27.7 886.6 48.0
1992 14.15 58,0 30 137.7 197,6 12.1 994.1 41,5 59,9 114.0 V7.5 99.6 993,4 48.9
1993 14.90 8.19 30 137.7 IE7,U 182.9 29e60 4.9 63,3 120.7 27.5 31.6 102165 46.B
1994 15,57 9.90 0o 187.7 137.S 172.9 19.5 60.3 07.1 127.9 27.5 23,6 106e6. 47.7
1995 15.70 7,45 30 197.7 137.6 17J2 815i.0 58.1 69,4 135,9 27.5 34.7 1090,5 47.1
1996 17.35 8913 30 197.7 137.6 196.2 348.2 80.1 7864 143.2 27.5 38.2 1185.2 45.7
1927 19.09 8.69 30 137.7 137.6 eos2.2 9O 1 64,3 8o0a 150.9 27.5 402 120o7. 45.1
1969 19.8 9.27 30 137.7 187.6 219.8 978.6 6e9. 94,4 156. 27.5 4*2. 1252.3 44.5
19S 19.97 9e88 30 137.7 197.6 27.5 894.7 79,1 98.6 197.8 27.5 44.3 1299.7 44,0
2000 2060 10.51 30 137.7 137.6 230.8 411.4 77.9 93.0 176.6 27.5 46.5 137.1 43.4
2001 21.37 11.19 30 137.7 137.6 250.6 428,9 82.7 97.0 186.1 27.5 40.8 1397.5 42.9
1 3 Sourcom Woobo end fRenerdet Fessibitity Study and Approluls estimtezt.
2 1 20 prsonr In the Water Treatmnt Plunt, 9 In the water Intake nd 2 In the reserveir.
3 1 Monthly satlries for the 14 tcohnicat staff aeragea W887,000v and R8209900 for non-teohnical staff.,
Total annual psymeAt Is 19 eleorieo everagIn" W38M600 per person por month.
4 3 Do.ind charges of W2953/KW/month. Chungmu 1237 Kw aFp to 1991 and 20B2 Kw thsrsofter, 8ebchuonpo 320 Kw up to 1991 and 521) Kw
thereafter. Intake pump 780 Kw up to 1991 and 1800 Kr thereafter.
5 Power charges of 844.05 par Kwh. Power Factor 0.7o beacheonpo 8.5 Kw/Ton, everege head SOw (about 0.197 kwh/ton), Chungmu
18.2 Kw/Tone ovrege heed 107. (About .416 KWh/ton),
6 Ch ei olt era eostimted at W 3 per at.
7 Estimatted as a percentuge of the vatlue of each systemp increasing with oge tram 0.4X to 0.6D5J. (ISWACA 1982-84 average wee 0.55 S.,
O Other expeneat including a share of centrnl administration estimated t 20M of personnel expeneese
far tIaataent pLants.
9 I Estimated ooepewntin cost to KEPCO of W 1.5/ton for partiL loot of power generation (totaL production 12.830 KW
maxinum production of 38 mIllfon KWH per year. 1-4
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INCREMENTAL FINANC^AL RATE OF RETURN (IFRA) FOR NANGANG SYSTEM BASED ON SULK WATER TARIFFS
(MilLion Won - Prices of June 19B51
---PROJECT EXPENDITURES- -OJECT BENEFITS
YEAR PROJECT OPERA- TOTAL BULK WATER WATER NET
INVEST- TIONAL COST WATER TARIFF REVENUES FINANCIAL
lENT COSTS SOLD WON/TON BENEFITS
ILLJ.TONS
1 1 21 3
1965 131 131 -131
1999 11229 11228 -11229
1987 11407 11407 -11407
19B8 4151 738 4890 13,6 82,7 1128 -3767
1999 7C9 798 15,1 82,7 1249 450
1990 041 841 19.7 92,7 1392 641
1991 s88 989 10.5 82.7 1530 841
1992 1600 993 2583 19.9 92.7 1934 -948
'1993 1e00 1026 2226 21.1 82.7 1744 -482 -4
1994 1088 1068 22.4 62.7 1950 784 co
1995 1091 1091 23.1 82.7 1914 823 1
196 1156 11865 25,5 82,7 2107 942
1997 1208 1e20 29,8 82.7 2215 1007
1998 1252 1i52 28,1 e8.7 2327 1074
1999 1989 1299 29,5 82,7 2443 1145
200 W1347 1347 31,0 92.7 2565 1218
2001-2023 1399 1399 32.5 82.7 2691 1294
Prevent Volue at 0% Discounts 188e2,2
THE INCREBENTAL FINANCIAL RATE OF RETURN (IFRRJ I8S 1.56 MARGINAL COST ANALYSIS FOR BULK WATER
- IRR SENSITIVITY ANALYSI8S IFRR PRESENT VALUES OF: - MARGINAL COST
Benefits reduced by 13X 0.3a Discount Invest- TotaL X Invest Volume Invest- Total
rate mont Expenses mint Sold mont
Investment cost Increosed 10 1.0X an TotaL MiLL.
Hill. W Mill. w Tons W/Ton V/Ton
Cost +10%0 water sold -10X -o---
5X 25439 42345 60X 375 67.9 112.9
9% 23320 33929 69% 229 101.6 147.4
10% 22060 30035 73X 172 127.9 174.1
I I In June 1985 prices, including physical continguncise, but excluding taxes,
2 From Arnexeo 3 A and 10 A (Tibte 1J.
3 The overage t&.iff for treated water in 1995 is W 91.1 per Ton of water, To comply with the financial covenant in 1999 this
tariff would be increased to W 96.9 per Ton, or W B2.7 In 1995 prices.
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ECONOMIC RATE OF RETURN (ERRI OF THE NAIIANO SYSTEN BUAED ON RETAIL WATER TARIFF6
litllion Wan - Prleoo at June 19153
TOTAL WUT - DIRECT BENEFITS
-OULX WATER- OISTRIBUTION SYSEM NEW NEWPOPU- HOUSES RETAIL WATER OONED- MET BENEFITS MET
YEAR MET OPERA- NETWOIRK IHCRE- TOTAL LATION MR AP1AR- WATER REVEUJES TION DIRECT IEASIRED BENEFITS
PROJECT TIONAL AND MENTAL COST SERVED MIENTS SOLO FEES BENEFITS BY INCLWING
INVEST COSTS STORAOE OPERATION 1000 WITH REAL REAL
PIENT 1 ADMI- WATER MILLION ESTATE ESTATE
TRATION MILLION W 1000 TON HILL. W HILL, V HILL. W VALUES VALUES
11 | Z1 3 | 43 5| 6 I 6 1 71 o1 NILL. W
1990 131 0 1950 1791 -1781 -1791
lo0 11229 0 3631 14980 -14000 -14900
1987 11407 0 3831 1M0a9 -15038 -1503a
19se 4131 738 288 5175 77.0 14.9 7.E0 1789 988 -2500 1198 9349
1989 0 79u 10 412 1360 9O0. 17.5 10.80 2569 19 1358 e1e3 3481
1990 0 841 150 4s3 1484 105.9 P0.3 11.57 2873 171 1590 9177 3a07
1991 0 G9o 150 519 1559 121.5 23.4 19.99 3224 183 1850 2448 4296
1899 * 1600 983 1SO 557 3S91 131.5 6 .3 13.94 3469 115 es6 15S 1825
1993 1200 1090 150 w9e 2978 141.9 27.3 14.95 3713 119 858 1565 2443
1994 0 106 150 0389 1064 152.5 29.8 15.94 3960 123 299 1549 3875
1995 0 louB 150 159 1900 163.7 31.5 16.48 4095 199 9324 1723 4048
199R 0 1185 15O 734 2049 175.9 33.7 19.34 4557 133 2640 1769 4410
1997 0 190e t60 771 9129 198.0 35.9 19.20 4700 195 2785 1NS 4447
1998 0 1952 150 910 2213 197.1 a7.9 ga.2e 5032 128 e947 170B 4655
199 0 1299 150 951 2300 208.7 40.1 21.27 5284 134 3119 1785 4003
ewo0 n 1847 993 no40 220.6 42.4 22.33 5647 1a7 3444 1931 5175
80101-2D03 a 1398 937 2335 232.9 44U. 3.43 5920 3486 3485
ECON0tC RATE OF RETURN (ERR) AND SENSITIVITY ANALYSISS
INCLUDING DIRECT BENEFITS ONLY INCLUDING BENEFITS INDICATED BY REAL ESTATE VALUES6
EFonoal Rate ot Return, baeme c^al '.15 12.65%
It Invostuent is Inoreesad 101 654S 11.0X
It benefits are reduced 10X 4.8% 10.3X
It benetits are reduced 101T end
the Investment Increased 10% 4.2X 9.01
I From Table 2, total fnvesteente to produce bulk treated water.
e Fren Tobls e totol operationat expenses tor butk, troatod water,
9 Invn ot nte by Chung u (W 8 094 *it1Onlp ond 9eheonpo (W 1,901 sillion) between 1995-B7. Thsoe two cities would uvs 7BT of
the project capacity. Per capita network Inveutment. In the other muniipelitiee swould be smaller and ohamper. NHrtholemu the
network investments In Chunguu and Soamhsenpo we fnoraaeod 903 because oa this reason. Invostmente lntertiary distrlbution
or house connections era not included. since they ere whale tinenced by heuse connections charges.
4 I Eeed on presant expcnsse In the project munfol1petitfas (oepecilly Chungmu and Senchsonpol, for perionnelt *oitanonce end
adainistretion# e d oxcluding troetment costs. After the proJoet *oeo areas would be sorved by gravity. Inor eentol wages end
adminietratimn are estimated at W 20 per at, *xatuding the shere tor trtment pLenta end considering econcties of tcaet.
Moteoriets nd maintenance sre esatiated at 115 per at. The total estimeted coat Is W40 per Mt$
5 | The nu bar e! nw houses or appertmenta Is baesd In the inarmental populetian served (Annex BSB TabLe 61, divided by Se. pcrsona
per house. There are 4.5 persons per housaholdc
8) Bulklik wter eald by IUUAW loce tha unaccounted-tor water.
7 Average (MlO per at) of the 1983 tariffs In Chunqsu end cnch:onpop the main consunera In the proJect. Incracead 9I h
to exprose it in 1995 priaee. tUider AD06s finnoeod projeot tin noll covenante would rlese theses tarifte In conetent prices some 10%. 1
9 Many houese In Sneahoonpo end Chungmu do not heve connection. to tho present weter systest since there Is no
distribution in severat neighborhoode. Oeoperabte, tow Incs houses of 20 py ong are valued at U 16 9illlons without
public water and W 90 million with piped wter1 However this ditferences may alw include othur feotar, like the better
tocation of neighborhoods with water. A coneervative estimte of the water bonetits Indicated by this values Is taken as 20%
at the diffurence In reaL etante vlume, or WIODOO per heusehotd, equivalent to 4 ot the prico of a low Income houe.
These benefits are aessuid onLy when oach house a ectualty connected, but the increase In the vstue of the house Is likeLy to
occur when distribution networks are avellble in the neighborhood.
25-Hy-05
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Annex 11B
KANWN AM TAEGU WATER SUPPLY PROJE1C
ECONOMIC RATE OF REUlJRI (ERR) FOR TAEGU BASED ON EKISTING WATER TARIFFS
(MiLLion Wln - Prices of June 1*951
-PROJECT IEKEITURES-- -ll-,OJECT BENtS
YEAR PROJECr OTHER OPERA- TOTAL WATER WATER WATER OTIER IET
INVERT- INVEST- TIONAL COST SO; TARFIFF REVEMUES REVE- BENEFITS
MEMT MCEK COSTS KMLL.TON TO! NtES
I 1 2] 3] 41 5] 5]
1985 2160 1710 3870 203.0 -3870
1995 15521 962 16483 215.3 -16483
1987 15222 911 16133 215.3 -18133
1988 l1503 854 480 12949 7.4 216.3 15W8 -11349
1999 8'9 1458 2287 22.6 216.3 4586 1082 3591
1990 E00 2402 3202 37.0 216.3 7992 1051 5872
1899 900 3333 4133 51.3 216.3 11090 1110 90m7
1992 E9C 4035 4835 82.1 215.3 13428 1210 9902
1993 MO0 4747 5547 72.9 216.3 15773 1278 11504
1994 O a40 7840 95.5 219.3 184194 1S30 12203
1995 900 7804 8904 97.8 216.3 21100 13E6 *3582
199 990 8900 110.0 216.3 23783 1406 1939
1997 9224 9224 115.3 21B.3 24939 1327 17042
1991 9224 9224 115.3 216.3 24939 0 15715
1989 9224 S224 115.3 216.3 24939 0 1715
2000 9224 9224 115.3 216.3 24939 0 15715
200t-2023 S224 9224 115.3 216.3 24939 0 1715
Present Value at OS 4450O 1008S 335077 389649 4236 9507 915214 11230 537795
n-s Economic Rate of Return (ERR) is 17.SZ
ARGINAL COrT ANALYSIS
SE6rTIvIY ANALYSIS: ERR
-PRESENT VAUES Ws - -IW1GIXAL COST-
Benefita reduced by 10S 15.0Z
Oiscount hnveat- Total S Invest Volume In.st- TetaL
Investment cost increaswd 10S 16.8S Rate nmt Expenses on Sold ment
MiLt. V MILL. V TotaL MNLL.Ton r/Ton VrTon
Investaent +101, Water SaLes -101 15.01
5S 41852 147022 32S 1288 38B2 114.2
89 42759 102S90 42 770 55.5 132.7
101 40448 8375 48S 568 71.3 147.9
1 ] In 1985 prices, incLuding pie,iscat contingenciesp but axcLuding taxes.
2 Complmentary distribution and Look detection works (Annex 9, TabLe 21. The cost of house connection Is ftuLty
paid by users chorges Idavetopar'o contributions), and does not affect tho economic anaLysis.
3 ] Since there ara economies of scale in several operatinaL expensea, the Incremental coat is *t1im_ted at W 55 p.r ton
soLd untiL 1S93 (Annex 9, TabLe 51 and W 90 per ton thereaftar.
4 DetalLt in Annex 3 E.
5 ] The water aotd IncLude 45,0OD tpd of samu-treated water soLd to taho textiLe industriaL zone et a Lower rate of W 175
per ton. The rmining water, and In particuLar the water produced by the proeJct woutd be futLy trated, and
is soLd at and average price of W 200 per ton in 1S15 prices or W206 In 1985 prices. After the 5 rea taziff intrm_e
In 1S99 (required to comply with the rate of return covenant, thn tariff Is kept consUtant.
6 1 Include user's contributions and about 10: of the othor nperating revenues
11-ay-0 
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KOREA
NAMGANG AND TAEGU WATER SUPPLY PROJECT
Assumptions for Financial Pro ections
Inf Latiozi
1. Project cost tables assume that foreign price increases
would be 5% p.a. in 1985, 7.5Z p.a in 1986, and 8Z in 1987-88. Local
inflation in 1983 and 1984 has been only about 3Z. Government efforts
to curtail inflation are likely to hold inflation below these levels,
in which case exchange adjustments may be used on the average, to
maintain the "purchasing power parity" with international prices. The
financial projections assume that the local inflation would be about
2.5Z in 1985, 5X in 1986 and and 5.5% thereafter. The exchange rate
for 1985 is assumed at V 850 per US dollar.
Financial Proiections
2. The project cost, demand and financial projections use
computer programs developed by the appraisal team using Lotus 1-2-3.
Only the main financial statements (Table 1 - Income, TabLe 2 -Flow of
Funds, Table 3 - Balance, Table 4 - Financial Plan and Table 5 -
Monitoring Indicators) are included in Annexes 7, 8 and 10 for
ISWACO's Water and Dams' Divisions and Taegu Water Bureau,
respectively. Additional tables, available in the project file,
provide details of all the assumptions and intermediate results
regarding demand, fixed assets and revaluation, debt service,
operational expenses, tariffs and revenues, etc. Therefore only the
main assumptions are explained below. The financial projections were
discussed with ISWACO and the Taegu Water Bureau, and reviewed during
negotiations.
ISWACO's Water and Dams Divisions
3. Assets Revalzation. Korean regulations allow for the
revaluation of fixed assets vhRn their estimated value exceeds the
book value by 25% or more. Under the Second Water Supply Project,
ISWACO's Water and Dams assets had to be revalued before December 31,
1984. This was done for the Dams' Division in December 1983, doubling
the book value for this Division. Hovever for the Water Division,
where revaluation is not expected to exceed 20X (because the assets
are relatively new and inflation has been low), the assets revaluation
is expected to be completed only in 1985. The fixed assets of Taegu's
Water Bureau were revalued at the end of 1984 and incorporated in the
books as of January 1, 1985. After 1985, the appraisal financial
projections assume a revaluation of fixed assets, using 85% of the
wholesale price index increases as a proxy for the increased value.
For Chungju Dam, which would be in partial operation by June 1985,
power generation is expected to be less than half the installed
capacity. Land acquisition and some smaller complementary would be
completed in 1986. Therefore about 70% of the Chungju Dam fixed assets
are assumed to enter into operation in 1985, with the remaining
entering in 1986.
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4. Taxes. ISWACO pays income and defense taxes at a rate of
about 172 of its net income before taxes. Taxes are levied on the
total operations of ISWACO, and there are allowances for accelerated
depreciation and for deduction of interest (operational and
capitalized). Therefore is very difficult to estimate the taxes in
advance, and even more to allocate them to each of ISWACO's Divisions.
This would made difficult and controversial the calculation of the
tariffs required to comply with the rate of return covenant, and
therefore taxes, which are less than 12% of the net income, have been
excluded from the rate of return calculation.
5. Water Division. The Water Division owns and operates nine
regional systems providing water in bulk to cities or industrial
areas. These facilities are generally constructed by MOC and
transferred to ISWACO for operation and maintenance. Most of the water
(95X) is provided raw (without treatment). Detailed water demand
projections for the NRS are presented in Annex 3B. These projections
are based on government plans for the region and were revised by the
consultants during the final design. They assume that after water
supply is assured, the population and development of the region, now
lagging compared to other regions, would accelerate, and the two main
cities would achieve population growth rates of up to 4Z pa. This is
feasible because these coastal cities have a great potential for
development, and new infrastructure is being built including tourist
developments, industrial estates, and a new harbor. Road access to
the area is also being improved.
6. The main expansion of ISWACO's bulk water supply systems
would be the Metropolitan Region Water Supply Project, providing
treated water to 25 municipalities in the Seoul Metropolitan Region
(but excluding Seoul City). This water would be provided raw to three
cities (Incheon, Bucheon and Gwangmyeong) which are buildingl a joint
treatment plant (partially financLd by ADB). ISWACO would sell treated
water (produced in another two treatment plants) to the remaining 22
municipalities. The water tariffs were raised by 10X in December
1984. The tariff includes fixed charges (for the volume of water
contracted), variable charges with the volume of water used, and
excessive consumption charges for water used above the contracted
limit. The financial targets for national water tariffs and tariff
Table l.ISWACO's Water Tariffs (December 1984)
Raw Water Treated Water
-- Won/Tonn
Fixed Charges for the Water Contract>.' 18.7 61.6
Variable Charges for the Water Used 14.3 8.8
Excessive Charges for Consumption
above the Contracted Supply 60.5 77.0
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policies and rationale would be reviewed under a tariff study (SAR
para. 1.08(b)), to be completed by September 30, 1986 (terms of
reference are available in the Project File). Since the water charges
for excessive consumption are more than four times those for the water
used, the average rate fluctuates and may actually be lower when the
volume contracted increases (e.g., between 1983 and 1984).
7. Pow-r expenses represent almost 60" of the total, include a
fixed charges for the installed capacity, and charges per kwh used.
These expenses are expected to increase roughly in proportion to the
volume of water produced. Actual expenses would however decrease,
because charges for installed capacity would remain constant, although
a real increase in power rates of about 1% p.a. compensates for this
factor. The number of staff also remains constant until the new
projects enter into operation, and unit personnel expenses are
expected to increase 2% to 3% per year in real terms, including the
cost of retirement benefits. Details of the number of new employees
required, materials and maintenance expenses projected on the basis of
historical trends, and for increments due to the new projects are
detailed in the annexes available in the Project File. Central
administrative expenses are allocated in proportion to the staff in
each division.
8. Debt service is mainly with ADB, which financed the First
Metropolitan Project ($22.2 million, payable in 24 years at 7.52), as
well as the Gumi system ($4.2 million, payable in 20 years at 8.3%)
and the Geum Gang System ($24.33 million). Bank loans for the
Metropolitan Region Water Supply Project and for the proposed project
would be paid by ISWACO with the same terms and conditions as the Bank
loan, plus a 0.05% handling charge. The foreign exchange risk would be
bourne by ISWACO. The remaining cost of the NRS would be financed by
equity contributions. These are preferred by the Qcvernme=t instead of
loans, given the need by ISWACO to internally generate funds for its
large investments in dams until 1988 (para. 13). The Water Division
is expected to transfer about W60 bill5on ($71 million) to the Dams'
Division during this period. After these projects are completed,
ISWACO would be able to assume a large internal generation and debt
service for future water and dams projects.
9. Geumranz System. Under the new Public Enterprise Law, ISWACO
is making an effort to increase its management efficiency and
profitability. However, ISWACO has been forced to take over the
operation of a bulk treated water system built by MOC (Geumgang). The
direct operational expenses of this eystem per ton sold are more than
three times the national water tariff charged by ISWACO due mainly to
gross overestimation of demand. In anticipation of this possibility,
it was recommended, under the Metropolitan Region Water Supply
Project, that the financial Droblems created for ISWACO by this system
should be treated as a special case since the capacity of this system
is likely to remain largely underutilized for many years. For purposes
of the rate of return covenant the full operational costs and
depreciation of the system are included, but the fixed assets are
excluded from the rate base until 1989 (inclusive). Although the
capacity of this system is only 7% of the water production capacity of
ISWACO, its fixed assets (about $90 million) are almost 40Z of the
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revalued fixed assets of this Division.
10. Dame Division. The Dams Division includes the total
operation of the dams, the costs of which are allocated to three main
purposee: (a) water rights (water for municipal and industrial use
taken from ISWACO- regulated rivers); (b) power generated by ISWACO
and sold in bulk to KEPCO; and (c) water used from ISWACO regulated
rivers for irrigation. When each dam is completed, a detailed economic
analysis is made to distribute its cost to the beneficiaries (water
rights, power, irrigation, flood control, traffic or roads, land
reclamation, etc.). The total cost is then allocated to each
comz 't, using the lower of the benefits or the alternative cost for
each onent. The cost allocation for flood control and 702 of the
cost a..ucation for irrigation are financed by government grants, and
are not included in ISWACO's fixed assets. In practice, ISWACO has not
been able to collect revenues from the farmers (since the Ministry of
Agriculture vants to subsidize food production), and the operational
expenses for irrigation and flood control are now being charged to the
other services.
I1. Detailed demand projections for the sales of pover, water
rights, and irrigation water, from each dam under operation or
construction and their respective charges and tariffs are presented
in the detailed financial projections for this Division (available in
the Project File). The Chunzju Dam, financed by Loan 1666-KO, would
start partial generation by mid-1985, and by 1986 would double the
total pover presently generated by ISWACO from its other three dams
(Andong, Soyang and Daecheong). The power generated by ISWACO is
cheaper to KEPCO than its oil, gas or nuclear generation. Therefore
ISWACO's full power capacity is used as soon as it is available.
However, since KEPCO presently has surplus generating capacity, it may
try to curtail the purchase of power from ISWACO.
12. By 1988, the operating expenses other than depreciation
would be less than 11 of the revenues of the Dams' Division. The
remaining 89% of the revenues cover depreciation (331), and the return
on capital (56X), more than half of the revenues. About 52Z of the
operating expenses are for personnel. These expenses would almost
double upon completion of the Chungju Dam. Additional provision for
staff and other expenses is included upon completion of each of the
other dams under cnnstruction: Hapcheon, the Nakdong Barrage, and
Juam, by 1988, and Imha by 1989. Main pover expenses are to pump back
water at Andong during non-peak hours, to be used for generation
during peak hours. Materials are forecasted based on the new assets
entering into operation.
13. Flow of Funds The Dams Division would have investments of
some $270 million in 1985, and a total investment of almost $1 billion
during 1984-88 (Annex 8, Table 4). These investments are financed by
several foreign loans (including Bank Loans 1666-KO and 2350-KO),
three loans from OCF, several loans from the Korean Development Bank
and the Korean 0-1 Fund and go7ernment contributions. Tnese are
summarized in Annex 8, Table 2 and further details on terms and
conditions of these loans are presented in the detailed financial
projections for this division (available in the Project File). These
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investments, loans and contributions are provided in accordance with
loans already signed or financial plans approved by the Government.
Land reclaimed under the Nakdong Barrage would be sold between 1987
and 1989, and would largely improve the cash flow of this Division.
HOC is doing feasibility studies for the construction of another five
dams. Bovever, no priorities or schedules have been approved, and
detailed cost estimates are not available. ISWACO is now looking very
critically at these new projects, requiring them to have a rate of
return of at least 10Z if they are to be financed by ISWACO. Tentative
investments of W20 billion pa., fully internally generated, have been
included between 1989 and 1991 to provide for some of these project-.
14. Accounts receivable are about one month of the am- -nt
billed. Other fixed assets include those which are not included iL the
rate of return (para. 9). Accounts payable to contractors represent
about month of the annual capital expenditures.
Taexu City Water Bureau
15. Assets Revaluation. TWB's fixed assets were revalued in
accordance with the Korean law on January 1, 1985. For the financial
projections, and to avoid apparent variations in the rate of return
performance, this revaluation was applied from December 31, 1984.
Assets are revalued thereafter using the same procedures as for ISWACO
(para. 3).
16. Water Demand. Water production per capita increased 6.7%
p.a. in Korea during the last 13 years. Even under rationed supply,
the per capita consumption in Taegu increased 4.2% pa. during the
last seven years. The per capita income in Korea has been increasing
at almost 6% per year, and this trend is assumed to continue in the
future. Because of income elasticity of water and rapid industrial
development the per capita water demand is likely to increase by about
3.5Z p.a. for the next few years. However the consultants' CKECC) and
the city's projections assume a much faster growth (5.5Z pa. between
1984-91), which is not considered realistic by the appraisal mission.
Presently the consultants have reviewed and reduced their estimation
Table 2. Alternative Water Demand Estimates
- (million tons/year)-
1985 1988 1991 1996
Source Lpcd Water Lpcd Water Lpcd Water Lpcd Water
Sold Sold Sold Sold
KECC 173 126.8 216 181.3 226 208.0 297 310.0
(Criginal)
City 167 121.0 196 160.6 231 212.6 300 313.1
KECC 175 126.7 203 166.4 225 207.0 264 275.6
(Revised April 13, 1985)
Appraisal 167 120.7 195 160.0 218 203.0 251 262.0
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of the water demand. For the appraisal, the mission used the revised
KECC estimates of per capita demand, but delayed by one year (the
forecasted per capita consumption for a given year is applied to the
following year). Table 2 gives details of the different demand
projections
17. Operational ExDenses. Detailed information on the projection
of TWB's expenses and debt service is available in the Project File.
This includes a detailed forecast of number of employees by category,
power expenses, the cost of house connections (called construction
consigned in Korea), and materials and maintenance expenses which
represent almost 90% of the total expenses. The cost of house
connections is fully paid by consumers. Although these expenses could
be capitalized, included in the fixed assets an. amortized, the
Korean practice is to balance out the cost and revenues for this item
in each year. This is simpler, but more conservative, and reduces the
reported net income and rate of return.
18. The City is eager to start the construction of a treatment
plant and transmission facilities to use water from the next water
source (the Daecheon Dam), whose construction would be started by MOC.
However, the appraisal demand estimates indicate that the Geumho
Treatnent Plant, which would use water from this dam, would not be
needed until at least 1992 (although this treatment plant could
reinforce the supply to the eastern part of the city, which is at the
farthest distance away from the Nakdong river treatment plants). The
financial projections show that unless the start of construction ef
this treatment plant is postponed until 1988, TWB would have
significant cash deficits. Therefore agreement has been reached to
postpone these works and scale down some of the other investments
proposed by TWb.
19. Financing Plan. The overall financing plan (Annex 10, Table
4) includes the proposed Bank loan on standard conditions plus a 0.05%
handling charge. Government loans would finance W9,440 million. These
loans are provided through MOC's budget, and are repayable to KDB at
10% interest, with a 15 year term after 5 years grace. Disbursements
in each year are considered a separate loan and amortized separately.
Interest is not financed but paid at the end of each year.
20. Bonds are expected to finance W18,401 million, including
interest accumulated until redemption. Bonds are compulsory and are
linked to house sales, construction contracts, licenses, etc. This is
based on the national policy established by HORA and widely used by
all cities to finance water works. These bonds bear interest rates of
6%, and capital and accumulated interest are paid after five years.
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Review of the OrRanization of the Water and Sewerage Services inTaeRu
City: Obiectives and Scope of Work
Int-roduction
1. Taegu City presently operates its water services through an
independently managed Water Bureau under a Director General reporting
directly to the Vice Mayor and Mayor. The Water Bureau has separate
budgets and maintains independent accounts of revenues and
expenditures. It is fully responsible for its total operations,
including management, finance, budgeting, accounting, planning,
design, operations and maintenance.
2. The city's sewerage services are, on the other hand, the
responsibility of a Sewerage Division within the Construction Bureau,
under a Director reporting to the Director General of Construction. It
is mainly responsible for the maintenance and expansion of the city's
drainage systems consisting of street drains, main drains, natural
water courses, drainage pumping stations, and flood protection works.
It also has some responsibilities like river maintenance and flood
relief works. It presently has no revenues of its own aud is funded
from the city's General Accounts, for both recurrent and capital
expenditures within the annual allocations available to the
Construction Bureau. However, the city will start levying sever
tariffs from July 1985 which are expected to finance operations and
maintenance as well as a portion of the severage works as recommended
in the Master Plan for Severage (1985-2001), completed in 1984. The
city is already implementing the initial works under the Master Plan,
and the Dalseocheon Treatment Plant would be completed and start
operations in 1987. Other investments are being actively planned for
the next fev years.
3. As a result of the above improvements the Sewerage Division
would have to be reorganized soon to take care of the following
activities: revenue collection, accounts, budgeting its own revenues
starting in July 1985, etc., and starting in 1987, to operate and
maintain the Dalseocheon Treatment Plant and the new sever
interceptors. Additional staff is likely to be needed as well as
changes in the existing organization. Bovever, no study has been made
to identify and assess these needs and the feasibility of making
changes.
4. Major cities in countries all over the world have found that
is more efficient and economic to organize their water and sec2rage
services under a unified management. This applies to cities where
water and severage services are managed by public corporations as well
as those where these services are part of the city's bureaus. In
Korea, the Seoul Metropolitan Government has already successfully
implemented the integrated management of its water and severage
services under a Director General of one Water and Severage Bureau and
is undertaking an extremely large investment program in both water nmd
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severage facilities.
5. The integrated management of these closely related services
includes the following advantages: better use of staff since
accounting, revenue collection, public relations, etc. can be handled
by the same staff; integrated planning of the expansion of both water
and severage services; and coordination of construction planning for
laying of water and sewerage pipelines, etc., to avoid unnecessary
disruptions on roads and problems due to lack of the other service. An
additional and even more importart benefit is that the common
management of these two services would result in the best use of
financial resource for the planned expansion of both services. At
any given time, while priority problems for one of the services may
have been solved, and this service may have surplus cash or be
investing in lower priority works, high priority works for the other
service cannot be undertaken because of lack of funds. On the other
hand, arguments can also be made for a separate and independently
managed Sewerage Bureau, which could give its full attention to this
service, but with a mechanism for close coordination of its planning
and investments with the Water Bureau.
6. In the above context and in view of the significant expansions
of both water and severage services under the city's Master Plans, it
is important to review the organization of the water and sewerage
services of Taegu City. The reviev would analyze all relevant factors
specific to Taegu City and make proposals to improve the organization,
coordination and staffing of water and severage services.
G'biectives of the Review
7. The main objective is to analyze the present organization of
the water and sewerage services in Taegu City and make
recommendations for the institutional improvements which may be need-d
for the management of these two closely related services to:
(a) promote the optimal integrated planning and investments and
ensure their complementary development;
(b) promote the design of efficient tariffs and more efficient use of
the staff by sharing the accoanting, billing and collection of
revenues;
(c) promote the efficient utilization of staff, equipment, and
financial resources, for construction, operation and maintenance
and;
(d) allow for the transfer of surplus resources between the two
services and their optimal investment planning.
Scope of Work
8. The review would use specialists experienced in institutional
development, local government organization, technical and financial
management of public utilities and legal aspects to carry out the
folloving tasks:
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In Phase 1:
(a) Examine i.n detail the present organization structure and staffing
for managing the Water Bureau a8n4 the Sewerage Division and the
distribution in the future of the severage-related functions
within the city organization;
(b) Review the advantages and disadvantages of the present
organizational arrangements in relation to the ongoing and
proposed expansions in both services over the next ten years;
(c) Review the advautages and disadvantages of alternate
organizational arrangements, to promote efficiency as outlined in
the objectives of this review, in particular the joint management
of the water and sewerage-related services under a single Bureau;
and
(d) Make a detailed analysis of the legal, administrative, financial,
technical and other changes that would be necessary to implement
each of the alternative organizational arrangements that are
studied, and examine the practical implications of such changes.
In Phase 2:
(e) The review would propose an organizational structure that would
be consistent with the above objectives and practical to
implement, aud propose implementation guidelines, in particular
the required number and organization of staff.
Reporting Re-quirements
9. The review would be made by MORA in cooperation with the
City Administration and the Directors General of the relevant
bureaus. The initial part of the review, estimated to last about 6
months, and encompassing work detailed in paras. 8 (a) - (d) above,
would produce a preliminary report including the analysis of the
advantages and disadvantages of each alternative and the best option
or options identified. After consideration by the City and relevant
Government Ministries and a decision as to the preferred alternative,
the Phase 2 of the review would study the implementation requirements
for the preferred option as envisaged in para. 8 (e) above. This
second phase would take about three months and would provide a report
including final recommendations, implementing guidelines and any other
relevant material.
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Documents Available in the Proiect File
1. Mission Working Papers
(a) Original and revised water demand.
(b) Financial projections for ISWACOgs Water Division.
(c) Financial projections for ISWACO's Dams Division.
(d) Economic and social analysis.
2. Studies and other documents
(a) KECC and Nihon Suido. Master Plan and Feasibility Study for
Taegu Water Supply Project (1981).
(b) KECC and Original Engineering Consultants. Taegu Water
Supply Project 4th Stage Extension Feasibility Study
(October 1984).
(c) Renardet Engineering, Woo Bo Engineering Inc. and Jung Woo
Engineering Co., Ltd. Nam River Water Supply Project Master
Plan and Feasibility Study (August 1983).
(d) Woo Bo Engineering Inc., Renardet Engineering and Jung Woo
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